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CHAPTER I 
I 
IN'l1RODUCT ION II 
Statement of the Problem 'I 
The present study i s concerned with the problem of sep- I 
aration that both the child and his parent have while the child 
is in the hospital . Specifically~ the question to be answered 
is what, if anything, can the nurse do to assist children, ages 
two to six, and their parents, on the pediatric division at 
Vanderbilt University Hospital, toward making a more comfortable 
ad j ustment when the parents leave at the end of the visiting 
period? 
Objectives of the Study 
The ob j ectives of the study are: 
1. To discover what has been and is universally being 
done to make separation at the end of the visiting period 
emotionally more comfortable fJr both the child and his 
parent. 
2. To try out a method of meeting the needs of pa-
tients, aged two to .six, and of their parents so that sep-
aration at the end of the visiting period will be emotion-
ally more comfortable for both. 
3. To compare emotional adjustments of the children 
1 
I 
I 
r 
2 
and their parents at separation under usual ward conditions 
with those under Objective 2 above. 
4. To ascertain whether or not such a study as this is 
practical and/or possible for an 11 on-the- job~' clinical in-
structor or supervisor to execute. 
5. To make proposals based on the findings and conclu-
sions. 
Hypothesis 
It is believed that separation at the end of the visit-
ing period can be emotionally more comfortable for the child and 11 
lhis parent if the nurse is readily available to assist them dur- 1 
'ing the visiting period, at the departure of the parent, and if 
she remains with the child thirty minutes after the departure of 
the parent, provided she purposefully gears her nursing care 
toward assisting them in their separation. 
Therefore, the major question to answer is: . does pur-
lposefully planned nursing care during the visiting period and for 
thirty minutes after the parent has departed make a difference 
jas to how the children and their parents feel about separation 
when the parents leave at the end of the visiting period? 
The expectation of the investigator is that this study will 
11help formulate recommendations which will help the division per- · 
sonnel to facilitate the emotional adjustment of children and 
their parents to the hospital experience. 
Setting 
This experiment took place on a general 42-bed pediatric 
- ~~ ~- ---==~- -- ---= ~---- - - -=----'!-
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unit in a general university hospltal. 1 Patients range in age 
from one day to fifteen years, and the daily average census is 
thirty. 2 The unit provides learning experiences for students 
in medicine and social work, professional and practical nursing, I 
1
and in technical nursing . 3 tj 
The great majority of patients are children who have been 
"admitted for diagnosis and t r e:1tment of aoute medical conditions. 
I 
There may be as many as six patients under six years of age who 
have surgical conditions.4 
Visiting periods are held daily for one-half hour, 2:30 
t o 3 :00P.M., and for one hour and one-half on Sunday. Two per-
sons, fifteen years of age or older, may visit each patient at a 
'time. 
' I Definition of Terms 
For common understanding of the method, two of the terms 
used in the study are' defined: 
1
vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tennessee. 
21951 figure. 
3Nurse t echnicians are persons who are trained in a par-
ticular area, such as pediatrics, and who, after nine months of 
·training, are employed to work in this area. 
4The average length of stay has not been computed . The 
·period of hospitalization varies from one to several days. Very 
occasionally a patient will stay for l ·:mg-term convalescent care 
but this has never been over a year. These are patients with 
poliomyelitis who are waiting for home or convalescent home . 
placement. Data for this study were collected on forty-one of the 
fifty patients i nvolved when they had been in the hospital less 1 
than eight days. Seven were either on their eighth, tenth, elev-
enth, thirteenth, or fourteenth day of admission. One was on his 
twenty-seventh and one on his forty-seventh day of admission. 
.. 
4 
1. A Week . This is considered as Monday through Friday. 
Data \'/ere collected on these days only. 
2. Child situation. A situation confined to the child~ 
aged two to six years, hospitalized on the pediatric unit. 
It is further confined within the time span of the beginning 
of a visiting period through thirty minutes beyond the end 
of that period. It includes the child's interactions with 
pe ople and things during this time span. 
Methods Used and T~eatment of Data 
A control and an experimental group of children, ages 
two to six, and their parents were selected for the study. 
Control conditions were those under usual ward conditions during 
a visiting period, at the parent's departure, and for thirty min-
:l utes after the parent had left. Nurses may or may not have 
geared their nursing care toward assisting the child and his 
parent in their separation. Experimental conditions were those 
Iunder a definite plan of nursing care in which the nurse at-
tempted to make separation emotionally comfortable for both. 
To determine how the children felt in relation to their 
parent leaving them at the end of the visiting period under both 
control and experimental conditions~ direct observation of child 11 
situations and immediate recording of the observations were used. 
The recordings of each cnild situation~ from the time that the 
visiting period was announced over and for thirty minutes after 
the parent had left, were mimeographed and read by ten expert 
judges of behavior. They rated, on a five-point rating scale, 
5 
how they thought each child felt in relation to his separation 
from his parent. Each of the five points on the scale was given 
a number which enabled comparisons between the control and ex-
perimental groups of children to be made. 
To determine how the parents felt in relation to leaving 
their children at the end of the visiting period under both con-
ditions, a one-question questionnaire was used. Each parent 
response to the question was mimeographed and read by the same 
ten judges who j udged the child situations. They rated on a 
five-point rating scale identical to the oneused above how they 
thought each parent felt about leaving her child at the end of 
the visiting period . Comparisons between the control and experi-
mental parent groups were made in the same way as were those for 
the children. 
Control versus experimental comparisons for children and 
parents were grouped according to the total cases and also sub-
grouped according to the age of the child, number of children in 
the room, and the child 1 s hospital day. 
The method used in this study provided for comparisons 
within the control and experimental groups as well as control 
versus experimental comparisons. Therefore, comparisons vfi thin 
groups for children and parents have been made according to age, 
number of children in the room , and hospital day. 
The data have been summarized and presented in both 
tabular and graphic form. Conclusions have been drawn and recom-
mendations have been made in terms of the findings and practical 
.applic_ations. _ ___ _ __ _ _ _ 
6 
Scope and Limitations 
The sampling for the study was l i mited to children on the 
I 
!pediatric division who were between two and six years of age, who 
'were well oriented to the environmentj whose parents were present 
during the visiting period, and who were at the second or later 
chronological day of hospitalization. 
There were twenty-three cases of children and parents 
under control conditions and twenty-seven under experimental. 
Data vmre collected under control conditions for a total 
of eight v.Jeeks and under experimental for a total of six weeks. 
'!The number of days on which data were actually collected in each 
I of the above weeks ranged from zero to three. 
The number of times that data were collected on any one 
chi ld was one time and each child situation was observed and re-
corded by only one person. 
As has been previously stated, this study was done pre-
cisely for the purpose of determining whether or not purpose-
lfully planned nursing care, during and immediately following the 
I 
,visiting period, is of value in making separation for the child 
I 
I 
1
and parent an emotionally more comfortable experience than now 11 
exists for them and to make recommendations in terms of the find-
ings and conclusions. 
I 
No attempt was made to study child-parent relationships 
7 
as to which methods were most effective in meeting this end. 
Neither has an attempt been made to locate a dividing 
1point on the rating scale,' used to rate child and parent adjust-
ment to their separation~ that would differentiate between satis-
'f actory and unsatisfactory adjustment. The rating scale was 
merely a tool used to show relative adjustment of children and 
parents under control and experimental conditions. 
It is felt that much was learned by the nurses who exe-
outed the proposed plan of nursing care concerning the effective-
ness of their nursing. It was not within the purposes of this 
study, however ~ to analyze the care itself as to strengths or 
weaknesses, but rather to provide the most purposeful care pos-
sible within the ability of each nurse. 
Organization of the Material 
Chapter II presents material that brings out the need 
for the study by placing the problem in its context. 
Chapter III describes the method of approach used. 
Chapter IV presents the findings; a summary and inter-
pretation of the data. 
In Chapter v~ conclusions and recommendations are given. · 
Appendix I includes the directions and guides for rating II 
both the child situations and the responses that parents gave to 
the question asked them. It also includes all of the recorded 
child situations and parent responses. 
Appendix II includes the .outline of the thesis and the 
directions to the recorders under both control and experimental 
conditions. 
--
CHAPTER II 
THE PROBLEM IN I TS CONTEXT 
As has been statedJ the present study was conducted to 
determine whatJ if anything ) the nurse could do to make separa-
tion emotionally more comfortable for children) ages two to sixJ 
and their parents) vvhen t he parents left at the end of the visit j 
ing period. This chapter attempts to show the need for the 
study by placing the problem in its context. 
Since data were collected on patients ages two-sixJ who 
had relatively s hort-term periods of hospitalization) little 
reference will be made to studies and observations concerning 
instit utionalization of chi ldren outside of this age group or 
to those with long- term periods of hospitalization. 
FirstJ an attempt is made to establish that problems of 
ad j ustment do occur for preschool children and their parents as a 
result of the child's hospitalization) what the major problem 
areas areJ and that it is considered a responsibility of the hos-
pital staff to assist children and their parents in meeting 
these problems . 
Secondly) the problem of 11 separation anxiety 11 is iso-
lated as one of the major ones t hat young hospitalized children 
and their parents experience. Effects of separation on the 
'child and on the parentJ in generalJ are discussedJ and this i s 
8 
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related to the total problem of effects of separation on the 
child and his parent in the hospital. 
Thirdly, an effort is made to establish that separation 
· anxiety is present in children and their parents even though 
parents may visit their children daily but at a stated time or, 
more specifically, that separation anxiety exists for both when 
., the parents leave at the end of the visiting period. 
The last topic is a presentation of methods already in 
use that ease separation anxiety of the hospitalized child and 
dhis parent when the parent leaves the child. 
Hospitalization: A Source of Psychic 
Trauma to Children 
Since 1937 , several works have been published in the 
United States and abroad that discuss the psychological impact 
of long and short-term hospitalization on children of various 
ages. 1 As Prugh observed, ••some of these contributions have 
derived from the work of thoughtful pediatricians, others from 
more specialized approaches by child ps ychiatrists and pedia-
" tricians wi th special training in psychiatry. 112 As a result, 
it is now well established that emotional trauma related to 
hospitalization does exist for many children. A few of the ob- 1 
servations and findings of some of these investigators will 
1 
1w. Wray Barraclough , 11 Mental Reactions to Physical Ill- 11 
ness, 11 American J ournal of Psychiatry, XCIII (January, 193~(), 
1866 . 
2Dane G. Prugh et al., 11 A Study of the Emotional Reac-
1tions of Children and Families to Hospitalization and Illness, 11 
American J ournal of Orthopsychiatry, XXIJ;I _( J gnuary , __,_1~53), _J Q_ . 
10 
follow . 
Jackson, \'l inkley, and Faust, in their discussion of the 
emotional needs of hospitalized children and, more specifically, 
those who are to face surgery , frankly state that 11the fact that 
emotional trauma occurs is widely accepted " and they def i ne emo -
tional trauma 11 as the intensif i cation of any feeling that may be 
deleterious to a satisfactory ad justment in life . 11 3 
Senn, in a discussion of the role of psychiatry in chil-
dren•s hospital services states: 
Observations of children admitted to hospitals have 
demonstrated that the average patient is emotionally dis-
turbed by the experience and that practically every physical 
illness has some psychologic concomitants. These are usual-
ly of a non-specific nature and range in type and severity 
from simple wonderment and irritability at the new experi-
ence to fear, anxiety, and even panic states, excessive 
motor activity or depression. These emotional states may 
in turn set up new physical reactions, such as fever, rest-
lessness,4enuresis, night terrors, anorexia, vomiting, and 
diarrhea . 
Beverly, in many of his writings, states that tPnervous 
reactions" occur in the child who has been hospitalized. 11 When 
studying emotional reactions of children in medical clinics, one 
is impressed with the frequency with which fears are related to 
medicine. By 'medical fears• we mean those stimulated by ill-
ness or therapeutic procedures including hospitalization." 
3Katherine Jackson, Ruth Winkley, and Otto A. Faust, 
"Problems of Emotional Trauma in Hospital Treatment of Children, 11 
Journal of the American Medical Association, CIL (August, 1952), 
1536. 
4Milton J. E. Senn, "Role of Psychiatry in Children's 
Hospital Servicej Account of Experiment in Integrating Psychiatry 
and Pediatrics in In-Patient Service\u American Journal of Dis-
eases of Children, LXXII (July, 1946) , 102. 
5Bert I. Beverly, 11 The Effect of Illness Upon Emotional 
11 
. He states that the fear-producing stimUli are (1) separation 
from parents, (2) loss of security in or confidence in parents, 
and (3) uncertainty in an unfamiliar situation. The following 
' quote from one of his works summarizes some of his thoughts: 
In many cases, hospital experiences also lead to anxiety 
states, and not without cause. Threats of hospitalization, 
with which misguided parents sometimes try to govern sick 
children, make the hospital seem a terrible place. So also 
do the gruesome stories that children overhear and the re-
citals of other children who have been hospitalized and who 
delight in exaggerating their most unpleasant experiences. 
The average child, therefore, is frightened by the mere con-
cept of the hospital. Treatment in one often confirms his 
worst fears . The hospital at best is not the most pleasant 
institution. Operations and the care of the sick are its 
business; deaths do occur. The sights, sounds, and smells 
that greet the incoming patient are not reassuring . vlhen a 
child finds himself in this alien environment, separated 
from his parents, and feeling that he may never see them 
again, he naturally becomes terrified. The fear of never 
seeing parents again, which is particularly prevalent among 
charity patients, may have serious consequences, even after 
the child returns home. 0 
Huschka and Ogden, in presenting their methods of meet-
ing the psychological needs of children in a pediatric prophy-
laxis clinic, mention two s.i tuations in which neurotic anxiety 
may originate and develop: 
(1) Situations in which the child becomes insecure because 
he fears losing the love of those upon whom he is dependent, 
and (2) situations in which he fears in jury, particularly 
injury at the hands of some other human being. It is the 
latter type of fear which is stirred up by such procedures 
as skin tests, vaccination, and inoculations of various 
types.? 
Development," Journal of Pediatrics, VIII (May, 1936), 533. 
6Bert I. Beverly, A Psychology of Growth, (New York: McGrawl 
Hill, Inc . , 1947), p. 98. 
7Mabel Huschka and Ogden Owen, 11 The Conduct of a Pediatric 
Prophylaxis Clinic, 11 Journal of Pediatrics, XII (June, 1938), 
794_. - --· - -~---~ -- ------------- - ---- ---- - -
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Both of these situations may be 11 stirred up 11 in the small child 1 
who is hospitalized. Jackson, in directly referring to these 
two situations, says: 
For the child sent to a hospital without honest and adequate 1 
explanation, both of these situations may obtain. Mistrust 
and insecurity are inherent in the relationship when parents 
fail to take the sick child into their confidence in matters /' 
pertaining to illness. If this mistrust has been furthered 
by oft-repeated threats of hospitalization, or by methods of 
trickery in effecting the hospitalization, the stage may be 
set for the child's reaction to the hospital as a place for 
punishment, to the routine hospital examinations as sharp 
retribution for misdemeanors. In the face of such unfavor-
able preliminaries, a heedless attitude towards the concerns 
of the newly admitted child, or careless remarks · in his pres~ 
ence containing inexplicable allusions to his illness, or re-
assurance based on false promises may then add to the already 
activated anxieties. The prevention of such unnecessary in- II 
crease in anxiety and the avoidance of potentially traumatic 
situations should be a major concern of every adult in con-
tact with hospitalized children.b 
II 
Levy9 and Jessner and Kaplan10 have shm'ln that operative ' 
procedures are sources of emotional trauma to children and they 
, have proposed ways and means of preventing and/or alleviating 
II 
I 
such. Pearson states: 
When he [the child] has to have an operation, he· is sel-
dom told what is going to happen to him and may not even be 
told that there is to be an operation until he is taken to 
the hospital or . comes to the operating room. In the hospi-
tal he overhears many strange discussions which he only part-
ly understands, and if he asks questions he is often put off 1 
by answers that have no bearing on the topic he is consider- : 
8Edith B. Jackson, "Treatment of the Young Child in the 
Hospital, 11 American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XII (January, II 
1942), 56. 
9navid M. Levy, "Psychic Trauma of Operations in Childre!). 
and a Note on Combat Neurosis, 11 American J ournal of Diseases of 
1Children, LXIX (January, 1945), 7-25. 
lOLucile Jessner and Samuel Kaplan, "Observations on the 
Emotional Reactions of Children to Tonsillectomy and Adenoidec-
_t_omy_,~.Q. Problems of Infanc and ChildhoodL ~dited by Milton ,1 
,. J. E. Senn New York: Josiah Macy~ Jr. Foun at-ron~ -194-9 -PP~ 97~118-: 
13 
ing. Under these conditions he tends to become overwhelmed 
by a flood of partial knovdedge_,. erroneous speculations and 
weird ideas which usually frighten him very much . He then 
tries to alter his behavior to avoid a repetition of the 
ideas; for example_, he may suddenly become afraid of all 
physicians even though they are really very friendly and 
kind to him. He may repress the memory of the whole opera-
tive procedure in order to stop thinking about his fear-
filled notions. This repression will result in alterations 
in his behavior, his emotional reactions, and his character, 
and it may lead to far-reaching difficulties in his later 
life.ll 
In the recent experimental study by Prugh et al . of the 
reactions of children and their families to hospitalization and 
illness, group statistics are given that show the percent of 
children who had untoward emotional reaction to their hospital 
experience. All of the children in this study 'tlfere hospitalized 
on a medical ward. A control group of children, those under 
usual methods of ward management, and an experimental group, 
those under a new plan of ward management which attempted to 
meet their emotional needs, were compared . Percentages are 
given according to immediate reactions, or those that occurred 
while the child was in the hospital, and according to long-range 
reactions, or those that occurred after discharge) for both the 
control and experimental groups . 
1. Immediate reactions. All of the children in both 
groups showed at least minimal reactions to the experience o" 
hospitalization. Arbitrarily excluding the minimal category 
92 per cent of the children in the control or unsupported 
group exhibited reactions of a degree indicating significant 
difficulties in adaptation (moderate and severe categories) . 
11Gerald H. J. Pearson) "Effect of Operative Procedures 
on the Emotional Life of the Child," American Journal of Diseases 
of Children) LXII (October, 194l)J 716. 
=-=-=- jj=====-===-==--- ~========~======·=-======-=======================-=-~~~F=-=-==-====-
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In the experimental group, this figure totaled 68 per cent. 
In a further breakdovm of these categories, the experimental 
group showed a significantly lower percentage of severe im-
mediate reactions to hospitalization (14% as opposed to 36% IJ 
in the control group, with a much higher percentage of , 
minimal reactions (32% as opposed to 8% in the control group) 
Moderate reactions were approximately the same in both groups~2 
In analyzing the above statistics in terms of age groups, 
the following was found : 
Immediate reactions to hospitalization were noted to be most 
marked in children from two through five years of age in 
both groups. Children of three years of age and under showed 
the highest inc i dence of reactions of severe degree (50% in 
the control and 37'% in the experimental group . ) From four 
to six years of age, severe reactions were less common (30% 
in control and 7% in experimental); the lowest incidence oc-
curred in children from six to twelve (27% in corit~ol and 
none in experimental . l3 1 
2 . Long-range reactions. Assessment of disturbances in 
adaptation continuing beyond discharge from the hospital was 
more difficult than that during hospitalization, principally 
because of the more limited opportunities for repeated ob-
servations and interviews. The material obtained, however, 
does indicate certain interesting trends, as well as some 
suggestive differences in the post-hospital adjustment of the 
two groups of children under study. 
Surveying the statistics broadly, one sees that, imraedi- 1 
ately following discharge, 92 per cent of the children in the 
control group and 68 per cent of the children in the experi- 1 
mental group showed significant disturbances in behavio~ not 
present prior to hospitalization. 
After ,three months had passed , 58 per cent of the chil- II 
dren in the control or · unsupported group exhibited what were 
regarded as disturbing reactions of at least moderate degree; 
in the experimental group this figure totaled 44 per cent . 
Forty-two per cent of the children in the control group and 1 
56 per cent in the experimental group had thus apparently re-
sumed their previous level of adjustment by the time this 
period had elapsed. Ten per cent or five children in the • 
experimental group were considered to have improved in their ! 
adjustment following discharge.l4 
12prugh et al., QQ . cit., p. 79 . 
13rbid. 
14Ibid., pp. 84 ff. 
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In analyzing the above statistics in terms of age groups/~ 
the follov-1ing vJ"as found : 
At three months following discharge, nearly one-half of the 
children still disturbed in both groups were under four 
years of age (41% and 45% in the control and experimental 
groups, respectively). Including the children from four to 
six, 54 per cent of the control group and 69 per cent of the 
experimental group still showing disturbances were under six' 
years of age.l5 I 
Langford mentions illness and hospitalization as a con-
structive experience for children if well handled by parents, 
nurses, and physicians.l6 Prugh, et al., as noted above, found 
I' 
'
that five children in their experimental group, according to the ! 
. . ij 
description given by the parents, were improved in their over- jj 
· all behavior following discharge and a larger number in the 
"control and experimental groups combined were said to have shovm 
:1 improvement in one or more aspects of their behavior. 
Prugh, et al., state: 
However, 
From careful scrutiny of the criteria of improvement 
held by the parents involved and of the behavior described 
as 'improved,' the impression was gained that these five 
children, as well as the majority of others showing partial 1 improvement, actually had inhibited behavior previously un- JJ 
acceptable to their parents. This is in accord with the im-
pressions of Jessner and Kaplan, in regard to the appearance 
of such improvement in children undergoing tonsillectomy, 
and casts no light on the possibility, mentioned by Langford ! 
of constructive grov-rth experiences arising as the result of 
well-handled hospitalization.l7 
I 
I 
15Ibid., p. 85. 
16\villiam S. Langford, 11 Physical Illness and Convales- I 
: cence; Their fv1eaning to the Child, 11 Journal of Pediatrics, XXXII 
,' (August, 1948), 246. j 
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Hospitalization: . A Source of 
Emotional Tension to 
Parents 
In the preceding pages~ it has become evident that hospi-
1 
talization proposes problems of adjustment to children which may 
result in untoward psychic residua . However~ mental reactions 
of the parents of these children to the experience are not as 
clearly or as often defined in the literature . 
, I 
Prugh~ et al.~ as a result of their experimental study, 
have probably brought out most clearly the untoward reactions of 
parents whose children are ill and hospitalized. They state: 
Certain nuclear effects were manifest among parents~ 
vfhatever their adjustment on the ward. Realistic fear in 
proportion to the severity of the child's illness, overt 
anxiety~ guilt over possible involvement in the causation 
of illness or over previously hostile feelings toward the 
child~ and other feelings were handled in various ways~ de-
pendent upon the character structure of the parent~ the 
nature of the relationship with the child ~ experiences im-
mediately preceding hospitalization~ and other factors . 
Where opportunities were available, the well-adjusted par-
ents vmre able to participate ,effectively in t"i'ard care, feed-
ing their children ~ playing with them, and putting them to 
bed. In some less adequately adjusted parents, anxiety 
arising from repressed hostility t oward the child or from 
overevaluation of the child as an object reached such pro-
portions that any such participation was blocked~ and sup-
portive ,psychotherapeutic measures were necessary . With 
some pat ients~ isolation and denial, combined with projec-
tion of guilt or a need to use the illness of the child as 
a punishment, were observed. Defensiveness and projection 
onto staff members, often combined with rivalry on the part 
of the mother toward the nurses in particular, occasionally 
reached such intensity that acceptance of medical recommendar 
tion was impossible without psychotherapeutic intervention~ 
not infrequently acceptable to such parents. 
Realistic acceptance of the implications of the child's 
illness was possible ultimately for the well-adjusted par-
ents . In less well integrated personalities, accounting for · 
the bulk of inadequate parental adjustments, sweeping anxi-
ety, depression~ acting out of sadistic impulses toward the 
child~ and the use of a variety of defense mechanisms were :1 
observed in the face of serious or possibly crippling illness. 
-'--"--'~ ----~---- -- --- --~ --- --------~~---- ----t'-'- -----
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Open and complete rejection of the child at any point was 
rarely seen, even on follow-up study. Marked ambivalence, 
even on the part of well-adjusted parents, was frequent in 
the face of behavioral regression on the part of the child, 
either during or f ollowing hospitalization~ In the previous-
ly . v.rell-adjusted children showing reactions beyond three 
months, such parental ambivalence and overcompensatory indulr 
gence or punitiveness appeared to be involved in the perpetu-
ation of symptoms. In a number of instances, following a 
period of confusion, resentment, guilt and anxiety, parents 1 
intuitively handled posthospitalization reactions in an ef-
fective way, the best-adjusted ones giving initially greater 
emotional support to the children, gradu~lly 1v;eaning 1 them 
from increased dependent satisfactions.ld 
.Jensen and Comley have also brought out that parents 
·! manifest tensions while their child is ill and hospitalized. 
'They state that the first major problem to be recognized by the 
hospital staff, in order to give the hospitalized child and his 
1parents the consideration due them, 11 is that of emotional tensio~ 
of the parents and child .1119 They describe how parents reflect 
the i r feelings by stating: 
Parents may reveal their anxiety in many ways . Undue 
concern shown the child at the time of hospital admission, 
reluctance to leave the child when necessary, unwillingness 
to observe hospital regulations and visiting hours, too fre-
quent telephone calls, disturbing letters, are all manifes-
tations of parental tension.20 
The Problem of Adjustment: A 
Challenge to Hospital Staff 
As has been stated by Jackson (see page 12), prevention 
I 
of increase in anxiety of children and prevention of potentially, 
traumatic situations for them should be a major concern of all 
18Ibid., pp . 97 ff . 
19Reynold A. Jensen and Hunter H. Comley, 11 Child-Parent 
Problems in the Hospital, 11 Nervous Child, VII (April, 1948), 201. 
___ 
20Ibid_. 
___:::_.:;:.,_ __ ~-~ 
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members of a hospital staff who work with children. 
I' lenging point of view is reflected by many authors. 
This -chal-t 
Among them 11 
are Senn, Jensen, Parry, Beverly, Wallace, and Moncrieff. 
Senn, in describing convalescent care, described it in 
terms of 11 restoring physical function and mental i>vell-being and 
of preventing as much as possiole all psychological and somatic 
residua. 1121 Jensen brings out that consideration is due the 
child and parent by the hospital staff while the child is hospi- 1 
;talized and states that tensions of the parents urequire as much l 
consideration as the illness itself; often the child 1 s progress ,. 
·may be impeded by them. 1122 
Parry, in an appeal for social reforms in hospitals, 
states: 
In too many hospitals an essential fact is forgotten- -
that they were founded not for the benefit of doctors, 
nurses, or committees of management but to help restore the 
patients to health . 
Enormous improvement on the social side of hospital 
treatment is needed. The social treatment of the patient 
means providing for his comfort, happiness, amusement, oc-
cupation, and general welfare, which at present are too 
often forgotten or relegated to a subordinate position. 
This social medicine means so much to a patient. It not 
only helps and accelerates his recovery but also brings it 
about in a much less irksome manner.23 · 
I 
,I 
Beverly states that 11since fear reactions are almost in- 11 
evitable in the case of children who are removed from their par- I 
I 
rents and placed in strange institutions, which they do not under-
21Milton J . E. Senn, "The Emotional Aspects of Convales-
cence," The Child, X (August, 1945), 24-28. 
22Jensen and Comley, op. cit., p. 201. II 
23L. A. Parry, nThe Urgent Need for Reforms in Hospitals 1 11 
The Lancet, =r-r -(December, 1947);- 881. ~-==-
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stand and where they cannot feel comfortable~ nurses and physi-
cians, as well as parents~ should give full consideration to the 
implications of hospitalizCl.tion. 1124 
Wallace and Feinauer emphasize the role of the nurse 
11 when they state: 11 In the light of our understanding of children 
and the advances of psychosomatic medicine~ it is evident that 
t he pediatric nurse has a responsible part to play in the pre-
vention and alleviation of emotional .distress as she carries out 
medical treatment and gives the child his daily care in the 
2c hospital. 11 ? 
rvioncrieff summarizes all of these statements as he dis-
cusses the effects of hospital admission on children and says 
11 The emotional needs of the sick child need as much considera-
26 tion as his food or drug therapy. 11 
It is felt that there is some difference of opinion 
among medical workers concerning the consideration that they 
should give to the emotional needs of the sick child and his 
parents . rviore accurately~ it might be stated that similar goals 
are present among staff members in meeting these needs of pa-
tients and their families but there is probably some conflict in 
values here as well as limitations in achieving the goals. How-
24Bert I. Beverly, A Psychology _of Growth (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1947 ), p. 100. 
l! 
25Mildred vlallace and Violet Feinauer~ "Understanding a 
Sick Child's Behavior~ 11 American Journal of Nursing~ IIL (August , 
1948), 518 . . 
26Alan Moncrieff~ 11 Social Pediatrics, 11 Centre Internation-
al de L 1Enfants Courrier, I (January, 1951L J,.O. 
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ever, it is felt by this investigator, as well as the workers 
cited above, that not only are these fact~rs important in the I 
I' 
care, treatment, and adjustment of persons who are ill and hospi -
·talized, but also that it is a responsibility of the hospital 
staff to assist children and their parents in meeting their · 
J 
I 
emotional needs. Therefore, the present study is carried out on jl 
this assumption. I 
Separation from Parents: A Source 
of Psychic Trauma to the Child 
Of all the psychological problems that small children 
have, probably one of the most concern to them and one most dif- I 
ficult to resolve is that of separation from their parents. 
·I during the latent period, they discuss separation from the par-
In English and Pearson's discussion of anxiety states 
ents as being a cause. Their thoughts are presented here to 
bring out the theories of separation anxiety and the meaning of 
·separation to the child. The cases that they cite of small 
1children separated from their parents are those of a child lost 
·,in a department store and one whose mother worked . The cases 
illustrating separation anxiety in older children are those of a l 
I 
child at camp and a child whose father was going to enlist in the 
I 
·army. They also illustrate this anxiety by citing the children 1 
who were evacuated from London before the blitz. They state: r 
[These] children feel frightened in a strange, unfami- j' 
liar world. · It is a feeling all children have when they ,[ 
are separated from the persons they love. The feeling is 
very painful and upsets the child greatly. 
The feeling these children have is one of anxiety. The ' 
feeling is the same as the feeling of fear and is accompanied 
I 
J 21 by the same bodily changes: trembling, restlessness, an 
increase in the rate of the pulse and respiration, alter-
nating hot and cold, sweating, loss of appetite, nausea, 
diarrhea, frequency, and sleep which is fitful and broken by 
frightening dreams .... This reaction occurs when an individu-
al believes himself to be in danger, either in a real danger 
or in danger of doing something or of wanting to do somethin . 
for which he believes he will be punished either by physical 
pain or by the loss of love. In what real danger is the 
child lost in the department store, the child during the 
first day at camp , the child sent from London to the country 
or the little girl whose father is going away? In all these 
cases the child is being separated from the person he loves 
and on whom he is dependent. He knows that he needs food, 
shelter, comfort, and love and he is accustomed to get them 
from his parents .... These needs cannot be satisfied except 
by another person. He becomes afraid that if he is separ-
ated from this person his needs will remain unsatisfieQ and 
he will be uncomfortable, miserable, and perhaps die.2 1 
In the i r discussion of the meaning of separation to the 
child, English and Pearson state the following: 
It is interesting that the child usually blames himself 
for the separation regardless of its cause. He has done 
something or wanted to do something that is forbidden and 
now his feelings of lonelines-s because he is separated from 
his parents are his punishment . It is our constant experi-
ence that when a child is placed in a foster home because 
of the sudden death of his parents he denies that this is 
the cause. Instead he feels that he is being punished for 
some offense, perhaps as trifling as taking a piece of candy 
at a time 1.vhen he was supposed not to. From this point on 
every desire for gratification will be regarded by him as 
something forbidden and dangerous and its presence will ap-
pear in his consciousness as a feeling of anxiety. It is 
the burnt child who fears the fire. These acute anxiety at-
tacks, then, are a signal that the inner desires and needs 
of the individual are in danger of not being gratified be-
cause the i r gratificat i on is impossible owing to the environ 
mental circumatances or because the per.son believes t hat if 
he tries to gratify them he will be punished. The purpose 
of the attack--i.e., of the feeling of anxiety--is to warn 
the individual that8he is in danger from his need to satisfy his inner desires.2 
27o. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J Pearson, Emotion-
b l Problems of Living: Avoiding the Neurotic Pattern (New York: 
:W. 1.4. Norton and Co., 19L~5), pp. 163-165. 
,-, Q 
± bld., pp. Ib5 f r. 
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In the cases that English and Pearson have cited, 11 the 
,danger lies in the fact that the child has been or is about to 
be separated from the person whom he loves and whose l ove he 
craves. 1129 
Freud and Burlingham, as a result of their studies on 
evacuation of children from their homes and separation from thei~ 
parents during wartime , state: 
It is not so much the fact of separation to which the 
child reacts abnormally as the form in whi ch the separation 
has taken place. The child experiences shock when it is 
suddenly and without preparation exposed to dangers with 
which it cannot cope emotionally . In the case of evacuation 
the danger is represented by the sudden disappearance of all 
the people I'J"hom it knows and loves . Unsatisfied longing 
produces in it a state of tension which is felt as shock . 
If separation happened slowly, if the people who are meant 
to substitute for the mother were known to the child before-
hand, transition from one object to the other would proceed 
gradually . If the mother reappeared several times during 
the period when the child had to be weaned from her, the 
pain of separation would be repeated, but it would be . felt 
each successive time in smaller doses. By the time the af-
fection of the child had let go of the mother the new sub-
stitute object would be well known and ready at hand . There 
would be no empty period in which the feelings of the child 
are turned completely inward and , consequently, there would 
be little loss of educational achievement . Regression oc-
curs while the child is passing through the no-man 1s-land of 
affection, i.e., during the time the old object has been 
given up and before the new one has been found . 30 
They further state: 
To maintain the remnants of the parent relationship as far 
as possible and simultaneously to prepare the way for the 
return of the children to their homes after the war, there 
should be little or no restriction of visiting rules . In 
our houses parents come and go whenever their occupation 
29Ibid . , p . 166. 
30Anna Freud and Dorothy Burlingham, War and Children, 
~ew York: Ernst Willard, 1943), pp. 84 ff . 
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leaves them free to do so. Provision should be made for 
the possibility of such visits, as it is made for all the 
other bodily and educational needs o:f the child insofar as 
they are considered to be important.jl 
Separation of the Child and Parent: A 
Source of Emotional Disturbance 
t o Parents 
In the literature the effects on adults of being separ-
ated from other adults have been discussed. Cobb and Lindermann 
have described psychiatric disorders in adults as a result of 
relatives lost in the Cocoanut Grove fire. 32 Rosenbaum in dis-
cussing emotional aspects of wartime separation brings out post-
separation depression of the persons who remained at home.33 
Ho~ever, literature that describes the emotional effects of sep-
aration on parents who are separated from their children is 
sparce. 
As vli ll be subsequently seen, separation of the child 
from his parents, due to hospitalization, has been described as 
a source of emotional disturbance to parents but nothing can be 
found that dis cusses the effects of separation, in general, on 
parents who are away from their children. 
In partial answer to this question the investigator, 
who is a clinical instructor in nursing of children, has talked 
3libid., p. 87 . 
32stanley Cobb and Erich Lindemann, 11 Neuropsychiatric 
Observations, 11 part of a "Symposium on the Management of the 
Cocoanut Grove Burns at the Massachusetts General Hospital," 
Annals of Surgery, CXVII (June, 1943 ), 814- 824 . 
33Mil ton Rosenbaum, 11 Emotional Aspects of ~vartime Separ-
ations, 11 The Family, XXIV (January, l 944 L 337-340. 
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with several parents and has asked them if being · separated from , 
their children is a source of emotional disturbance to them. 
The answers have been 11 Yes, 11 11 Sure," and 11 Certainly, 11 and the 
qualifying statement is usually, 11 I get so lonesome without him. 11 
Separation of the Hospitalized Child 
from Parents: A Source of 
Psychic Trauma to 
Child 
Not only do children suffer from separation from their 
parents in the cases that English and Pearson cited, but also 
as a result of hospitalization. Here again the problem of sep-
ar ation from their parents is one of most concern to them and 
one most difficult to resolve among all of the problems that the 
child faces while he is in the hospital. 
Separation of the child from his parents exists in many I 
hospitals today. The hospital itself creates a situation, for 
reasons usually of management, in which the people whom the 
child loves and is dependent on are not allowed to remain with 
the child but are abruptly separated from him. Moncrieff shows 1J 
, the lag between modern methods of child care and their applica- I 
tion to hospitalized children when he states: 1 
The routine of ilfard management today is often little differ II 
ent from fifty years ago and modern methods of child care I 
have not been taken in account in relation to visiting by 1· 
parents, occupational therapy, admissio:p of mothers with 1 
their infants, and many other matters.34 
Important investigations and observations have been made 
I 
that specifically point up that psychic trauma in children may be 
25 
directly related to being separated from their parents vJhile 
they are in the hospital. 
Frank directly relates the previously discussed 
theories of separation to the hospitalized child as well as 
mentioning factors, in addition to separation, that propose 
problems of adjustment when she states: 
Psychiatrists have found that any change in a childrs 
circumstances can have a trawnatic effect on his develop-
ment . He reacts adversely even to a change of residence. 
Studies of . the children in England evacuated during the war !1 
shm·ted that the emotional trauma of separation from their 1 
parents was morg severe than suffered during the blitz. In 
a hospital stay, the child experiences not only change of I 
residence but also fatigue and pain, and even the pleasant 
moments are related to illness. The adults vli th whom the 
child deals may be kind and sympathetic, but they, too, are 
unfamiliar to him.35 
In Prugh 1 s control group of hvo to four-year old chil-
dren, while they were hospitalized, it was found that: 
AnXiety over separation from the parents was the most 
common manifestation and the most intense of any age level, 
occuring equally in both sexes and to some degree in all 
children. Anxiety was often associated with fear o~ anger 
at the time of departure of the parents . Constant 6rying, 
apprehensive behavior, outbursts of screaming, and acute 
panic. when approached by an adult were frequent, together 1 
with occasional somatic concomitants of anxiety such as 
urinary frequency, diarrhea, vomiting, etc. Depression, at 
times resembling the anaclitic type described by Spitz, home-
sickness and withdrawal were observed in this group more than 
in older children, particularly at the outset of hospitali- " 
zation. The need for tangible evidence of home and family, 
such as dolls, items of clothing, etc., was particularly 
manifest in this group, as demonstrated by the anxiety of m~hy 
children over giving them up. At times, shoes and socks, 
for example, seemed to be incorporated into the body image, , 
vli th a marked anxiety shovm whenever they were removed. 36 
35Ruth Frank, "Parents and the Pediatric Nurse., 11 American 
Journal of Nursing, LII (January, 1952), 76 . 
36prugh, et al ., op. cit., p . . 88 . 
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In the experimental group of two to four-year old 
hospitalized children, Prugh et al. found that the same type of 
disturbances as described above were noted, but in general they 
37 
were less severe and less frequent . 
Prugh et al. also noted that separation anxiety existed 
when the two to four-year old child was taken from the -v;ard and 
from famil i ar personnel and . objects for the purpose of carrying 
out diagnostic procedures on him . 38 
In Prugh et al 1 s control group of four to six-year old 
children, while they -v;ere hospitalized , the overt manifestations 
.of anxiety {including separation anxiety) were widespread as the .r 
were in the younger age group but, in general, they were less 
severe and less frequent . 11Depression, homesickness, and with.:.. 
drawal were somewhat less common and less d1sturbing. 11 39 
In his experimental or supported four to six-year old 
hospitalized group, overt anxi ety was still present in severe 
degree but in only one-half as many cases as in the control 
40 group. 
Jackson states that analytic colleagues, with whom she 
has discussed reactions of young children to hospitalization, 
11 all have described the traumatic aspects of hospitalization in 
terms of phantasies, relating to separation from the parents, 
to anesthesia, and to operations. 1141 
37rbid., p . 89. 
38Ibid., pp. 94 ff . 
39Ibid. , p. 90. 
40Ibid ., p. 92 . 
41Jackson, op. cit., pp. 58 ff 
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Jessner and Kaplan, in their observations of the reac-
tions of children to tonsillectomy reveal three major foci 
around which the child's anxiety was manifest . They, also, are 
separation from home, anesthesia, and fear of the operative pro-
cedure.42 .It is interesting to note that both Jackson and 
Jessner and Kaplan have listed these foci in the same order. 
Jessner and Kaplan found, as did Prugh, that anxiety 
from separation was seen mainly in children under four years 
but that it also occurred over four.43 
Huschka and Ogden found that anxiety, related to the 
child's fear of injury associated with inoculation, was stirred 
up in the child when he was separated from his parent during the 
inoculation procedure . Therefore, they requested parents to 
42Jessner and Kaplan, op. cit., pp. 98-112. 
43Ibid., p . 98 . 
44o ·t p. Cl • , p. 798. 
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emotional disturbance . »45 
Another finding by Prugh that brings out the problem of 
' separation anxiety, as related to children who have been hospi- 1 
talized, was that the most common manifestation found among his 
children who showed continuing posthospital reactions after 
three months were disturbances related to separation from the 
parents. This appeared more intently in the younger children, 
but also, in latency children. "Such anxiety was often com-
bined with 'distrust' of the parents, expressed as fear of their 
'leaving 1 again. u46 
Separation of the Hospitalized Child 
from His Parents: A Source of 
Emotional Disturbance 
to Parents 
It is true that a few parents do not visit their hospi- I 
talized children even though hospital rules permit them to do so. 
Reasons for this may be that the travelling distance to and from 
I 
th·e hospital is too great for the parents to manage and that I 
their responsibilities at home are such that they cannot get 1 
away.47 Also, some parents who visit infrequently or not at all j 
do so because of anxiety and guilt. 48 In the latter case, visit-
' 
1 
ing the child in the hospital would probably be more emotionally 
45Beverly, "The Effect of Illness Upon Emotional Develop~ 
ment, 11 op. cit., p. 537. 
46Prugh et al., op. cit., pp. 95 ff. 
47 Alan Moncrieff and M. vial ton, 11 Visi ting Children in 
Hospitals," British Medical Journal, I (January, 1952L 43. 
48Prugh et al., op. cit., p. 98. 
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uncomfortable to these parents than staying at home. 
However~ probably the large majority of parents who are 
kept from visiting their children for reasons either of hospital 
management or their own personal considerations~ would really 
like to do so . The fact that separation exists, no matter what 
the reason~ is probably a source of emotional disturbance to 
,them as it is a source of psychic trauma to their children. 
Stevens states: 
Many parents today know what to expect of their children 
at different developmental levels and know when a child 
needs added reassurance and mothering. They are rightly up-
set when separated from their child by the necessity of hospl 
italization. Why~ then, do parents bring their child to the 
hospital? Isn 1 t it because of the available equipment, the 
trained and skilled people who care for the sick, and the 
24-hour vigilance which the hospital provides? In other II 
words, the parents are looking for security. They come to 
1 us knowing that, with the knowledge and equipment we have at 
hand, ·we can help their child. But they come with consider-
able fear and dread in their hearts because, to obtain this I' 
security~ they know that they must be separated from their 
child. · I 
Separation of parent and child normally comes about by a 
process of growing up, a li'leaning, but the advisability of a 
sudden and forced separation when the child is ill might be 
questioned.49 
Sister Assumpta Fay, as a result of a questionnaire that 
she sent to mothers whose children had been hospitalized found, 
in response to the question: "Do you think a mother should be 
allowed to stay with her child as much as she cares while the 
child is in the hospital? 11 that 71 per cent of the mothers felt 
I 
11 Yes~ 11 25 per cent 11 No, 11 and 4 per cent had no opinion.50 . 
49Marion Stevens, "Visitors Are Welcome on the Pediatric 
Mard, 11 American Journal of Nursing, IL (April, 1949), 235. 
5°sis ter _As sum _j;_~_ Fay__, 11 Whai _Q_o Mothers _T_llink of Pediatric 
Care? 11 Hospital Progress ; XXXII (September, 1951- ~ 272. - = -
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Prugh's well-adjusted parents, whose children were 
hospitalized under his experimental program in which visiting 
periods were increased, in general "seemed more satisfied with 
visiting regulations whan those in the control group, where 
visiting was strongly curtailed. 115l 
Separation Anxiety Present in Children 
and Parents Although Parents 
May Visit Daily 
In attempting to assist the preschool child, who is 
hospitalized for a relatively short period of time, with his 
problem of separation anxiety, one immediately begins to think 
of v;ays that will bring the child and parent together. Methods 
that will 11 strengthen the family tie 11 rather than weaken it. 
Bowlby states that this point of view 11must be regarded as the 
first principle in the psychological care of the sick child. 11 52 
The most obvious thing to do is to increase the amount 
1 of time that the parents may visit their children. Many differ-
ent plans for visiting hospitalized children have been proposed 
and executed. Among these, Powers and Moncrieff advocate daily 
visits at a stated time. Powers' schedule of daily one-half 
hour visits by parents who choose to come is very nearly the 
same as exist in the present setting.53 He advocates this 
51Prugh et al., op. cit., p. 99 . 
52John Bowlby, Maternal Care and Child Health, A Report 
,. Prepared as a Contribution to the United Nations Program for theli 
vlelfare of Homeless Children (Geneva: vlorld Health Organization, 
1951), p. 148 . (Monograph, Series No . 2.) 
53visit)~~ P~!i~~s in the setting in which this study 
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schedule as a means of strengthening the family ties and states 11 
that "the admitting procedure is humanized when the parents can I 
promise the distraught child that they will come to see him on ~~~~ 
the morrow--and are permitted to keep the promise.54 
Advantages of Moncrieff's daily one-hour visits in relajl 
tion to toddler aged children are expressed in this way: 
We believe that this daily hour spent together by mothe~ 
and child helps to continue their relationship and does not ' 
break up the security which means so much at this young age. 
The child's needs are being satisfied jointly by the mother II 
and nursing staff without the development of abnormal pos-
sessiveness or transfer of aff$ction. The mothers are less 
strained because they have something to do. If there is " 
some question they want to ask the doctor this is always ar-
ranged. 55 lj 
Without a doubt the above plans for visiting more nearly 
i meets the 11 contact 11 needs of both the child and parent than did II 
the now obsolete visiting schedules of once or three times weekJ 
,, 
ly. However, they are by no means a panacea and separation 
anxiety surely remains. II 
It is believed that observations by the investigator of 11 
•I the behavior of children and their parents, when the parents I 
leave at the end of the visiting period, supports this statement. 
Children have been observed to cry over and over again, 
"I want to go home," 11 Mama, Mama, 11 "Take me out there, 11 meaning 
11 out in the hall or to the elevator so they may find their mothe~b 
.I 
'' took place are one-half hour daily and one and one-half hours on 
Sunday. 
I 
54 Grover Powers, "Humanizing Hospital Experience," Amer-11 
ican Journal of Diseases of Children, LXXVI (October, 1948)~6~ 
55Moncrieff and vlalton, 11Visiting Children in Hospitals, 11 
oo--:=c:L. ~- p-;-- 3-.-- -== -= 
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and follow them. They will anxiously ask their mothers, 11 "\.·lill 
you be back tonight?" and, when mother says, "I will be back 
tomorrow, 11 the child will reassure himself that she will by 
' telling himself and every staff member that comes into the room, 
11 Jvly mother is coming back tomorrow.n 
Older children will reason with staf·f members by asking 
such t hing s as why do they have to stay in the hospital and 
,, 
will even ask, 11 Can 1 t the doctor come to my house and take care 
of me?" or, "Why can't I come back and forth to the hospital for 
the tests?" 
Some will ask to have a material object brought to them 
from home . It may be a toy or a piece of his clothing. fviothers 
will often tell us that this particular object is one of his 
favorites; one without which he can ' t get along . Sometimes the 
thing asked for is a food that has become a favorite not only 
because of its taste and palatability but because pleasant mem-
ories of his mother preparing and cooking it for him are in his 
mind. When mother actually brings the food or even just says 
that she will, this proves to the child that his mother does 
love him . 
~fuen parents are in the process of leaving, many chil-
dren will think of last minute things that they want the parents! 
to do f or them, to bring from home, or will ask last-minute 
questions often whispered to the parents. 
Children will cry when their parents leave. They may 
cling to the parent and cry continuously for a half-hour or more 
af ter the depart~E'e ~n~ may cr~= off and on a~l day. In the 
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younger ones the crying is sometimes more of a screaming ac-
companied by intense motor activity, attempts to get out of bed , ! 
throwing of toys on the floor, and rejection of staff members 
who come to assist. Children may also cry upon return of the 
parents. Spock says that 11 the sight of the parents reminds them 
of how much he has missed them . 1156 
Some children \-.rill v,ri thdraw and may even go to sleep . 
Some may exhibit no interest in the environment of people and 
thing s and are observed sucking their thumbs, sucking on a piec~j 
of cloth, wr~ging their mother's handkerchief, masturbating, or 
just sitting forlornly in their bed. 
Some vdll sit in their bed and anxiously look out the 
doorway into the hall in hopes that their mothers will return. 
Some, who are in view of the elevator that their parents took 
downstairs, will watch every person who gets off of the elevator 
all day long . 
Parents are sometimes observed having a great deal of 
difficulty in leaving the child. They will come early or may 
linger v.ri th the child after they have been asked to leave; v.rill 
forcibly disentangle themselves from their child and will prac-
tically run out of the room; will use the hospital regulations to 
help them leave by saying, "I've got to go now, the lady said 
1 so. 11 They will sometimes falsify the time of their return; may 
threaten the child with no return or with needles if the child 
56Benjrunin Spock, The Pocket Book of Baby and Child 
,, Care, (New York : Pocket Books, Inc . , 1946), p . 360. 
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is no t "good." Bri bing is often used by the parents for t ile 
. purpose of getting away. 
Mothers will cry and will sayJ "I just can't bear to 
leave himJ 11 or J 11 It breaks my heart to leave him here. 11 Both 
parents sometimes will ''sneak " out of the room when the child 
is distracted and not looking J so to s peak. 
Sometimes a parent will anxiously ask a nurse to come 
and help so she can get away andJ at times, they will remain 
outside of the room but within hearing distance until their 
child has "quieted down." 
AlsoJ to support the statement that the daily visiting 
period at a stated time is not a panacea for separation anxiety ! 
among children and parents, one needs only to refer to the in-
vestigators who are advocating that mothers be admitted to the 
hospital to stay v'li th and care for their small children at all 
times. Pickerill and Pickerill advocate this in the case of 
infants and Spence and Frank .for young chi ldren.57 
Others recommend that flexible daily visiting , or visit J 
ing periods in terms of the child's and parent's needs, be ar-
ranged, rather than almost entirely in t erms of hospital manage-
ment needs. They are Sharp and Prugh,58 Bowlb~ and Stevens . 
57cecily Pickerill and H. P. Pickerill, "Plastic Surgery: 
I Clinic for Babies vlhere Mothers Reside with Their Infants' 11 II 
Nursing fJfirror (AugustJ 1947), np; J. C. SpenceJ 11The Care of 
Children in HospitalsJ" British Medical Journal, I (JanuaryJ 
1947 ), 125-130; Frank , op. cit.J pp. 76-77. 
58 J. Sharp J 11 Increased Visiting for ChildrenJ 11 NUrsing I 
Times., VIL (February, 1950), 152; Prugh et al. J op. cit., p. 99. 
I 
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:1 One might refer to the above plans of visiting as 11 ad lib 11 
I, 
! visiting for hospitalized children. Bowlby states in 
1[ v.ri th the children: 
I 
connection 
I 
I I! Regular visiting by the parents is to be encouraged, 
! since it not only increases the child's happiness and sense 
of security while in hospital but reduces emotional disturb-
ances after his return. Children between the ages of three 1 
and six need frequent visiting., daily if possible; older . I 
children can manage longer intervals. Regular formal visit j 
ing-hours , it has been found., are a mistake. Instead it is 
better to encourage mothers to drop in frequently and casu- , 
ally, perhaps when they are out shopping, and stay for rela-
tively brief periods during which they should be allowed to !1 
feed and bath their children and to give them small presents?9 
Stevens states in connection with the parents: I 
If parents could come and go at will, they would be more re-
laxed and friendly, less emotional, more receptive to sug-
gestions about the child's care, and less apprehensive. 
Suppose a mother comes to visit the hospital at a time 
convenient for her., when she is free and doesn't have to 
worry about her other children coming home from school 'VJhil 
she is away. Or suppose she knows that she can stay longer 
than just one hour. vlon 1 t she be more receptive,_ and won It I 
a happ:i.e r parent-nurse-child relationship ensue?OO 
Termination of the Visiting Period: 
Methods Used to Ease Separation 
There is a paucity of literature related to what can be 
done by nurses and other staff members to assist the child and 
·! his parent when they separate at the end of the vis.i ting period .
1 1
1 
. A few methods designed to ease separation anxiety and/o·r l 
II increase family ties have been described in relation to separa-
~1 . • ;I t1on of the child and parent on the day of admission. Since it 
believed that some of these methods apply to the easing of 
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separation anxiety on days other than the d~y-o; admission: and ~~ 
since some are already used in this setting, they will be pre-
sented here. 
McClure, in attempting to assist both the child and his 
parents states: 
It is essential to the peace of mind of both parents anJ 
child that they may go together to the ward and that the ' 
parents may stay for the few minutes it takes for the young 
ster to be settled in bed with some play materials. And 1 
there should always be a moment at the bedside when the par ' 
ent and child can say those things, important to them, that 
were suppressed or forgotten in the hurried confusion and 
lack of privacy of the admitting room.61 
Methods that particularly assist the child have been 
described by McClure, Jensen, Langford, and Munson. 
McClure suggests at admission that in order to reassure , 
the child that he is not completely separated from home, the I 
in cases wher~ nurse s hould encourage the parents to return and, 
they cannot visit, to send material things to the child from 11 
1
j home such as gifts and mail, or to telephone and have the mes-
. il sage relayed to the child. 
II 
rl 
I 
I' 
. I
.:, 
·I 
The child may cry vvhen the parents leave. Parents must 11 be warned not to deceive or threaten the child or make J 
promises that they cannot fulfill in order to quiet him . 
The parents may leave some inexpensive personal article 
which will reassure the child that they will come back 
to pick it up62 This may lessen the child's anxiety at ing deserted. 
soon , 
be- 1: 
I 
n Jensen suggests several things that can and should be 
I done to alleviate separation anxiety at admission. He states: 
6lcatherine T. McClure , "Guest in the House," American 
Journal of Nursing, IL (December, 1949), 775 . 
62Ibid .. pp . 775-77_6. 
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Homesiclmess--a distressing problem for many children--
can oft en be lessened by giving the child an opportunity to 
discuss his feelings with an understanding nurse or physi-
cian. Many times a short explanation that the physician 
shares wi th the child his wish to return home is of help. 
The child suddenly appreciates that admission to the hospi-
tal is not to be regard~d as punishment but as something 
whi ch will benefi t him .b3 
In addition to this, Jensen suggests an unhurried atti-
tude on the part of the admitting physician; the use of simple 
language with both parent and child and a willingness on the 
part of the physician to permit questions from both; an avoid-
ance of setting a definite date for discharge and an avoidance 
of offering bribes to the child. Other things that he suggests 
are to try to admit the child after the day's treatments have 
beg~ or are f inished, introduce the child to t he house officer 
I 
and head nurse~ and at this point, give the child a short period 
of wai ting to enable h i m to "sense the prevailing atmosphere of 
the ward. n64 
Langford points out that, if visiting hours are going 
to be restr icted , 11 it should be made clear to t he child that the 
decis i on is one made for, not by , the parents. 11 65 
r·1unson states that 11 we the staff should insist that be-
fore the parents leave the ward, they say goodbye to the child 
I and tell him when they expect to return and visit him. 1166 
63Jensen and Comley, op. cit., p. 202. 
64rbid. 
65Langford, op. cit., p . 243. 
66Barbara Munson, "Pediatric Nurses Need Psychiatric 
Trainiqg, 11 American Journal of Nursing, _!~ (Jal"!:~ary , _ l_~45L:_ 51. 
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Methods that are specifically designed to assist the 
parents are described by Hessel and Tanner. Wessel states that 
the nurse should make every effort ''to alloi'J· the parents , before 
they leave the hospital, to see their child safely in bed, if 
only through a window. It is helpful to the parents to have an 
opportunity to talk with the nurse in charge of the patient be-
fore leaving the hospital . They can learn the hospital regula-
tions and methods of conveying information regarding the child's 
condition. rr 67 
Tanner advocates explaining to the parents why visiting 
is limited and how they may obtain information regarding the 
68 child at other times of the day. 
It is felt . that the daily schedule of visiting by par-
ents at a stated time is of benefit in strengthening family 
1 ties and it is also felt that the methods described above are of 
use in maximizing the effects of this visiting schedule. Hov.r-
ever, from the observations of the investigator of the child's 
and parents' behavior when they separated at the end of the 
visiting period, it was believed that a problem of separation 
anxiety continued .to exist for both . Consequently, it was felt 
that there might be things, in addition to the methods described 
, above, that the nurse could do to maximize the beneficial ef-
I 
fects of the visiting period even more. 
r-
67IV1orris vJessel, "The Pediatric Nurse and Human Relations, II 
American Journal of Nursing, IIIL {April, 1947), 215. 
~ 68l\1oir P. Tanner, "Hospital Personality, 11 Nervous Child, 
VII (April, 1948), 150. 
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Therefore, an experiment was planned and executed for II 
the specific purpose of trying to discover what the nurse could 
'I 
, do to make separation at the end of the visiting period emotion-
11 
ally more comfortable for the child and his parent. Also, it 
was conceivable to expect that if this plan, as described in 
Chapter III, of meeting the needs of the child and parent when 
they separate at the end of the visiting period were successful, , 
it would apply under the conditions of unlimited or flexible 
11 visiting periods as well as under the present conditions . 
'I 
'I 
I 
II · 
:I 
-- -- ---
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
In this chapter a detailed description of the methods 
used is given. Seven major topics are discussed: (1) a de-
scription of the control and experimental groups~ (2) a defini-
tion of eligible patients, (3) a description of the control and 
experimental conditions~ (4) the investigative devices used~ 
(5) a description of who the observers and record.ers were~ how 
they were prepared to observe and record, and how they were as-
signed to patients~ (6) the criteria for selection of the judge 
and the disciplines they represented, and (7 ) the reliability 
of the judges . 
It is hoped that the content of this chapter may aid in 
understanding both the scope and limitations of the study and 
how the method contributes to carrying out the objectives as 
previously stated. 
Control and Experimental Groups 
A control group and an experimental group of children~ 
ages two to six~ and their parents~ were selected for the study 
There were twenty-three cases in the control group and twenty-
seven in the experimental. 
The age range~ tv.ro to six~ vJ'as chosen because it was 
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felt that the preschool-age child and his parent have the most 
d'ifficul t y in separating at the end of the visiting period. 
Patients were assigned to groups by alternating the col-
lection of data under control conditions with those under experi 
mental conditions in continuous two-week blocks. 1 
No attempt was made to match the groups according to age 
sex, diagnosis, previous hospital experience, previous emotional 
ad j ustments, length of present hospital stay, or the number of 
children in the hospital room. It was hoped that the sampling 
of patients in both groups would be large enough to minimize 
these variables. 
Eligibility of Patients 
Eligible patients were those children on the pediatric 
ward who were between two and six years of age, who were oriente 
to the environment, whose parents were present during the visit- ~ 
ing period, and who were at the second or later chronological da 
of hospitalization. 
1 Alternating the two-week blocks continuously was done 
when possible. However, continui ty was broken on two occasions 
~ue to breaks in the continuity of the persons present who re-
corded the data. These persons were students (refer to this 
chapter, subheading "Observers and Recorders and Preparation of 
!Recorders'.') and were or were not present on this hospital di vi-
sion as t heir clinical rotation plan dictated. It is felt that 
l
ward conditions are fairly similar throughout the year and, 
therefore, that this occasional lack of continuity did not ap-
preciably affect the controls of the study. Another person, re-
peating this study, might wish to assign observers to the contro 
~roup and to the experimental group on the same day, so that date 
~rom the two groups would be collected simultaneously . This 
would eliminate differences, if any, in the ward atmosphere on 
~ny one day that might alter the reactions of the patients and 
barents. 
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Patients within the age group who were not included in 
/the study were those who were at their first day of hospitaliza-
tion; were comatose, deaf, or mentally deficient; had special 
nurses; who were asleep throughout the visiting period and at t he 
I 
!departure of the parent; who were ''on critical'' and whose par-
' Ients were present most of the day, and whose parents did not 
come on the days that data were collected . 
Although it would have been desirable to determine 
j1whether or not the nurse could have helped in the separation on 
the first hospital day, it was technically impossible, as will 
. 
1be subsequently noted, to arrange to collect data for this pur-
pose. I All of the eligible patients on the wa~, when data were ~ 
being collected, were included in the study except two. These 
two were omitted because there were not enough recorders avail-
a ble to record behavior on these two children while t hey were 
hospital i zed. 
Control Conditions 
., 
Control conditions were those under usual ward condition 
Jduring a visit i ng period, at the parent's departure, and for 
I 
fl thirty minutes after the parent had left. 
Nursing care went on at these times in the usual manner. 
t urses may or may not have been present and, those present may 
or may not have geared their nursing care tov.rard assisting the 
child and his parent in their separation. 
I 
·-·~ L~ 3 
Experimental Conditions 
Experimental conditions were those under a definite plan 
of nursing care. A nurse was with the child during the visiting 
period) at the parent's departure) and for thirty minutes after 
t he parent had left. 
For the purposes of this study she concentrated her nurs 
ing care on one child and his parent but did not ignore obvious 
!needs and requests of other children and parents in the room. 
During the visiting period and at the departure of the parent 
she was with both the child and his parent . After the parent 
!left she remained ~<•lith the child. 
lj The nurse purposefully geared her nursing care to the 
ljcreation of an environment that would encourage the child and hi 
!parent to express their needs to her. She met these needs and I 
others that she could anticipate and recognize . She was parti-
I 
cularly sensitized to those that had to do with the separation o 
the child and his parent. Her ultimate objective was to assist 
t he chi l d and his parent so that their separation at the end of 
the visiting period would be as emotionally comfortable as pos-
sible for both. 
While the parent was there she introduced herself to the 
child and his parent) let them know that she was available) and 
that she would be g lad to assist them in any way that she could; 
'She responded to their expressed 
them when indicated; she met all 
feelings or just talked with 
requests directed to her; when I 
s he felt they did not want her there too much of the time she ad-
reachable so that they could con-
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tact her if they needed toj she found out when the parent would 
return and tried to see to it that the child also knewj she was 
jwith the child or very close by at the time that the parent was 
leavingj and she let the parent knovJ that she would be with the 
child for a few minutes after the parent left . 
Thing s that the nurse might have done while the parent 
was there were to encourage the parent to tell her child \vhat 
she and the rest of the family had . been doing since she was ther 
the last time, to tell him what they will be doing unt i l she re-
turns again, to leave something of hers with the child which is 
familiar to him, to bring something from home that he is especi-
lally fond of and secure with, and to talk with him about how he 
feels in relation to her leaving him. 
After the parent had left, the nurse responded to the ex 
~ressed feelings of the child or just talked with himj she met 
~is requestsj and she assisted him in clarifying any misinter-
pretations about his parent such as when she would return again, 
that she would like to stay with him, and what was going on at 
home. 
Things that the nurse might have done after the parent 
had left were to take the child to the playroom, bring toys to 
his bed, hold him on her lap, read to him, or assist him in par-
ticipating in group activity with other children. 
Under experimental conditions, the nurse executed pur-
posefully planned nurs ing care to meet the needs of an individu-
al child and his parent during the visiting period, at the par- I 
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ent's departure, and for thirty minutes after the parent had 
left. She purposefully attempted to make separation more emo-
ltionally comfortable for both. 
Investigative Devices 
The investigative devices that were used were applied to 
both control and experimental groups to discover how to answer 
the following questions : 
1. How do the children feel in relation to their par-
ents' leaving them at the end of the visiting period under 
both control and experimental conditions? 
2. How do the parents feel in relation t o leaving their 
children at the end of the visiting period under both control 
and experimental conditions? 
3. How can one compare the emotional adjustments of 
the children and their parents in relation to separation 
under control conditions to those under experimental condi-
tions? 
To provide material to answer Question 1, observers 
~irectly observed each child situation and immediately recorded 
anecdotes that told exactly what the child did or said, that 
described concretely the situations in which the actions or com-
ments occurred, and that told clearly what other persons did or 
said--specific concrete descriptive s tatements - -from the begin-
ping of a visiting period until thirty minutes after the parent 
r ad left. 2 
2staff of the Division on Child Development and Teacher 
I 
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Each child situation was observed and recorded for one 
time and by one recorder. 3 vlhile it would have been desirable 
to obtain additional reliability checks on the recording of the 
· inc idents i t seemed impractical because of lack of personnel. 
Later~ the recording of each child situation~ from the 
t i me that the visiting period was announced over until thirty 
minutes after the parent had left~ was mimeographed exactly as 
recorded. 
Below are examples of a child situation recorded under 
control and experi mental conditions from the time that the visit-
ing period was announced over until thirty minutes after the 
4 parent had left . (Recordings of all of the child situations 
•are i n Appendix I.) 
A Recording of a Child Situation under Control Conditions. 
The IV! and Grandmother were asked to leave . M: ' You he 
a good girl and maybe they will let you go home tomorrow. : 
I 'll t ake you home and get you good and well. You want to be 
a fat little girl with rosy cheeks. 1 M cry ing when she left 
the room. C is sitting up in bed with tears running down 
. her face but isn 1t crying out loud. She is looking toward 
the porch where her parents told her they would be. She has 
her crayons and her color book in her lap . She has a very 
sad and solemn look on her face. She pays no attention to 
the crayons and color book . She is still looking out the 
window toward the porch. She cries and whines some. She 
sits forlornly to the end of the period and will turn her 
head toward the hall when she hears someone go by . End of 
period. 
Personnel~ Hel i n · Teachers Understand Children (Washington~ 
ID. C.: American Council on Education~ 19 5 > p. 33 . 
1 3There were three children~ child situations numbers 14 
and 43) 19 and 49~ and 17 and 50~ who were on the ward when data il 
·•was being collected under control conditions as well as under ex1 
perimental conditions . All three children had been discharged and 
then readmitted. In these cases> therefore ~ data were collected 
under both conditions . 
--- 4 Abbrevill lons: · c -- Chl1a-; ·· - tvio-t·hco.er J- ·p- ='--Pat-h-er > -srvr- .:.- - -
Staff Member . 
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A Recording of a Child Situation under Experimental Con-
ditions. SM : 'Visiting hours are over.' Dad and Mother both 
looked rather desperate after this was said . SM : 'I will be 
here with him several minutes after you leave. 1 C began to 
cry loudly . F : 1 I 1 11 be back in a few minutes, Don. ' SI\~ to 
parents: 1ltlill you be back tomorrow after lunch?' f\1 : 'Yes ., 
we will be back tomorrm'f. • M t o C: ' Don, we will be back 
tomorrow after lunch. 1 C began to cry: ' Don 't go, don't go ' ' 
F embraced child to him. C: 'Daddy will come back? 1 SM: I 
'Daddy is coming back, Don, after you eat supper and break-
fast and lunch. He will come back. 1 F lingered over parting 
and seemed as if he would cry. SM to F : ' It may be better ~ 
if you leave now. 1 F left. M embraced him. IvJ: 1 Mother 1 
wants to kiss you goodbye.' M held him tightly _with ·tears 
in her eyes. She thEn ~left. During this time Don was crying, 
clinging to parents and saying: 'Don't go . 1 SM: ' They don•t
1 
want to go but they must. 1 C: 1Why? 1 SM : 'The hospital 
tells them they must go home at night . Your Mommie and 
Daddy wi ll be back to see you after you sleep tonight and 
eat your breakfast and lunch tomorrow. 1 C became quiet and 
picked up a crayon. C to Sfvl: ' vlrite me a picture . 1 SM: • 
'All r i ght, I will be glad to write it for you. Which color ll 
v.rould you like? 1 C: ' This one. 1 SM: ' We will have an 1 
orange train. 1 C enthusiastically began to color and ask 11 questions about the pictures . After 15 minutes the SM said: 
1Don, I . must go. I wish I could stay and play with you but 1 
I must go. 1 C began to cry and said: 'Don' t go. No one . 
else wil l play with me. 1 SM: ' We would all like to play 
with you. 1 SM handed him crayons. SIVI: 1 Bye, Don. 1 C: 1 Bye, 
don 1 t go. 1 He cried for a few minutes. Another 3rll walked i :1 
room and picked him up. He ceased crying. In 5 minutes SM 
put him back in bed . C began to play with toys. At first 
it was only with slight interest but , at the end of the 30-
minute period, he was playing ~qi th toys \•ri th much enthusiasm 
and talking to himself about the tractor. 
To answer Question 1, the device that was used \IoTas a test 
given to ten expert j udges of behavior. The test items were the 
" II 
,fifty child situations that had been directly observed, recorded, 
I' and mimeographed. 
The control and experimental child situations were mixed ! 
' t o aid in preventing the judges from recognizing them as such an ' 
I 
a tri al test was given to a non-judge to check for clarity of 
directions and the amount of time it would take to complete it. 
(Test directions and guide for rating child situations are in 
-- -- - --- - - -· -
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Appendix I.) 
For each child -situation, the j udges were provided a 
five- point r ating scale and they rated how they thought each 
~ child fel t in regard to his parent leaving him at the end of the 
.
1
visi t~ng period by reading each child situation and then check-
ing one of the points on the rating scale. 
The five points were marked on the rating scale as shovm 
1
,below: 
I I 
!ive--r-y-----S::::-e_c_u_r_e----:S::-o-m_e_V\_Th:--a-:-t--;:S:-e-c_u_r_e-----::A-n-x-:i:-o-u_s ____ '="v=-e-r-y- 1 
Secure and Anxious 
Somewhat Anxious I 
I 
A one-question questionnaire was used to provide material 
I 
for answering Question 2. Through personal interview, the in-
vestigator asked a parent of each child the question: 11 How do 
you feel about leaving your child today? 11 
The p arents were contacted by the invest i gator and an 
assistant as soon as they had left their children and were told 
that a study was being done concerning the visiting period . They 
II 
were asked if they would mind staying for a few minutes to 
answer a question. All parents cooperated willingly . 
·I 
Each p arent was questioned in private and the investiga-
t or explained that the question was about the visiting period 
1and that her opinion would be helpful in making decisions. The 
parent was encourag ed to feel free to answer the question just 
I 
the way she felt about it. She was encouraged not to answer the 
,\-vay that she thought the hospital staff would want her to . Each 
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1parent 's answer to the question was recorded verbatim. 
I' Only one of the parents from each child situation answered 
I 
the question. It was usually the mother. Very occasionally both 
parents would be present during the questioning period. In these 
~ cases, the parents decided between themselves who would answer. 
·Later, each parent response to the question was mimeographed. 
f 
. (All. parent responses to the question are in Appendix I.) 
Belov.r are examples of parent responses to the question 
when a parent experienced the vis iting . period under control con-
1
1di tions and v;hen another parent experienced the visiting period I 
·:under 'experimental conditions. 
I. 
Response to the Question under Control Conditions. 
Question: How do you feel about leaving Jane today? 
Response: I'd rather stay with her. I don ' t like to 
leave her at all. 
Response to the Question under Experimental Conditions . 
Question: How do you feel about leaving Jane today? 
Response: I feel very contented. Awful:J..y nice to have 
the nurse in there. The way they are doing her today, I feel 
petter about it. 
To answer Question 2_, the device that was used was 
another test given to the same ten judges who judged the child 
situations. The test items were the fifty parent responses to 
For each parent response, the judges· were provided a 
---=--~~'~~=----'-- --
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five-point rating scale, identical to the one they used to rate 
each child situation on, and rated how they thought each parent 
felt about leaving her child at the end of the visiting period 
by reading each response and then checking one of the points on 
the scale. 
To answer Question 3: how can one compare the emotion-
al adjustments of the children and their parents regarding sep-
aration under control conditions to those under experimental 
conditions, the following was done: 
Each point on the rating scale was given a numerical 
rating as follows: Very Secure = 2, Secure = 1, Somewhat 
Secure and Somewhat Anxious = 0, Anxious = minus 1, and Very 
Anx ious = minus 2. The averages of the scores, given by the ten 
judges to each child situation and to each parent response to th 
question on the questionnaire, were obtained. Thus numerical 
measure, which enabled comparisons of how the children and of 
how the parents felt in relation to their separation at the end 
of the visiting period, was obtained under control and experi-
mental conditions. 
Observers and Recorders 
The individuals who observed and recorded the child sit-
uations under both control and experimental conditions were the 
ten nursing students who comprised the class of 1952 at the 
Vanderbilt University School of Nursing . They will be referred 
to as the recorders . 
Under experimental conditions the students were the 
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nurses who executed the new nursing care plan in addition to ob-
serving and recording. 
It is felt that the child situations as described were 
less accurately described than experts could have done, but that 
they were described well enough, under both control and experi-
mental conditions, to enable the judges to pick up the substan-
tial differences in the behavior of the children. 
Preparation of Recorders 
To minimize, as much as possible, the variables created 
when ten people are recording behavior all recorders were pre-
pared in a similar manner. 
Past experiences of the recorders that might have in-
fluenced the study were much the same for all recorders, however 
there were a few differences. 
In school _age they were either in the last tv'TO quarters 
of their second year or first quarter of their third year . All 
had had courses in Growth and Development and Dynamics of Be-
havior . All had had psychiatric nursing and preschool experiencE 
Opportunities, among recorders, for establishing attitudes towarc 
11 humanizing 11 hospital experiences for children and their familie . 
had been offered to all to a similar degree and, it is felt, all 
had very positive attitudes and were concerned with the problem. 
irhere was one course, "Problem Solving in Nursing," that four of 
~he recorders were taking concurrently to collecting data for 
lfthe study whereas the other six recorders were not exposed to it 
,lrhis course may have changed the attitudes of the four recorders 
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!t oward problem solving and thus influenced the study. However, 
it could not be detected by the investigator that there was any 
b ifference in attitudes toward problem solving among recorders. 
I 
The first planned step in preparing recorders was prac-
~ice for them in observing and recording behavior. Each recorde1 
I 
I 
wrote, under guidance, daily descriptive anecdotal notes on the 
pehavior of one child during three weeks of her four- week pre-
~ chool experience. 
The second step was to inform the recorders concerning 
~heir part in the study. Each was given an outline of the study 
1
1 hich included the statement of the problem, the ob j ectives, the 
II l~uestions that needed to be answered, and the methods that would 
pe used for collection of the data. They were asked to read the 
putline and , t he next day 1 the writer had a group session with 
~hem to discuss their part in the study under control conditions. 
~wo days later another group discussion was held to discuss their 
part under experimental conditions. 
I The first session lasted approximately one hour and 
llthirty minutes and the second about one hour and a quarter. Eacl 
I 
lr>ecorder was given a typewritten copy of detailed d ir .e c tions 
'and followed her copy as the investigator read the directions 
aloud to the group. Questions that they had concerning their 
~esponsibilities under both conditions were asked and clarified. 
(The outline of the thesis, directions to recorders under contra 
conditions 1 and directions to recorders under experimental con-
~itions, are found in Appendix II.) 
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Directions were given to recorders in two different 
groups and those that were given to the f i rst group were recorde 
The second group obtained their directions by following their 
t ypewritten copies as the recorder played back the directions 
discussed in the first group. The first group of recorders 
asked several questions and the second group had none. 
The third step was a practice period under study condi-
tions. During the week immediately preceding the week in which 
the recorders began to collect data, each recorder practiced her 
activities under study conditions. There were three days avail-
able to practice activities and all recorders practiced under 
control conditions one time and under experimental twice. They 
felt that t he latter would be more difficult to do since they 
not only had to observe and record the child situations, but 
also had to participate in them. 
Assignment of Recorders to Patients 
Recorders were assigned an eligible patient to collect 
data on as they arrived at an office just outside the pediatric 
ward. They were instructed to come two or three minutes before 
the beginning of the visiting period so that they could obtain 
the name of their patient and be in the room to start their ac-
tivities upon the entrance of the parent . This plan was adhered 1 
to by the majority of the recorders the greater part of the time 
but in some instances the recorders were one or two minutes late 
Also, in some instances, the parents would start their visiting 
a few minutes early. These variations were few in number and 
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---,minimal in degree and it is felt that they occurred with about 
1the same frequency and degree under both t h e control and experi-
1 
~ental conditions. 
Re corders were assigned only to patients that they were 
not caring for on their daily Nursing of Children clinical as-
signment. Since the recorders were students who were giving 
~ nursing care as a part of their regular Nursing of Children 
'
clinical assignment to some but not all of the children incl~ded 
in the study , it was felt that to have relationships already 
established with some children and their parents but not with al 
i ght influence the controls of the study. Consequently, the 
ecorder was a relative stranger to the child and h i s parent in 
each situation. 
When several recorders arrived simultaneously to obtain 
their assignment of a patient, they would de cide among them-
selves and with the investigator whose turn it was to participat 
and which patients were eligible to them. When they arrived in-
iv i dually, they obtained the name of a patient who was eligible 
II 
"or them and were ready to go into t he room j ust before the pare t 
arrived. 
Some recorded more child situations than others. 
Selection of Judges 
Since feelings of children and their parents were being 
judged~ it was felt that the judges chosen should have a thoroug 
nowledge of both behavior and children . It was also felt that 
ore accurate judging of behavior would result if a small number 
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of experts were chosen rather than a large number of people who 
were not especially experts in the fields .. J)f behavior and child 
study. 
For these reasons, ten persons who have considerable 
!knowledge of behavior and who have had and are having experience 
I 1With children were chosen as judges. 
The group included one Professor of Clinical Psychology, 
one Clinical Psychologist, one Clinical Psychology graduate 
1student, one Professor of Preschool Education, one practicing 
!Pediatrician and one Instructor of Pediatrics who are especially 
I 
:interested in mental health, one Supervisor of Child Welfare, 
I 
'One Pediatric Medical Social vlorker, one Instructor of Nursing 
1
or Children, and one Instructor of Mental Health Nursing . The 
:investigator was not a member of this group. 
Reliability of the Judges 
It was hoped that with a careful selection of judges , 
1each judge would be able to anticipate to a high degree, what 
lrating the other nine judges would choose in assigning scores fo 
jeach child situation and for each parent response. 
To determine the reliability of the judges in scoring 
both the child situations and the parent responses , a formula fr m 
5 Edgerton and Top s was used: 
n -I 
5Harold A. Edgerton and .Herbert A. Tops, 11 A Formula for 
I' 
' 
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\t.Jhere: 
N - Number of items 
n - Number of judges 
X - Rating score of an item by a 
M - Mean of all of the items 
<J - Standard deviation of all 
individual judge 
S - Sum for all of the judges 
~ - Sum for all 50 items 
for 
of 
I 
·- ==-==r 
II 
j udge 
a single judge 
the items for an 
' 
In determining the average intercorrelation coefficient r 
of the ten judges in rating the chi.ld situations, the formula 
I; and resu1 t are as follows: 
of 
I 
I 
I and 
the 
r- c5o) (io)(lo-l [4160.0302 -(5o)(-.o686)
2 ] - 10~ 1 
r. = 0. 8133 
In determining the average intercorrelation coefficient 
ten judges in rating the parent responses, the formula 
result are as follows: 
r = 
-r 
1 
(50) (10) (10-1) 
0.7650 
[4006.8588 -(50)(-1.1340)2] - 1 10-1 
II 
ll 
!I 
The a bove formula was specifically adapted to this kind 1! 
I! of rating scale and the reliabi1i ty obtained, in both instances, II 
is satisfactory to test the hypothesis that the j udging, from 
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A qualifying factor related to the average intercorrela-
tion coefficients obtained is as follows: The coarseness of the 
~roup ing on the rating scale used for this studyJ namely five 
pointsJ may have affected the average intercorrelation coefficie1 ts 
obtained. In other words, the average intercorrelation coeffi-
cients might have been different if a finer saale had been used. 
---===============================~======~====== 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Four topics are presented in this chapter: (1) mean 
scores and the standard errors of the mean scores given by the 
ten judges that rate how the children feel and how the parents 
feel in relation to their separation at the end of the visiting 
period under both control and experimental conditions, (2) 11 t 11 
tests of significance for comparisons of control versus experi-
mental groups and for comparisons within the control and experi-
mental groups pertaining to both children and their parents, 
(3) a summary of the data, and (4) an interpretation of the data 
· Children 
Mean Scores and Standard Errors of Il1ean Scores: Control 
and Experimental. Table 1 shows the mean score and the standard 
error of the mean score for how the children feel in relation to 
their parents leaving them at the end of the visiting period wit ! 
cases grouped according to experimental and control, age of the 
·children, number of children in the room, and the child~s hospi-
tal day. 
There is a difference bet\veen the control and experi-
mental groups for the total child situations and when data are 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
!I 
II 
TABLE 1 
MEAN SCORE AND STANDARD ERROR OF l'v1EAN SCORE FOR RATING 
OF HOW THE CHILDREN FEEL WHEN THEIR PARENTS LEAVE 
AT THE END OF THE VISITING PERIOD* 
11i ==========================~c~o=n~t=- r=o~l~G~r=o=u=p=====~~===E=x=,p==e=r~im==e=n~t=a~l~G=r=o=u=p========A~l~l~C~a=s=e=s========= 
1
ij Groupings of Children No. of Mean and SEi'f No. of Mean and SE No. of Mean and SE 
1 Cases of Mean Cases of Mean Cases of Mean 
I i l. Total Child 
-0.317±.28 . + 0.010±.18 i Situations 23 27 0.289-.21 50 
12. Age 2 7 -1. 371± .18 9 - 0.289±.39 16 - .762±.26 13. Age 3 4 - .175±.83 . 10 .200±. 32 14 .093±.32 
11
4
· 
Age 4 6 - .217± . 50 5 .goo±.44 11 .291±.37 
I 5. Age5 6 .467±.65 3 1. 300± . 15 9 .744±.44 
16. 1 Child in Room 5 -1.220±.41 5 - .160±.55 10 - .690±.37 
7. 2 Children in Room 9 - .556±.41 6 .050±.39 15 - .313±.29 
8. 3, 4 in Room 5 .88o±.61 5 .68o±.52 10 .780±.38 
9. 5, 6, 7 in Room 4 - .150±.71 11 .445± .35 15 .287±.32 
10. 2nd Hospital Day 7 -1.414± .15 7 - .028±.41 14 - . 721±.28 
11. 3rd and 4th Hospital 
- ~375± .77 .050± .33 - .071±.31 Day 4 10 14 
12. 5th, 6th and 7th 
Hospital Day 6 - .367:!-.58 7 .87l:t.4o 13 .300:!-.37 
13. 8th-plus Hospital Day 6 1. 050± .32 3 0.467±.91 9 0. 855±.35 
*Cases grouped according to experimental and control, age of child, number of 
children-in room, and hospital day. 
I 
ffOne standard error is recorded throughout all tables. 
=-.~ ...=. ~=-= - = --=-- - -- -
i' \Jl 
I \.0 
'I 
I 
I 
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subdivided according to age ~ number of children in the room~ anc 
hospital day with the experimental group running somewhat highe ) 
in most cases. However~ in making comparisons and allowing for 
chance variation~ the size of the standard errors indicate that 
the amount of chance variation is fairly large. 
ntn Tests of Significance: Control Versus Experimental 
Table 2 shows thirteen selected control versus experimental com 
parisons taken from Table l. 
Figure number l shows how the mean values g iven to the 
total child situations~ control~ experimental~ and all cases 
combined compare. It is noted that the experimental group has 
the highest score. However~ a glance at Table 2 shows that 
the difference in mean values of the total child situations, 
control versus experimental~ is .606 and the probability level 
is .09 which cannot be said to be significant. 
When the total cases of child situations are divided 
into the sub-groups of age~ number of children in the room~ and 
hospital day ~ some significance is found. 
Figure number 2 plots the mean values, control versus 
experimental according to the sub-group of age. From this 
graph it is seen that the differences between means are in favor ! 
of the experimental group throughout. A g lance at Table 2 showf 
that a significant difference in mean values~ control versus 
experimental~ according to age occurs at age two. In this com-
parison the difference in mean values is 1.028 and the probabil 
ity level is .04. Although the d i fferences in mean values at 
~ 
TABLE 2 
11 t 11 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR SELECTED CONTROL 
VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS TAKEN 
FROM TABLE l * ' 
r:IJ 
(!) 
bO 
~ 
:>:, 
.D . 
c (!) 
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Mean Values for Total Child Situations: Control, 
Experimental, and All Cases. (Children.) 
2 ~----------------------------------------------------~ 
Control 
Experimental 
1 All Cases 
.~ o J-------f//1'/J r-,_----------------------1 
~ 
-2·'----
Fig. 1. 
Mean Values, Control Versus Experimental, According 
to e of Child. Children. 2 r-----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---------------
Control 
Experimental 
-2~------~---------43---------+-4 --------5+-------~ 
Ag e of Children 
child. 
Figure 3 plots the mean values, control versus experi-
mental, according to the sub-group of number of children in the 
room . This graph shows that the differences between the means 
are in favor of the experimental group in all but one compari-
son. However, Table 2 shows that there are no significant dif-
ferences in mean values, control versus experimental, according 
to the number of children in the room. 
Figure 4, below, plots the mean values, control versus 
experimental, according to the sub-group of hospital day . From 
this graph a difference can be seen between the control and ex-
perimental at all grouping s of hospital day and the experimenta 
scores are higher than the control in all comparisons except on 
the eighth-plus day. It is seen on Table 2 that a significant 
difference in mean values, control versus experimental, accord-
ing to hospital day occurs on the child's second day of hospita-
ization. In this comparison the difference in the mean values 
is 1.385 and the probability level is .02. The difference in 
the mean values on the fifth to seventh days is almost as much, 
1.238, as that on the second day, but it is not significant in 
this experiment. 
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I rllean Values Control Versus Experimental , Accordi ng 
I to Number of Children in the Room. (Children. ) 
I 
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11 t 11 Tests of Significance: Within Control and Experi-
mental Groups. When one refers back to Table l, it may be noted 
that there are differences between mean values within the con- . 
trol and experimental groups. For example, there is a differ-
ence of .684 within the control group when comparing age four and 
age five. It therefore becomes a point of interest to determine! 
whether or not any of these differences are significant. Con-
sequently, significance tests have been done within the control 
and experimental groups and for all cases combined according to 
age, number of children in the room, and hospital day. 
Table 3 shows comparisons within the control and experi-
mental groups and for all cases combined according to age . 
This table shows clearly that there is a difference in the 
child's adjustment to his parent ' s departure due to age alone 
and the scores increase as the age increases. The point at 
which significance shows for both control and experimental 
groupings is when age two is compared t o age five. The other 
points of significance are comparisons Numbers 2 , 3, 6, 7, and 
9. A glance at the lines for both the control and experimental 
,, groups in Figure 2 enables one t o see the difference due to age 
within groups more clearly. 
Although Prugh, et al. did not make compar i sons by 
single years within their experimental or control groups, it ca 
be brought out, as shown on page twenty-six, among their controll 
children, that they also found a difference in the adjustment o~ 
I 
these children to their parent ' s departure due to age and the 
ad) uJtment improved as the child ' s age increased. One may 
1 
TABLE 3 
11 t 11 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR COMPARISONS \1/ITHIN 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROU PS ACCORDING 
TO AGE TAKEN FROM TABLE l 
Comparisons Wi thin Groups Difference S E of "t" Degrees of 
According to Age in M.eans Difference Score Freedom 
l. Ages 2-3 vs. 4-5--control 0.925 ±0.545 1.700 21 
2. Ages 2-3 vs. 4-5--experimental 1.082 + .426 2.540 25 
-
I! 3. Ages 2-3 vs. 4-5--al l cases .808 + .348 2.320 48 
-II 
! 4. Age 2 vs . age 3--control 1.196 ± .647 1. 850 9 
5. Age 2 vs. age 3--experimental .489 + .500 .977 17 
-
6. Age 2 vs. age 3--all cases .824 ± .408 2.020 26 
7. Age 2 ys. age 4--cont r ol 1.154 + .503 2.290 ll 
-
8 . Age 2 vs. age 4--experimental 1.189 ± .613 1. 940 12 
9. Age 2 vs. age 4--all cases 1.053 ± .440 2.390 25 
10. Age 2 vs. age 5--control 1.838 + .627 2.930 ll 
ll. Age 2 vs. age 5--experimental 1.589 ± .694 2.290 10 
I 
h 2. Age 2 vs. age 5--all cases 1.507 ± .482 3.120 23 
r 
- - -
- ·-=- ·---·=~~-
I 
II 
!I 
Probability ! 
Level 
0.10 
.02 
.02 
1: 
0\ 
.10 0\ 
.33 
.05 
.04 
. 08 
.02 
.01 
.05 
.005 
-;;t 
TABLE 3 - Continued 
I 
Comparisons Within Groups Difference S E of "til Degrees of Probability 
According to Age in Me ans Difference Score Freedom Level 
13. Age 3 vs. age 4--control - .042 + .908 .046 8 ">.50 
-
14. Age 3 vs. age 4--experimental . 700 + . 553 1.260 13 . 22 
-
15. Age 3 vs. age 4- - all cases .198 + .482 .411 23 " ·50 
-
16. Age 3 vs. age 5--control . 642 ±l.OLn . 617 8 .56 
17. Age 3 vs. age 5--experimental 1.100 + . 615 1. 790 11 .10 
-
II 0\ 18 . Age 3 vs. age 5--all cases . 652 + .529 1.230 21 .24 -...;) 
-
19. Age 4 vs. age 5-- control . 684 + . 821 .833 10 .44 
-
20. Age 4 vs. age 5--experimental .400 + .592 .676 6 .51 
-
ll 21. Age 4 vs. age 5--all cases 0.453 ±0.571 0 . 794 18 0.43 
:I 
I 
II 
~~-
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refer to page twenty-seven and note that Jessner and Kaplan 
also found that anxiety from separation was seen mainly in the 
child under four years. 
Table 4 shows comparisons within control and experiment-
al groups and for all cases combined according to the number of 
children in the room . The points where significance appear are 
scattered and may be seen in comparisons Numbers 4, 6, and 12. 
There is likely to be a difference in the child's adjust-
ment when his parent leaves at the end of the visiting period 
according to the number of children in the room but it is not 
as certain as it was with age. It is seen in comparisons 
1 Number 4 and probably Number 10, within the control group, that 
that when three to four children are compared to less children 
in the room, the score is significantly higher. When three to 
four children are compared to five to seven children in the 
room, control Number 16, the score drops considerably but not 
significantly so. One cannot tell whether the adjustment is 
really more difficult for the child when five to seven are in 
the room, or whether the drop is due to chance variation. 
Figure 3 brings out clearly the high and low scores within the 
control group. The experimental group went in the same direc-
ti on as the control but because of the small differences , there 
was no significance. 
Table 5 shows comparisons within control and experiment-
al groups and for all cases combined according to the&1ild 1 s 
hospital day. Significance appears at comparisons Numbers 6, 
7, 3, 15, and 16. 
it II II -- -- - I' .~ 
li I· 
I TABLE 4 
11 t 11 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR COMPARISONS WITHIN CONTROL 
M~D EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER 
OF CHILDREN IN THE ROOM TAKEN FROM TABLE 1 
Comparisons Within Groups Accord- Difference S E of tFt 11 Degree of Probability 
ing to Number of Children in Room in Means Difference Score Freedom Level 
I 
±0.632 I l. 1 vs. 2 in room--control 0.664 1.050 12 0.32 
I 2. l vs. 2 in room--experimental .210 + .656 .320 10 >.50 -
I 3. 1 vs. 2 in room--all cases .377 + .467 .806 23 .43 -
11 4. 1 vs. 3-4 in room--control 2.100 + .733 2.860 8 .02 
-
5. l vs. 3-4 in room--experimental .840 + .755 1.110 8 .30 
-I 
1 6. l vs. 3-4 in room--all cases L .470 + .527 2 . 790 18 .01 -
7. 1 vs. 5,6,7 in room--control 1.070 + .714 1.500 7 .18 
-
8. l vs. 5,6,7 in room--experimental.605 + .644 .939 14 .38 
-
9. 1 vs. 5,6,7 in room--all cases .977 + .491 1.990 23 .06 -
10. 2 vs. 3-4 in room--control 1.436 + .710 2.020 12 .07 
-
11. 2 vs. 3-4 in room--experimental .630 + .631 .998 9 .34 -
12. 2 vs. 3-4 in room--all cases 1.093 + .471 2.320 23 .03 -
II 0\ 1..0 
.. - !I 
' ~ 
TABLE 4 - Continued 
~omparisons Within Groups Accord- Difference S E of l f..L-11 Degree of Probabili tyl
1 
· u 
~ to Number of Children in Room in Means Difference Score Freedom Level 
113. 2 vs. 5,6,7 in room--control 0 . 406 ± . 772 .526 ll >.50 
I il4. 2 vs . 5,6,7 in room- -experimental .395 ± .561 . 704 15 .50 
!15. 2 vs. 5,6,7 in room--all cases .600 ± . 430 1.400 28 . 17 
I 
II 
-..;j I 
1 6. 3-4 vs . 5,6,7 in room-- control -l. 030 ± .932 1.100 7 .31 0 
I 
3-4 vs. 5,6,7 in room--experirrEntal- . 235 ± .631 14 17. .372 ">.50 
18 . 3-4 vs. 5,6,7 in room- -all cases -0 . 493 -to .495 0.996 23 0.33 
I 
.I 
li 
.....:..!. 
TABLE 5 
11 t 11 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR COMPARISONS WITHIN CONTROL 
.AND EXPERI~iliNTAL GROUPS ACCORDING TO HOSPITAL DAY 
TAKEN FROM TABLE 1 
I 
I j 
il 
II 
'I 
I 
II 
1 Comparisons Within Groups .Accord-
l ing to the Child ' s Hosoital Dav 
Difference S E of !Ttl! Degree of Probabili~-
II l. 
I: 2. I 
3. 
I 4. I 
I 5. 
II 6. 
r II 
·' 7 . li 
li 8. 
li 9. 
i 10 . 
I ll. 
I 
II 
II 
II 
,, 
in Means 
2nd vs. 3rd-4th--control 1.039 
2nd vs. 3rd-4th--experimental .079 
2nd vs. 3rd-4th--all cases .650 
2nd vs . 5th-6th--control 1.04'7 
2nd vs. 5th-6th- -experimental .900 
2nd vs. 5th-6th--all cases 1.021 
2nd vs. 8th-plus--control 2.464 
2nd vs . 8th-plus- -experimental .496 
2nd vs . 8th-plus--all groups 1 .577 
3rd-4th vs. 5th-6th-7th--control .008 
3rd-4th vs . 5th-6th- 7th--experi-
.821 mental 
Difference Score Freedom Level 11 
±o.568 1. 770 9 0.11 
± 
.518 . . 152 15 . 50 
+ 
.418 1.560 26 .12 
-
+ II 
.558 1.880 ll .09 
-
+ 
.571 1.570 12 .07 
-
+ 
.466 2.190 25 .04 
-
+ 
.342 7.200 ll (, ,001 
-
+ 
.842 .589 8 .39 
-
+ 
.452 3.490 21 .002 
-
+ 
.819 .010 8 ) .50 
-
+ 
.515 1.590 15 .13 
-
-..J 
I-' 
I! 
I 
I 
II TABLE 5 - Continued 
II 
ll '""'c_o_m_p_a_r..,...i-s-on-s -:W:-:-l-::-_. t-:-:h~l.,.... n--,G:::-r_o_u_p_s_A~c-c_o_r_d=------:::-:_-:_:-::_:-------:::~:--:::---:::_:------;;-
1\ ing_ to theQhild~_s_Hospi tal l)El.Y 
JJliTerence ,:::> ~-or _____ =v Degree of Probability 
!12. 3rd-4th vs. 5th-6th- 7th--
j all cases 
113. 3rd-4th vs. 8th- plus--control 
I 
!14. 3rd-4th vs. 8th- plus- -
jj experimental 
11 5. 3rd-4th vs. 8th- plus--
! all cases 
16. 
I 
17 . 
I 
il8. 
,, 
II 
5th-6th- 7th vs. 8th plus--
control 
5th-6th-7th vs. 8th plus--
experimental 
5th-6th-7th vs. 8th plus--
all cases 
in Means Di fference Score Freedom Level 
0.371 ±o. 48o 0.773 25 .43 
1.425 + .722 1. 970 8 .08 
.417 ± . 757 .551 11 ,..50 II ;;j 
.927 + . 435 2.130 21 .05 
1.417 ± .633 2.240 11 .05 
.404 ± 0 833 .485 8 ) .50 
0.556 ±0.537 1.040 20 0.33 
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According to hospital'day, as according to the number 
of children in the room~ there is likely to be a difference in 
the child's adjustment but, again, it is not as clear as it was 
with age. There seems to be a significant difference, at least 
"V>Ti thin the control group, since comparisons Numbers 7 and 16 are 
significant and since the scores increase as the number of 
' hospital days increase. Figure 4 shows -this increase on the 
control line. Prugh et al.~ however, found in their experiment 
that there was 11no correlation between the length of stay in 
the hospital and the degree of reaction or effectiveness of ad-
justment on the ward. 111 
Parents 
Mean Score and Standard Errors of Mean Score: Control 
cases grouped according to experimental and control~ age of 
'' child, number of children in the room, and hospital day. 
There is a slight difference between the control and ex-
perimental groups for the total parent responses and when data 
, are subdivided according to age , number of children in the 
room, and hospital day. The experimental scores run just slightl-
ly higher in only six of the thirteen comparisons with the con- 11 
lDane G. Prugh et al., "A Study of the Emotional 
, Reactions of Children and Families to Hospitalization and Ill-
, ness {" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XXIII (January, 
I l953J J 84. 
I 
TABLE 6 
MEAN SCORE AND STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN SCORE FOR THE 
RESPONSE OF PARENTS TO THE QUESTION: HOW DO 
YOU FEEL ABOUT LEAVING YOUR CHILD TODAY?* 
!==========================~~~~~================~==~~~~==========~~~=========== 
I 
Control Group Experimental Group All Cases 
Groupings of Parents No. of Mean and SE No. of Mean and SE No. of Mean and SE i Cases of Mean Cases of Mean Cases of Mean 
1
1. Total Parent 
. Response 
I 
1 2. Age 2 
23 -0.117:!:".22 27 -0.163:!:" .22 50 -0.142:!:".15 
7 - .814:!:".20 9 - .389± .39 16 - .575:!:".24 
I 3. Age 3 4 · - .250:!:".76 10 - .180:!:".41 14 - . 200:!:".35 
' 4. Age4 6 .41'7± .41 5 .360±.37 11 .391±.27 
5. Age 5 6 . 250± .41 3 - .3oo±.ss 9 .067±.32 
i 6. 1 in room 5 - . 66o± . 34 5 .260±.63 10 - .200±.38 
7. 2 in r oom 9 - .234±" .31 6 - .733±.45 15 - .433±.26 
5 1.12o± .34 5 .020±.55 10 .570±.36 
4 - .725±.42 11 - .127±.29 15 - .287±.24 
33 and 4 in room 
5, 6, 7, in room l
i 8. 
9. 
1--------------------------------------------------------
l *Cases grouped according to experimental and control, age of child, number of 
1 child~en in the room, and hospital day. 
II -..:) +:-
: 
II I I 
I! I I' 'I 
i 
I TABLE 6 - Continued I 
jl 
.I 
!!Groupings of Parents 
Control Grou:12 Ex:12erimental Grou:12 All Cases 
No. of Mean and SE No. of Mean and SE No. of Mean and SE 
I Cases of Mean Cases of Mean Cases I of Mean 
!10. 2nd hospital day 7 - .828±.18 7 . 028±.42 14 - .4oo± . 23 
!ll . 3rd and 4th hospital 
.225±.37 - .88o±.31 - .564±.28 day 4 10 14 
12. 5th, 6th, 7th 
hospital day 6 .050±.44 7 .643±.37 13 .369±.28 
-..;) 
I \Jl I jl3. 8th-plus hospital 
0.317±.59 -0.100±. 65 0.178±.43 day 6 3 9 : 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
'i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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trol scores running slightly higher in seven. 
11 t 11 Tests of Significance: Control versus Experi-
mental. Table 7 shows thirteen selected control versus 
experimental comparisons taken from Table 6. The seven 
cases which are unfavorable to the experimental group may be 
noted by the minus signs. 
Figure number 5 shows how the mean values given to 
, the total parent responses, control experimental, and 
all cases combined, compare . It is noted that the experi- ! 
mental group has a score slightly lower than the control. I 
vmen the total cases of parent responses are I 
divided into the sub-groups of age , number of children in 
the room, and hospital day, there is still no significance 
found. 
Figure number 6 plots the mean values, control 
versus experimental, according to the sub-group of age, 
!Figure number 7 according to the number of children in the 
room, and Figure number 8 according to hospital day. From 
I these graphs slight differences can be seen betvleen the 
control and experimental groups at all points on the graphs 
!' but it is seen by noting Table 7 that none of these differ-
ences is significant. 
-~--
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Mean Values for Total Parent Responses: Control, 
Experimental, and All Cases (Parents) 
2 ~--------------------------------------------------~ll 
- Control 
~ Experimental 
D All Cases 1 
0 
-1 
-2 
Fig. 5 
Mean Values, Control Versus Experimental, According 
to Age of Child (Parents) 
2 
--- Control 
Experimental 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 2 
Age of Children 
6 
2 
79 
Hean Values, Control Versus Experimental, According 
to Number of Children in the Room (Parents) 
Control 
Experimental 
-2 L---------~~---------4--------~~----------~----------~ 1 2 3, 5_, J 7 
Number of Children in the Room 
------------ _____ :f~. _ _]_ _______ --------
Ivlean Values, Control Versus Experimental, According 
to Child 1 s Hospital Day (Parents) 
2 ~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
Control 
Experimental 
1 
-2 ~--------~~--------~~~~--~~~~~~--~~~-=------~ 2n 3rd , th 5th, th_,7th th- plus 
Hospital Day 
Fig. 8 
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"t '·' Tests of Significance: \tJi thin Control and Experi-
mental Groups. When one refers back to Table 6~ it may be noted 
that there are differences between mean values within the control 
and experimental groups. For example, there is a difference of 
1.231 within the control group when comparing how parents of 
children aged two feel in relation to leaving their children as 
against those of children aged four. It therefore becomes a 
point of interest, as it did with the children, to determine 
whether or not any of the differences within the groups are sig-
nificant. Consequently~ significance tests have been done with-
1 
in the control and experimental groups and for all cases combined 
according to the age of the child, number of children in the 
room, and the child 1 s hospital day. 
Table 8 shows comparisons within control and experi-
mental g roups and for all cases combined according to the age of 
the child. The points of significance are scattered and may be 
seen in comparisons Numbers l, 3, 7, 9, and 10. 
The age of the child probably makes a difference in the 
parent 1 s score when she leaves at the end of the visiting period'. 
There seems to be a significant difference, at least for the 
control group ~ since significance occurs at comparisons Numbers 
7 and 10. The experimental group went i n the same direction as ' 
the control but, because of the small differences, there is no 
significance. A glance at the lines for both the control and 
experimental groups in Figure 6 enables one to see the differ-
ences due to age more clearly. 
Table 9 shows comparisons within control and experimental 
I 
II 
II 
li 
I! 
I 
TABLE 8 
"ttl TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR COMPARISONS WITHIN CONTROL 
AND EXPERI~ffiNTAL GROUPS ACCORDING TO AGE OF 
CHILD TAKEN FROM TABLE 6 
'I 
'6==:== 
I 
Comparisons W.i thin Groups ···· Dffference -S E of ·· ·- 11f'r Degree of ProbabTifF1j 
According to Age of Child in Means Difference Score Freedom Level l1 
I! .I 
11 1. Ages 2-3 vs. 4-5--control 0.942 2"0.402 2.340 21 0.03 
I 2. Ages 2-3 vs. 4-5--experimenta1 . 392 :!" .477 . 822 25 .4 3 I 
1 
3. Ages 2-3 vs. 4-5--all cases • 645 ± . 301 2.140 48 . 04 
1
1 g;> 
· 4. Age 2 vs. age 3--control .564 ± .614 .924 9 .39 . 
! 5. Age 2 vs. age 3--experimental 
II 
I• 
1! 6. Age 2 vs. age 3--all cases 
I 
I Age 2 vs. age 4--control 17 I • 
:8. Age 2 vs. age 4--experimental 
II 
Age 2 vs. age 4--all cases '. 9. 
I ro. Ag~ 2 vs. age 5--control 
~ 1. Age 2 vs. age 5--experimental 
! 
0..2 . Age 2 vs. age 5--all cases 
I 
I 
i 
1: 
II 
.209 
.375 
1.231 
. 749 
.965 
1.064 
.089 
. 642 
+ .570 .366 
+ .4-12 .909 
+ 
.435 2. 830 
-
+ 
.597 1.250 
-
+ 
-
.361 2.670 
+ 
.434 2.450 
-
+ 
.754 .118 
-
+ 
.396 1.620 
-
17 
28 
11 
12 
25 
11 
10 
23 
).50 
.38 
.02 
.24 
.01 
.03 
,,50 
.12 
--~ jl - ====-- I ======- I ==~===- II 
TABLE 8 - Continued I 
I 
Comparisons ltli thin Groups Difference S E of "t '' - Degree .of ~-Probabfli t!-
j! According to Age of Child in Means Difference Score Freedom Level l 
~~ 13. Age 3 vs. age 4--control 0 . 667 :!:o. 787 0. 847 8 0.45 ~~ 
:14. Age 3 vs. age 4--experimental .540 ± .644 .838 13 .44 , 
I 
115 . . Age 3 vs. age 4--all cases . 591 ± .L~60 1. 280 23 . 21 
16. Age 3 vs. age 5--control .500, + .787 .635 8 .56 
-
!17. Age 3 vs. age 5--experimental - .120 + .819 .146 11 >·50 
-
1: 18. Age 3 vs. age 5--all cases .267 + .507 .527 21 )'.50 -
I 
11 19. Age 4 vs. age 5--control - . 167 + .577 .289 10 >.50 -
I' 
11 20. Age 4 vs. age 5--experimental - .660 + . 639 1.030 6 .36 -
II 
Age 4 vs. age 5--all cases -0.324 ±0.413 0. 782 18 0.43 li 2l. 
I 
li 
li 
I, 
CXl 
f\) 
li 
1: 
=+----
11 
I' 
tj 
,, 
J 
1 ,I 
I 
I 
I TABLE 9 
I 
I 
11 t 11 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR COMPARISONS WITHIN CONTROL 
I 
AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF 
CHILDREN IN THE ROOIVl TAKEN FROM TABLE 6 
j 
Pomparisons Within Groups Accord-
IJing to Number of Children in Room 
I l. l vs. 2--control 
I 
I 
2. 
i 3. 
4 . 
5. 
I II ~: 
8. 
9. 
~0. 
Cl.l. 
! 
1~ 2. 
II 
II 
l vs. 2--experimental 
l vs. 2--a11 cases 
1 vs. 3-4--contro1 
1 vs. 3-4--experimenta1 
l vs. 3-4--a11 cases 
1 vs. 5,6,7--contro1 
1 vs. 5,6,7--experimenta1 
1 vs. 5,6,7--a11 cases 
2 vs. 3-4--contro1 
2 vs. 3-4--experimental 
2 vs. 3-4--a1l cases 
Difference 
in Means 
0.427 
- . 993 
- .233 
1. 780 
.240 
.770 
- .065 
- .387 
- .087 
1.353 
. 753 
1.003 
S E of "til 
Difference Score 
±o. 494 0.863 
+ 
.758 1.310 -
+ 
.447 .522 -
·+ . L~85 3.670 -
+ 
.837 .287 -
+ 
.524 1.470 -
+ 
.533 .122 -
+ 
.600 .645 -
+ .L~32 .201 -
+ 
.495 2.730 -
+ 
.708 1.060 -
±o.432 2.320 
Degree of 
Freedom 
12 
9 
23 
8 
8 
18 
7 
14 
23 
12 
9 
23 
Probabili t~ 
Level 
0.39 
.23 
>.50 
II 
(X) 
l.J,.) 
.006 
>.50 
.18 
>.50 
.56 
>.50 
.02 
.30 
0.03 
!Comparisons Within Groups 
: ing to Number of Children 
I 
Accord-
in Room 
113. 2 vs. 5,6, 7--control 
r 14. 
11 15. 
I, 6 1 . 
17 . 
11 18. 
I 
]l 
' I 
i 
I 
I 
2 vs. 5,6,{--experimental 
2 vs. 5,6,7- - all cases 
3-4 vs. 5,6, 7--control 
3-4 vs. 5,6,7--experimental 
3- 4 vs. 5,6,7--all cases 
TABLE 9 - Continued 
Difference S E of 
in Means Difference 
-0. 492 ±0.549 
.606 + . 518 
-
.146 ± .358 
-1.845 '±" • 534 
- .147 ± .568 
-0. 857 ±0.418 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I j, 
I 
Degree of Probability~ ITt" 
Score Freedom Level 
0. 896 11 0. 39 
1.170 15 .25 
.408 28 >.50 
3.450 '7 .01 / 
" (X) 
.258 14 >.50 " 
..r.::-
2.050 23 0.05 
---- --
,, I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
TABLE 10 
I 11 t 11 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR COMPARISONS vHTHIN CONTROL II I 
Ji 
AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS ACCORDING TO HOSPITAL 
DAY TAKEN FROM TABLE 6 I I 
II I I jComparisons Within Groups Accord- Difference S E of lltll Degree of Probabilit 
'j ing to the Child 1 s Hospital Day in Means Difference · Score Freedom Level 
1.054 ±o . 36L~ 2 .892 9 0 . 02 1 1. 2nd vs . 3rd-4-th--control 
I 2nd vs. 3rd-4th--experimental . 909 ± .514 1.770 15 .09 I I 2. -
I 
11 3. · 2nd vs. 3rd-4th--all cases - .164 ± . 360 .455 26 >.50 CD 
\Jl 
![ 4. 2nd vs. 5th,6th,7th- -control .879 ± .453 1.941 11 .08 I I 
I! 5o 2nd vs o 5th, 6th, 7th--experimental 0 614 ± .560 1.100 12 .29 
~ : 6. 2nd vs. 5th,6th,7th--all cases .769 ± .365 2.110 25 .05 I 'I I, ± I 
1 
7. 2nd vs. 8th-plus- -control 1.146 .575 1.992 11 .07 I I 
\i 8. 
I 
2nd vs. 8th-plus--experimental .071 ± .777 .091 8 "> . 50 
! 9. 2nd vs. 8th-plus--all cases .578 + . 447 1.292 21 .21 
10. 3rd-4th vs. 5th,6th,7th--control - .175 + . 628 .279 8 >,50 
-I 
I 
3rd-4th vs. 5th,6th,7th- - experi-1]_1, 
I mental 1.523 ±o. 482 3.160 15 0.006 I I 
I I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I i 
II I 
TABLE 10 - Continued 
Comparisons Within Groups Accord- Difference S E of It tt Degree of Probabilit v 
ing to the Child's Hospital Day in Means Difference Score Freedom Level 
12. 3rd-4th vs. 5th,6th,7th-- 0.933 ~0.397 2.350 25 0.03 
all cases 
13. 3rd-4th vs. 8th-plus--control .092 + .791 .116 8 ~.50 
-
114. 3rd-4th vs. 8th-plus- -experimental .980 + . 667 1.470 11 .19 - co 
3rd-4th vs. 8th-plus- -all cases .742 + .486 
0'1 
115. - 1.530 21 .15 
116. 5th,6th,7th vs. 8th-plus--control .267 ± .736 .363 10 ~.50 
17. 5th,6th,7th vs. 8th-plus--
+ experimental - .543 
-
.697 .779 8 .45 
18. 5th,6th,7th vs. 8th-plus--
all cases -0.191 ±0.493 0. 387 20 ~0.50 
' 
-.-
I 
I 
• 
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groups and for all cases combined according to the number of 
children in the room. Significant comparisons are Numbers 4~ 
10, 12~ 16, and 18. 
By observing control comparisons Number 4, 10, and 16 
on this table, it is seen that when three to four children are 
i n the room the scores are significantly higher than when eithe 
a more or less number of children are in the room . One cannot 1 
1 tell whether the score is really higher for the parents when I 
three to four children are in the room or whether the drop when I 
five to seven are in the room is due to some unexplainable 
factor. Upon looking at Figure 7, one can see the compari sons 
within group s more clearly. 
Table .10 shows comparisons within the control and ex-
perimental groups and for all cases combined according to the 
child ' s hospital day. The pattern is irregular but one signi-
ficant point in both the contro~Number l,and the experimental, 
Number l~ groups indicates that perhaps there is an increase in 
the parent 's score with the child ' s hospital day . 
Summary of Data 
Two separate comparisons were made in the analysis: (l) 
control versus experimental, and (2) comparisons within the 
control and experimental groups. · 
Control Versus Experimental Comparisons. For all cases, 
II 
the children scored higher under experimental conditions than I 
under the control, but the difference was not significant. 
all cases of parents, the control group score was slightly 
--~ -=---
For I I 
high-
-~ 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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er than the experimental. 
When comparisons were made, control versus experimental, 
for individual age groups, the two year olds showed a signifi-
cantly better score under experimental conditions. Children 
ages three, .four, and five scored higher under experimental 
conditions but not significantly so. _ There were no significant 
differences in parent scores for any of the age comparisons. 
Comparisons according to the different groupings of 
second day of hospitalization scored significantly higher under 
experimental conditions. There were no significant differences 
in parent scores according to this grouping. 
Comparisons Within Control and Experimental Groups. 
' VJhen comparing one age to another within the control and experi-
mental groups, there is a significant . increase in the child 1 s 
score with his increasing age for both control and experimental 
groups. There is proba~ly a significant increase in parent 
scores, within the control group, as the age of the child in-
1 creases. 
Comparisons within groups according to number of chil-
dren in the room show that there is probably a significant in-
1 crease in the child's and the parent's scores, at least within 
the control group, up to three .to four children in the room. 
There is a significant decrease in the parent's score, within 
the control group, when three to four is compared to five to 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
r---
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seven in the room. 
V.Jhen comparing one hospital day to another hospital day 1! 
II !within groups, there is probably a significant increase in the 
. I 
child's score, at least within the control group, as the hospita' 
... 
day increases. As for the parents, there is probably a signi-
, ficant inerease in their score, within both the control and ex-
1perimental groups, as the hospital day increases. 
Interpretation of Data 
It cannot be interpreted from the findings, due to the 
1 small number of cases available, . whether there was a true dif-
ference in control versus experimental comparisons and, also, 
. in comparisons within the control and experimental groups only 
I 
in certain specific cases such as in age two, on the second day 
of hospitalization, and in comparing age two to age five within 
li 
groups or whether other comparisons would be significant in an 
experiment with a larger number of cases. 
Also; in this study there was no attempt to equalize 
· the number of cases in the control and experimental groups with 
' respect to age of child, number of children in the room, or hos-1 
1
pital day. It can be seen on Table 1 that these distributions 
did not turn out to be very well balanced although the differ- 1 
II 
' ences in distribution are within the range of "chance variation. 11 
For example, the number of the three year old children in the 
'~ c ontrol group was four and i n the experimental was ten. 
This ~mequal distribution of cases is important when 
interpreting data for two reasons: (1) the total child situa-
1 
90 
tion comparison of control versus experimental- i~ -~ffected by * 
the unequal distribution. For example, the experimentals in coJl 
1 parison with the controls have an unfavorable distribution by 
age and by hospital day but have a favorable distribution in 
respect to the number of children in the room~ and (2) in the 
comparisons of the control versus experimental sub-groups and 
for sub-groups within the control and experimental groups some 
of the groupings were very small and hence allowance for 
11 chance variation 11 is quite large. For example , for the control 
I 
versus experimental comparison, age three, there were four versus 
ten; for the eighth-plus hospital day, there were six versus 
three; and when five to seven were in the room there were four 
1 versus eleven. For comparisons within groups~- age three, con-
trol, had only four cases; age five, experimental, had three 
cases; and the eighth-plus hospital day, experimental, had 
three. 
Because the factors of age, number of children in the 
room, and hospital day appear to make an appreciable difference 
1 in score for both children and parents, one might have had more 
clear-cut results if it had been possible to design the experi-
ment so as to insure that control and experimental groups were 
balanced precisely with respect to all of these factors. \ \ 
It may be noted that significance occurred in only two 
of the total number of l'.fi thin-group comparisons for the experi-
mental group. They were when children age two were compared 
to those age five and when parents on the third and fourth days 
were compared to those on the fifth, sixth, and seventh. Since 
91 
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it was in the experimental group that a nurse was executing a 
1 purposeful plan of nursing care in order to assist both the 
1 
children and their parents in their separation at the end of th 
1 
visiting period, perhaps she improved the ratings of the experi-! 
,. mental groups who would have . scored low but did not affect 
those who would have scored high anyway. For example, it may 
be seen on Figure 3 that in the experimental group the scores 
for one or two children in the room were higher than the contro 
; group whereas_, with more children in the room, the scores were 
·I fairly high for both the control and experimental groups. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This experiment took place on the children 1 s ward at 
Vanderbilt University Hospital. It was believed by the investi-
gator that separation at the end of the visiting peri od could be 
emotionally more comfortable for the child and his parent if a 
nurse was readily available to assist them during the visiting 
period, at the departure of the parent, and if she remained 
with the child thirty minutes after the departure of the parent, 
provided she purposefully geared her nursing care toward assist-
ing them in their separation. 
The method that was used to test the above hypothesis 
for the children was direct observation and immediate recording 
of the behavior of twenty-three children, ages two to six, under 
control condit i ons and twenty-seven children under experimental 
conditions from the beginning of a visiting period and until 
thirty minutes after the parent had left. Later these record- r 
ings, from the time that the vis iting period was announced over 
a~d unti l thirty minutes after the parent had left, were mimeo-
graphed. 
The method used to test the hypothesis for the parents 
was a one- quest ion questionnaire . The investigator asked a 
parent of each control and experimental child the question: 
92 
I 
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"How do you feel about leaving your child today? 11 just after 
she had left t he child at the end of a visiting period. The 
-r-~= 
,I 
,I 
responses were immediately recorded. and later mimeographed. 
How the parents and children felt when the parents left 
at the end of the visiting period was rated by ten judges who 
read the mimeographed control and experimental child observa-
tions and the control and experimental parent responses and 
. indicated, on a five-point rating scale, how they thought each 
; child and each parent felt. Control versus experimental compar- \ 
1isons were made for both children and parents according to the 
I 
total number of cases, age of the child, number of children in 
the room, and the child 1s hospital day. 
T' . d bt . d f 0 th bo th d f . .._ . II ne evl ence o alne r m e a ve me o s o lnves~l- ~ 
gation indicated the following: I 
l. vJhen the total number of children in the control and l 
experimental groups were compared, the difference between 
the groups was in favor of the experimental but not signi-
ficantly so. However, differences in some of the sub-groups 
were significant. 
2. The children, age two, felt significantly better 
under experimental than under control conditions. 
3. The children, on their second day of hospitalization~ 
felt significantly better under experimental than under con- :1 
trol conditions. 
4. The parents of these children felt about the same 
under the control as they did under the experimental condi-
tions "'!~er;:_" _!;_12:ey }.,.ef~ their ~hi~~ren at the ~~.?:_ ?=f -~~e- ~is~~- ![ 
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ing period. 
5. There were no significant differences in regard to 
how the parents felt when they were compared, control versuE 
experimental, according to the individual groupings of age 
of their children, number of children in the room, or as to 
the number of days their children had been in the hospital. 
Assuming that the reliability of the study is adequate; 
that scores can measure feelings, at least approximately, and 
be interpreted in terms of emotional comfort for the purpose of 
this study , then it may be said that the hypothesis of the study 
. has been proven to be true for two year old children and for 
children on their second day of hospitalization but has not been 
proven to be true for any groupings of parents. 
It would seem desirable, then, to put the plan of nurs-
ling care into effect for these two groupings of children. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the Vanderbilt Univer-
sity Hospital Department of Nursing Serv i ce arrange to put the 
proposed plan of nursing care into effect with: 
1. All two year old children on the Children's Ward. 
2. All children between the ages of two and six who are 
at their second day of hospitalization. 
To implement the plan, two factors would need consider-
l ation and, possibly, a third. 
1. An in-service educational program among the nursing 
staff for the main purposes .of (a) motivating the nursing 
personnel to want to carry out the plan and (b) guiding them 
in its execution. 
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---- 2 ~ Some changes in ward- ma1~agement would be necessary 
so that nurses would be available to execute the p lan. 
3. The third factor that might need consideration in 
order to implement the p lan is employment of more nursing 
personnel. It is suggested, however ~ to first try to make 
it work with the present number of persons employed. 
il During the process of the study the following possibili-
II 
i· ties of changes in ward management have occurred to the writer a~ 
II 
I 
II 
I 
.l 
II ll 
jl 
J! 
i! 
I 
I· 
:I 
II 
practical ones: 
l. Keep the visiting period at the time of day that it 
has been held, namely, 2:30 to 3:00 P.M. daily. 
2. Plan nursing assignments so that: 
a. children of different ages are evenly distri-
buted among each nurse's assignment. 1 This would be 
beneficial for two reasons: 
(1) it would assure a smaller number of two-
year olds on each assignment thus enabling the 
nurses to more nearly meet the needs of all of the 
two-year olds. 
(2) it would assure on each assignment a mini-
mum number of infants who need to be fed at 2:00 and lj 
3:00 P.M. thus giving each nurse more opportunity 
to be with children who need assistance in separat-
ing from their parents. II 
II i:----------------------:1 
but with additional pur-
study, it probably can 
---== 
lThis is being done at present 
; pose behind it~ which arises from this 
1be more surely done. 
- ~-~-==--==================~==================================~====~~ ======= I' 
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To further free the nurse to be with childre 
who need her for reasons of separation, it is sug-
gested that the feedings of infants at 3:00 p M. be 
delegated in every case possible to the nurses who 
come to the ward at 3:00PM., rather than to those 
who leave at 3:30 P M as is now the practice. 
b. each nurse should have children on her assign-
ment who are at various days of hospitalization . This 
will prevent an overload of children on any assignment 
Vlho are at their second day. 
3 . Add the following to the nursing care card: 2 
a the date of admission of each child. 
b . a nursing order on the card of each two-year old 
and each child between tvm and six years old, who is at 
his second day of hospitalization, that signifies he 
needs assistance in separating from his parents. It 
might read: "Assist with separation." 
It became a point of interest in this study to determine 
whether or not differences between sub- groups, within the contro 
and experimental groups, were signif i cant . Therefore, signifi-
cance tests were done within the control and experimental groups 
for children and parents according to the individual groupings o 
age of child, number of children in room, and hospital day . 
2The nursing care card is a four-by-eight inch manila 
card upon which is written the patient's name , age, diagnosis, 
room number, and all orders that are executed by the nurse. The 
card is permanently kept at the head nurse's desk and the nurse 
who cares for the patient copies instructions and orders from it 
~n to her nursin · work sheet. She, in turn, carries the work 
sh eet with her an - re ers -e-o- rt as -s e- c'-ar-efl"""""" f -or-- tne- pa~.ten-t=; -= --= --=---- =--= 
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The evidence obtained for the children and parents from i 
II 
comparisons within the control and experimental groups indicated 
the following : 
1. Under both control and experimental conditions~ the 
children apparently feel significantly better when their 
parents leave at the end of the visiting period due to their 
increasing age alone. 
2. Under control conditions~ they probably feel signi-
ficantly better as the number of children in the room in-
crease up to three to four in the room. 
3. Under control conditions, they probably feel signi-
ficantly better as their hospital day increases. 
4. Under · control conditions, the parents probably feel 
significantly better when they leave their chi ldren at the 
end of the visiting period as the age of their children in-
creases. 
5. Under control conditions, parents probably feel 
significantly better as the number of children in the room 
increases up to three to four in the room, and significantly 
worse when there are more than three to four in the room. 
6 . Under both control and experimental conditions, the 
parents probably feel significantly better about leaving 
the ir children as the child's hospital day increases. 
From the above findings it may be seen that age of the 
' child, number of children in the room, and the child's hospital 
day are individual factors which influence the emotional adjust-
~ent ~_9f _e otl1_ th~ children and t~e _Pa!'~nts when ~l;.::~ _!epa~ate at 
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the end of the visiting period. 
The fact that these factors i nfluenced the behavior of 
t he children and parents in more comparisons within the control 
I group than vfi thin the experimental group is felt to be due to 
the presence of the nurse in the experimental group who was 
I 
1l executing the p lan of nursing care . If it had not been for her 
activities in the experimental group, it is felt that compari-
1 sons within that group would have been more l ike those within 
the control .3 Therefore, the following recommendations are 
general in that they apply to both the control and experimental 
groups even though the findings did not show as clear patterns 
wi thin the experimental group as they did within the control. 
I t is recownended, therefore, that: 
1. The entire pediatric staff, which includes doctors, I 
nurses, social workers, dieticians, and physical therapists, ! 
be made aware of the fact that children from ages two to six 
and their parents adjust better to separation as t he age of II 
the child increases. 
This could be done through interdisciplinary con-
ferences. The staff members, in turn, would then more 
nearly know what age children and which parents to whom to 
d irect their efforts t owards that assist in separation. 
2. Children from two to six years be placed in three 
to four-bed wards when more important criteria for ward 
placement are not operating . 
3Refer t o Page 91. 
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The effect that the nmnber of chi l dren in the room 
has on separation of the child and his parent at the end 
of the visiting period, as found in this study, b~ con-
sidered in architectural planning of pediatric units . 
Recommendations for Further Study 
This study supplies only a few of the answers to but one of 
the problems that face preschool hospital ized chil dren. No 
!problem of the parents of these children has been solved . 
Consequently, several unknowns still exist that need investiga-
tion. These will be listed and discussed but not necessarily in 
the order of their importance. 
1. Continued effort needs to be geared toward assist-
i ng children and their parents in their adjustment to separ-
at i on while the child is hospitalized . 
Since it is felt that more clear-cut answers to this 
problem, at least for the children, would have developed 
from this study if the sampling of cases had been larger, 
it might be practical to repeat this method but obtain a 
larger number of cases. 
To test adjustment of both children and parents to 
separation in this setting, it is suggested that a study be 
done which would plan to have the experimental group of 
children and parents have more nearly 11 ad lib 11 visiting 
periods. That is, the parents of these children could guide 
their coming and going more in terms of their own and their 
children's emotional comfort as well as in terms of their 
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responsibilities to their family at home~ to their job, and 
to their community. 
I t is suggested that a study be done to assist the 
older hospitalized child~ six to twelve or fifteen, and his 
parents in their separation. 
Also, to ease separation anxiety for the child at 
least, it is suggested that pediatric nursing services at-
ested in the individual child, rather than a host whose inter-
ests in each individual necessarily become very thinly spread. 
2. Other studies should be attempted in hopes of solv-
trgthe many other problems that children have in adjusting 
to the hospital. 
Studies and observations have been published that 
bring out the effects that loss of security or confidence 
in the parents have on the child; that describe p sychic 
trauma due to pain and operations; and many of these suggest 
ways of preventing and/or alleviating such effects.4 
However, other problems that might be studied are 
those pertaining to eating, sleeping , and toilet adjustment 
from the home to the hospital and back. It seems that it is 
especially a responsibility of the nurse to help investigate 
these. 
3. Studies should be done in the tremendously large 
field of discovering what effects hospital, home, and com-
4Refer to Chapter II, Frospi~ta -iza: :ton :-- fl. - s-olir ce or~Psychrc -
Trauma to Children. 
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munity adjustment of the sick child have on the progress of lj 
his illness itself . 
4. Not only is it desirable for nurses to have time 
set aside for the precise purpose of doing research and to 
work toward this end, but it is a lso recommended that nurses , 
attempt studies in addition to their jobs. This is recom-
mended for persons in Nursing Education and in Nursing 
Services not only from the point of view of adding new 
learnings but, also, from the point of view of job satis-
faction. 
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APPENDIX I 
TEST TO DETERMINE HOW THE CHILDREN FEEL IN 
RELATION TO THEIR PARENTS LEAVING THEM 
AT THE END OF THE VISITING PERIOD 
I 
j 
I 
DIRECTIONS : Please read carefully. ,I 
The following fifty situations took place on· a pediatric 
I 
ward in a general hospital.' '
1 
Each situation describes the behavior of one child from ! 
the time that the visiting period was announced over until I 
thirty minutes after the parent had left. 
The purpose of this test is to determine how each child ! 
feels in relation to his parent or parents leaving him . 
Please do not judge the child's feelings in terms of 
what the parents or hospital staff members do and say but~ 
rather~ in terms of the child's behavior. 
Please check the response on each rat ing scale (sample 
below) that you think best describes how the child feels. 
There are fifty situations and fifty rating scales. Please 
be sure that the numerical number of the rating scale that ' 
Very 
Secure 
Secure Somewhat Secure 
and 
Somewhat Anxious 
Anxious Very 
Anxious 
Abbreviations: C-Child; M- Mother; F-Father; SM-Staff Member. 
=r-===== 
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It will take you approximately ninety minutes to complet 
your answers. 
GUIDE FOR RATING: Please read carefully. 
The following guide for rating may help you in deter-
mining your answers. Only incidents of a Very Secure child I 
and a Very Anxious child are given in the guide. I 
Very Secure . The child may not like to have his visitors 
go but he quickly becomes interested in the people and thing 
in his environment and maintains this interest. He gives to 
others and/or concentrates his interest on things and people 
apart from himself. 
Example. 5 years. SM: 11 Visiting hours are over." F: 
11 It 1 s tirfl.e for us to leave, Skip. 11 C: "I want to go home. 
I want to go with you. Will you be back tonight?" (whining) 
F: 11 ~'Je can 1 t visit .at night. Do you fee l like going to 
school?" C: 11Yes, let me go home.'1 F: "As soon as they 
finish the test. I told you what they were going to do and 
you did not believe me, did you?" C: 11 No. 11 F: 11 I 1 ll be 
here early tomorrow. Don't cry. Give me a solid handshake. 
Smile. 11 The C did neither but said: 11 I want to go home wit 
you. 11 Trying hard not to cry. A SM walked to the bed and 
said: "We know you want to go home, Skipper , but the 
doctors want to do some more tests first. 11 C: "Why can't 
they bring me back and forth to the hospital for the test?" 
SM: tt ~·fe sure would if we could., Skip., but this test won 1 t 
take long and then you 1ll be ready to go ." C starts crying 
some. F: "Doc., I'm coming tomorrow. I've got to get back 
downtown now. I 1 11 see you tomorrow. ~vhat do you want me 
· to bring you? 11 C: 11 Shoes and a peanut butter sandwich. 11 
F to SM: "He misses his peanut butter sandwiches." F to C: 
11 0. K . ., Doe, I'll remember. See you tomorrow. Bye. 11 Skip 
hollered "Bye" twice very loudly as his Father walked down 
the hall. He has stopped crying. C to SM: ''He 1 s coming 
back tomorrow." SM: "He sure is. " ___ The .C is looking at six 
little books his Father had brought him. SM: "Do you want 1 
me to read to you?'~ C: First; I wish you would get me some 
chocolate milk.'' SM: 11 All right. I 1 11 be back in a minute 
with it . 11 The SM comes back in and C drinks all of his milk 
C: ttThis one." as he shows her which book he wants read. 
He listened attentively to the story she was reading. After 
the story the SM said: 11 Skip, I have to go now but we can 
read some more tomorrow, O.K.?u C: 11 0.K." She left and C 
sat up in bed looking over funny books . He then began read-
ing out loud. End of period. 
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Very Anxious. The child focuses his interest on himself 
and maintains this interest throughout most or all of the 
period . He cries and yells for his visitor a great deal; 
or he stands up and looks and grasps towards the door a lot; 
or looks up anxiously at most every person who comes by; or 
he withdraws by i gnoring his environment; or a combination 
of these. 
Example. 3 years. A SIVI comes in the room and announces 
that visiting hours are over. The M has been reading to the 
C. The C immediately looks at the SM and quickly sits up in 
bed~ reaches over the rail to her M~ and starts crying. The 
M puts the book down~ quickly stands up at the bedside. C 
is clinging to J:VI and trying to get M to take her out of bed. 
Crying and saying, "Don't go~ don 't go . " M begins to raise 
cribside and C screams louder, still clinging, and madly 
jumps up and down in the bed . M: "Ive got to go now, Susan 
The lady said so." C screams: uTake me with you~ take me 
with you. 11 M trying to pry C 1 s arms from around her neck, 
C tries to hold tighter. Still screaming for her M not to 
go. M: 11 Ive got to go down the hall . I'll be back in a 
few minutes. You be a good girl or Mommie won 't come back ." 
M finally succeeded in prying C's arms loose and hurriedly 
picked up her purse and left the room. C screamed and cried 
louder , "Mommie~ Mommie ~ 11 over and over. "I want my Mommie. 1 
She tried to climb out of bed and goes from side to side in 
much distress. After a minute or two of this a SM tried to 
interest her in toys. She took a toy and threw it out of 
reach and cried. The SM picked her up~ walked her around 
the room ~ and sat down with her. SM: 11 Susan, Mother is 
coming back tomorrow. She doesn 't want to go but she must." 
All this time C was looking at door and trying to get out 
of SM 1 s lap so she could follow her Mother . Yelling: 
11 Mommie, I want my Mommie . 11 SM put her back in bed which 
the C resisted. 11 I want my J:Vlommie, 11 and to SM: "Go get 
her. 11 SM : 11 Your Mommie will be back to see you. 11 C cried 
louder. SM attempted to interest her in toys again. C 
threw them away again. C cried 11 Mommie 11 and looked out of 
door. After twenty minutes, her .crying and yelling out has 
subsided in both frequency and explosiveness . She stopp ed 
crying altogether f or the next five minutes and just sat 
there and anxiously watched people go by the door. End of 
period. 
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CHILD SITUATIONS 
1 3 years. SM: 11Visiting hours are over. 11 She brought a 
chart in the room. F: "We've got to go in a minute. 11 C: 
crying. F: "Mother ' s going to bring you a coca cola back. 
Don 1 t cry, s~reet." He covered the child 1 s body vvi th a 
diaper. C: crying . "I want a drink of water." F got her 
a cup and Connie drank through a straw. r11 brought coke in . 
F to M: "Ill wait out in the hall . 11 M: "Let me get your 
straw. 11 C: "Take it out. 11 {the straw). M raised C's head 
with her right hand and held the cup with her left hand . c 
takes cup with her hand helping Mother. C crying . M kisses 
C. C: "I don't want any more. 11 M drinks remainder of coke. 
M fanning C. r-1 kisses child. M: " I 111 see you. 11 c sleepy 
Eyes closed. M still fanning. M: 11Darling, go to sleep." 
M looks at recorder. M ties the child's arm restraints. C: 
"Mommie." l.\1: "Go to sleep. You hurry and get well. Do 
what they tell you to do so you will get well. You be good . 
M kisses child. C: "I want some lipstick . " M looks at 
recorder and smiles. She takes lipstick from her purse and 
barely tips child 1 s lips . Kisses her. Pulls up side of 
bed and walks out. C: 11 I want to see my Daddy. 11 C to SM: 
"Scratch my ear. 11 SM: 11 liJhat darling?" C: "Scratch my ear. 
SM went to other patient. C crying 11 Mamma. 11 C: "Scratch 
my ear. 11 Repeats this several times . SM: 11 What 1 s wrong , 
Connie? '\t.Jhat do you want?" C: "Got my pennies? 11 SM : 
"Yes, honey, we have your pennies for you." C lying on back 
scratching right leg with left foot . Heard other child ask 
if Daddy were coming back. C: 11 Is Daddy coming back?" Cry-
ing. Stops crying and looks out window. Arms restrained 
loosely overhead . Looking at get-well card. Exploring unde 
her bandage with right hand. SM walked to head of bed and 
tight ened restraints. C had three pennies on frame near her 
head. SM placed them in the bedside table . C did not 
whimper but eyed SM apprehensively . Lying quietly in bed 
moving arms and legs. Again exploring under her bandage. 
Pulling adhesive off. Another SM: 11 How are you doing today 
Has your doll been hot today?'' C: "Un-huh. 11 (Yes. ) SM: 
"Have you been hot today? 11 C: "Un-huh. 11 {No.) Moving arms 
and legs unrestrained. C whimpering . Watching two Srv'l' s in 
room. Looks out the window. Runs hand through hair . . Puts 
a penny in her mouth. SM went to bedside and said: 11 Connie, 
may I put that penny here with your others?" C looked at 
SM and gave SM the penny. SM put it in the table. C cried 
a little bit. Watches SM who came in room. End of period. 
4 years. SM comes to door and announces visiting hours are 
over. M to C: 11 IK, I'll be there. I've got to go, Esther 
Sue. 11 Chugs and kisses her. C: "Bring me some chewing 
gum. I •11 see you outside . " rvT: 11 Ive got to o· o see the 
doctor so you won ' t see ·me for a little whi l e.n C: "Good-
_--bYQ_~-=~ _Mmnma. Come that wa]l__ so I can see Lo~_: __ M: "All 
43 
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right but it will be a little while before I do. Be a good 
girl now . 11 C: "Bye, by. 11 Jvlother leaves. C continues to 
cut out paper dolls. C: . 11 1 don r t cry no more, I don 1 t cry 
no more." Stands up and watches out window. t·Jatches SJvl 
fixing injections. Watches out window almost continually 
now. C sees her Mother out window and calls: liBye, Mamatt 
and waves to her. Sfvi: "Mama going home?rr Sfvi gets thermo-
meter. C lies down for her. SM counts her pulse and 
respirations. C is looking at chewing gum wrapper. SM : 
11 \tJant some water? 11 SM helps her sit up. C nods head and 
drinks a few swallows. Gets up and watches lawn mower 
outside, opens gum, chews a piece. Begins cutting out paper 1 
dollS. again. Collects scraps in a pile. SM gets C 1 s water 
pitcher. C: 11 My Mama brought me these scissors. 11 SM does 
not answer her. End of period. 
4 years. When visiting hours were over ~~s. H brought Bill 
back (C and M had been walking around ward) and started to 
put him in the bed. He began crying and stomping his feet . 
C: 11 I want to walk down the hall . 11 M: "Maybe she (SM) 
will walk with you. 11 SM: 11 Yes, we can go for a walk. 11 M: 
11 Kiss Mother goodbye. 11 Billy began to cry and wiggle . M: 
II I I 11 bP back tomorrow' Billy. II Billy began to cry louder. 
M: "Kiss me goodbye. 11 SM: 11 Billy, Mother doesn•t want to 
go but she must. 11 Jvl: 11 Yes, Mother has to cook supper for 
Daddy. 11 SM: "Mother is coming back tomorrow. 11 During thi 
time he continued to cry loudly. He kissed her. The 
r.~other left. He was crying and stomping his feet. SM 
picked him up and started l'lalking down the hall. He immedi-
ately stopped crying. He talked some but his voice was so 
husky SM could hardl y understand him. He said he wanted to 
go to the playroom. srvr: 11 0.K. 11 They had just been walkin 
up and down the hall watching the other chi l dren. They wen 
to the playroom. SM: rrwould you like me to read you a 
story ? 11 C: 11 Yes. 11 SM: '' i~hich book 11/ould you like? 11 He 
nicked one. C: "I want to get in my wagon. 11 Sfvi put him 
ln it. They rode up the hall. Everytime SM started back t 
his room he wanted to go back up the hall. Finally SM took 
him back to his room. He began to fret so SM picked him up 
and talked to him about his shoes and home. He quieted. 
SI'v'!: ni don 1 t want to leave you, Billy, but I must go home. 11 
SM put him in bed. He began to cry and stomp his feet and 
yell : uMomma_, Momma." SM : 11 Mother will be back tomorrow, 
Billy." C: 11 I want to get out of bed. 11 SM: 11 There are 
somethings that we have to do. In the hospital we stay in 
bed. 11 SM showed him Georgia and Kimber in bed. He quieted 
down and then SM put him back in bed. He started crying 
loudly and kicked his feet. SM: 11Billy, I don 1 t want to 
leave you but I must go now . 11 He continued to cry about 
ten minutes. SM took him some toys and he began playing 
with them . End of period. 
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5 2 years. M: trMamma 1 s got to go. 11 C cries. IV! puts up side 
rail. M: "Oh, honey! Be real sweet now. I'll come back." 
M g ives C another stick of gum. M: "Hold that now until 
Mother gets back." M leaves room. C cries. Calls: "Where 
did Mommie went? 11 Repeats this over and over. Stops crying 
and tries to pull self to sitting posit i on. Starts crying 
ag ain. Final ly gives up and lies down. 'l'hen tries again, 
makes it, and leans against side of bed. Mother returns 
to doorway with a SM. C screan1s for her. SM: Don't get 
scared of me. I'm just coming to talk to you. 11 c: "rllamma, 
Mamma. 11 SM : "Miss your Mamma.'' SM to M: "I haven't g otten 
any spinal fluid yet. I think she is doing better. Irll be 
back in a _ l ittle while. How much longer are you going to 
stay?" M: ui was fixing to leave now." During this time 
the SM and J.VI walked to door. The C cried louder than before 
M returns to bedside. J.VI : "lvant me to get you some candy? 
Want some water?" M gave her some water. M: ni'm not 
leaving. I'm just going to get you some candy." C: 11 I 
don't want none. 11 M: "I'll be gone just a few minutes. 
Mother has to go to the bathroom." C: "Na-na. 11 M: "vJant 
some popcorn? A doll? What do you want?" C still cries. 
M: "Lie down now. That man won't bother you. He's g one 
now. Put your foot down and scoot down real slow. 11 C: ''No 11 
M moves away from bed. M: "I'll be back in just ·a few 
minutes. 11 C: "That man will get me. 11 M: ''I 1 11 tell him 
not to get you." C cries over and over: "That man will get 
me. 11 M leaves. C screams. Beats on bed with hands and fee 
Takes gum out of mouth and throws it on floor. Tries to 
stand up. Still crying . SM to SM: "Have you seen her day 
sheet? You don't have it over there do you?" SM: "No." 
C has g radually stopped crying. Occasionally cries for 
Mother. Is lying down in bed. End of period. 
14 4 years. v1Then they (the Mother and child) came back into 
the room (they had been walking) Billy was crying. Mother 
hugging and kissing Billy . C: 11 Mummy, stay with me. 11 M: 
"I can't Billy. \vhat 's . the matter? u C: Stay all night 
with me. That woman is staying . 11 M: 11Well, that baby is 
sicker than you are, you don't have to have me stay. I'll be 
back tomorrow. What do you want me to bring you tomorrow, 
;xour house shoes?" C: 11 Bring me some little cars." M: 
'All right. I'll bring you some cars. 11 Cis hang ing over 
the rail holding arms out to Mother. M starts to leave. C: 
"IVIommy come back . I didn 1 t kiss you goodbye. M came back 
and he kissed her g oodbye. She starts to leave again . C: 
"Come back again." He kissed her again. C: "When are you 
coming back?" M: "I'll be back tomorrow. I have to go now. 
The lady said so." C still crying grabbed M around neck and 
k issed her . C: "Take me with you. u M: "I can't, Billy. 
You have to stay here, and get well. I'll take you home in 
a few days. I have to go now.'' M · kissed him again and left; 
almost running out of room. "Mummy, Mummy, come back. 11 
Crying with tears streaming down his face. He stood on side 
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of bed next to door and watched her leave. Then he spied hi . 
new book, he p icked it up, and started cutting (cut-out book 
He was sitting in bed. He heard the man using the electric 
lawn mower so he stood in bed and watched the man out the 
window. Stood very still and watched. Has stopped crying. 
Busy looking out the window. He watched the man for six 
minutes. Chewing his gum and busy playing with his scissors 
and a piece of paper. Face is peaceful and he is smiling an , 
watching people who are passing in the hall. Hanging over 
the side of the bed and looking out the window again at the 
man cutting the grass. SM entered room and said to another 
SIVi: 11 I can't get him to say anything. He won 1 t talk . 11 
Billy watched her, never taking eyes off of her but d i d not 
say a word. After she left he . sat down in bed and said: 
"I have some paper dolls" and started cutting out the dolls 
in the book. End of period. 
24 3 years. A SM announces that the visiting hour is over. M: 
11 Let's go back to your room now. 11 (They are in the play 
room.) C: "No. 11 SM: "I'll be here for awhile with her. 
She can stay here with me if she doesn't want to go back to 
bed." M: "Would you like to stay here with Miss J? Daddy 
and I have to go down town and get Junior . " C: "I want to 
go get Junior. 11 C picks up her toys and hands them to M. 
M to SM: "She's get ting ready to go home." F carries child 
to bed and removed her shoes. C frets when her shoes are 
taken off. M: rrHere, you have some mail. Let's see who 
it 's from. This is from Tommy and this is from Pat. Do you 
remember them? You used to play with them . 11 C: 11 1 want soh.e 
water. 11 M to SM: "Are they g iving her a bottle now? 11 SM: 
"No. She is taking water real ·well from the cup now." 
M: 11 You get in bed and 1 1 11 get you some water. 11 C: 11 No, 
empty. 11 SM emptied cup and rinsed it out. C drank whole 
cup of water. SM to M: 11 When will you be coming back to 
see Ann?" M to SM in a whisper: 11Tomorrow. 11 l'JJ: to C: 
11 We 1 ll be back in a l it tle bit. 11 SM: "They will be coming 
back to see you tomorrow. 11 M: "Goodbye." She kisses C 
and leaves. C watches parents leave and then turns to toys. 
Mo tions SM away. SM put up side of bed and went to another 
part of room. C: 11Where is my chevving gum?" SM: 11 It's 
in your pocketbook , .isn't it? 11 C got it out and started 
chewing. Another child said: 11 Your mamma has gone home and 
left you. 11 This remark did not seem to make any impression 
on C. She kept on playing with her toys. She laid down in 
four minutes and started sucking her thumb to end of period. 
28 3 years. SM: 11 Visi ting hours are over. 11 Grandmother em-
braced C and said: "Bye, sugar. We'll see you tomorrow. 
I'll bring you a pretty book." Barbara began to cry . GM: 
"Don't cry, honey." SM: 11 Grandmother will be back to see 
you. She must go home now. She would like to s t ay but she 
must g o now. After you sleep and eat breakfast and lunch, 
she will be back again ." Grandmother walked off. SM: 
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"Barbara, would you like to .l ook at this book? I'll read 
you a story." C cried 11 Mamma 11 and twisted the ring on her 
finger that her Mother had just brought her. SM: 11 Barbara, 
they don ' t want to leave you and would like t o take you with 
them. They will come back tomorrow." SM started reading 
to her. Her whimpering subsided. At first she did not pay 
attention to the reading but as SM read on and asked her a 
few questions, she appeared to be interested. SM gave her 
a phone and color book after the story was over with. c 
began to play with them. SM: ''I must go now, Barbara. 
Bye. 11 C looked up from her book and then started looking at 
the pictures again . She looked at the pictures with inter-
est for seven minutes and then picked up the phone and 
started to handle and play with it. End of period. 
3 years. SM: nvisi ting hours are over." F: 11Daddy ' s got 
to go. 11 Cis playing with tractor . F: "Hug Daddy's neck, 11 
child puts hand up to Father's neck. F: 11Bye, Son, bye. 11 C 
said nothing . Father walked out. C began putting all of 
his toys in a sack . He twisted it up and put it in the 
corner of the bed. He lay very still for about ten minutes. 
Eyes open, glances at SM at invervals, and also, just around 
the room. He turned over t oward the wall and lay for ten 
minutes. He turned back over . SM: "Does Mommie call you 
Carson or William? 11 C shakes head negatively. SM: 
"Carson?" C said nothing. SM : 11 Carson got a tractor to 
play with. vlhy don ' t you get it out and play, Oarson? 11 C 
said nothing. He was still lying quietly at the end of the 
period. 
4 years. A SM announced that the visiting hour was over. 
F: 11 \I'Jell., it's time for me to go now . I'll see you tomorro 
boy. 11 The F walked away and on the way out said to a SM: 
11 Thank you fo.r your help Miss C. 11 The boy just sat there 
and kept coloring. In five minutes he asked a SM to put him 
in the wagon. She did and he and Roger (another child in th 
room) p layed together in the room for the rest of the period 
Roger would pull him around., would back up in between the 
cribs, would go forward, and would make many turns. They 
made noises like heavy trucks and the C said words like · 
11 turn, 11 "back up," and "wait ., 11 as Roger made these maneuvers 
and the C used these words to give Roger directions. About 
two minutes before the thirty minutes \'Tere up the C gave 
Roger a turn with the wagon. He got back in bed and watched 
Roger as he rode the wagon. 
3 years. SM: "Visiting hours are over. 11 M: 11 Baby is 
crying isn't she? You aren't going to cry are you? Don't 
cry now. You aren't going to cry. You aren't going to cry. 
Goodbye." As M says this and as M leaves, child kicks bed 
with f ee t and beats hands on book. Calls: "Mommy, Mommy, 
MommyJ 11 over and over. Kicking and rolling from side to 
side and crying. C: 11 Hold my hand. Hold my hand, Mommy, 11 
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and repeated. She sees gun lying on bed . She picks it up 
and is quiet for a moment. After fifteen minutes she is 
still crying and kicking . SM: 11Hi, Suzy. You fussy at us 
today? 1' vJhen another SM came to the door .she stopped cry-
ing. This SM just looked in--didn't say anything- -and, whe 
she left in a moment, C started crying again. Previous SM: 
''You 1 re a mighty big girl to be crying. Your Mother won't 
be proud of you. 11 C: "Hold my hand, hold my hand. I want 
a drink of water. I want a drink of water." Repeats this 
half a dozen times. Crying again and almost yelling: 11 I 
want a drink of water. Hold my hand . 11 Cries, kicks feet, d 
cries out for water \'lith intervals of quiet until end of 
period when this behavior has subsided considerably and the 
cries are broken with relatively long periods of quiet. 
2 years. SM: "Visiting hours are over. 11 Another Sl\1 to F: 
11 Don 1 t you want to tell Kermit when you will be back to see 
him?tr F: 11 I 1ll be back Sunday to see you~ Bye, bye. 11 
C began to cry as Father left. SM to F: "I'll be here with 
him for awhile after you leave." F nodded and left. C 
lying down in bed, looking at door and crying. Makes an 
effort to .attain a sitting position but can't and gives up . 
. Cries for about five minutes. SM began talking to C and 
got him ~nterested in watching some work going on outside 
the window. He became quiet as they watched the work . In 
four-five minutes he began crying again. SM began to re-
strain him in order to collect a urine specimen. C is much 
quieter whi le this is being done . He lets her do this with 
no resistance and soon is completely quiet. He lies quiet-
ly in bed j ust looking around passively and in two-three 
minutes he closes his eyes. Very quiet and apparently 
asleep at the end of the period. 
2 years. SM: 11Visiting hours are over." Cis crying. M 
is crying. M: "Bye, honey." F: 11 Bye. u C crying: "Mamma 
Mamma" as M leaves. M is in the hall and is looking in the 
window crying. She leaves in a second. C picks up bear 
and stops crying for a second. Begins crying 11 IVIarnma ." 
Picks up book, lies back down on stomach. Crying "Mamma." 
Li fts head Uf, and down. Snuffs and cries for fifteen min-
utes. SM: 'Oh, you are all wet." She changes diapers. 
SM: "Do you see this dollie and truck and bear?'' SM is 
moving the child's legs as she says this . . "Come on, pull it 
. up. That 1 s a good girl." C crying. SM: "Could you roll 
over? This leg looks a lo t bigger than the other one.'' C 
is looking at book. When SM touches child she cries. SM 
picks child up and walks around with her . C quiets. End of 
period. 
4 years. M asked a SM if visiting hours were over. SM 
told her that they were. M told Linda goodbye . SM: "Hhen 
will you be back to see Linda? 11 M: ''I don't know. \!.Ji ll 
she be ready to go home soon?" . SM: 11 I don't know but you 
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can ask her doctor about that ." M: "They told me she coul 
g o the end of the week . I 1ll probably be back Friday or 
whichever day she can g o home. 11 SM : " v!ell~ I 1 11 be here 
with Linda f or a while after y ou leave. " M: 11 All right. 11 
She t old Li nd a go odbye ag ain. C: "Goodbye~ Mother." c 
waved t o sister and mother who were outside until they were 
out of s ight. She t hen started playing with her toy s. She 
asked CJ. SM for the bedpan \'fhich was brought to her . She 
we nt r ight back to her paper dolls and p layed with interest 
f or the entire p eriod. · 
25 3 y ears. SM: "Visiting hours are over." M to SM : "Is the 
doctor around? Do y ou know if they found anything ?'' SM : 
11 No. " M: " ~vell~ if they aren't g oing to operate~ I'd lik e 
to have his tonsils and adenoids out ' cause he sleeps and 
you can hear his breathing all over the house." SM: "I 
thin k the d octor should know this and I'll see if he 's in." . 
The doctor comes and talks to the M. The M prepares to put 
the C back in bed . (She has been holding him.) C cries . 
M: 11 I love you honey. I'll be back. I 1ll g o get you some 
ice cream." M look s at SM . SM takes C in her arms. Cis 
still crying . Sril to C: "Mo t her 1 s coming back tG:>morrovl." 
Mother leaves. C cries for awhile. Stopped crying when 
SM put her back in bed and talked to her for awhile. Just 
looks at door. Drooling at mouth and very 11 pouty mouthed." 
SM bring s her toy s. She sits up, facing door and p lay s with 
t oys for twenty-five minutes. Continues this as doctors mak 
rounds t h en lies down and stares out the door. End of 
peri od. 
113 5 years. SM: "Visiting hours are over. n M: "Thank you . 11 
M: 11 I 1 ve got to go. I 1 11 color that tomorrow. Bye. Gi ve 
me a 1{i s s. 11 M picks C up and kisses her twice. Child is 
quite passive to this. C points to picture. M: 11 You save 
it 'til tomorrow and I'll color. You be a sweet little bo y . 
I don't want to leave but they have already told me I had to 
g o. Mo ther doesn 't want to go but she has to mind j ust like 
you d o. 11 M waves bye and g oes out. C waves bye, smiles, 
says nothing . C began to look at book . Gets up holding on 
to bed looking out door. (Smiling. ) C sits down with air-
plane in hand. Look s around and lies down. Gets up and fli - s 
his airp lane around smiling at the lit tle bo y in the next 
bed who is also standing up in bed. Lean s over side of bed 
watching people outdoors. SM comes in to take temperature. 
C lays dovm. Say s nothing . SM handed C water. He took the 
water and drank all of it . SM: "That 's g ood. 11 and she 
leaves. C sits looking around for a few minutes and lies 
down. He watches people g o by the d oor, rolls over at inter 
vals and looks out window, watches children in room. End of 
period. 
50 5 years . M to SM : 
I was going .n SM: 
"What time is i t? I guess i t was time I 
1
.
1 It r s t hree. 11 M t o C: "You don't cry 
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now and I'll bring y,ou something tomorrow. 11 C: "Look~ I ca 
raise that leg now. 1 M: "Yes~ you sure can. 11 SM: 11That t s 
good~ Peggy. 11 M: 11You don 1 t cry now. Bye~ I 1 11 see you 
tomorrow. 11 C began to cry as M left. Cis crying. SM: 
''Peggy ~ Mo ther is coming back tomorrow. Would you like me 
to read some from your new b ook? 11 C: 11 Yes. 11 SM: " ~Vhich 
one do you want me to read? 11 C: . "Mickey Mouse. 11 Before 
the story was finished she had stopped crying. She listened 
closely to the story and looked at the pictures as it was 
being read to her. After the story she said to SM: "I want 
the bedp an." She voided and then got her new books and was 
still looking at them at the end of the period. 
36 2 years. SM : "Visiting hours are over. 11 M: "Where did 
that thirty minutes go?'' SM: 11 It g oes quickly~ doesn't it? 1 
IV! picked child up and put him in bed. M: ni 111 be back to 
see you." M kissed him and walked out. C cried and called: 
11 Mamma. n Srv1 picked him up and said: "Your Mamma loves you. 
She vvill come back. 11 She showed him some toys and he seemed 
to cry louder. After picking him up and walking him around 
to see the other children~ he became quieter. SM put him 
back in bed . C cried: "Mamma. 11 · SM: 11 Your Mamma loves 
you and she 1 11 come back. 11 C cried for about ten minutes an • 
then became quiet. He cried out once and then lay quietly 
to the end of the thirty minutes. 
7 3 years. M: "What time is it?" SM: 11Five after three. 11 
M: "I guess it 's time to go . You be a g ood girl 'til 
Mommie comes back. 11 C: 11 0. K. 11 M:- "Be sweet. 11 C: 11 0 .K. ' 
M leaves C sitting in bed . SM taking her temperature says: 
"Turn over. 11 C turned over. SM: 'lYou didn 1 t swallow that 
bubble gum~ did you? 11 C: "No. 11 SM: 11Did you like that 
water this morning ? 11 C: "Yes . 11 SM: "Would y,ou like to ge 
back in it? 11 C shakes head negatively. SM: 'vJhy we do 
that to make you well. u C: "I can walk. 11 SM: "But we 
want you to walk better. 11 C to child in next bed: " lrJhen 
did you get sick? 11 Other C: "Two weeks ago. 11 C: "Have 
you got any sisters? What are their names?" C talked with 
child in next bed for ten minutes. Got dolls out of toy 
bag and p layed with them until end of period. 
16 5 years. The M and Grandmother were asked to leave. M: 
"You be a g ood girl and maybe they will let you go home 
tomorrow. I'll take you home and get you g ood and well . 
You want to be a little fat g irl with rosy cheeks." M 
crying when she left the room. C is sitting up in bed with 
tears running down her face but isn't crying out loud. She 
is looking toward the porch where her parents told her they 
would be. She has her crayons and her color book in her 
lap. She has a very sad and solemn look on her face. She 
pays no attention to the crayons and color book. She is 
still looking out the window toward the porch. She cries 
and whines some. She sits forlornly to the end of the 
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period and will turn her head toward the hall when she 
hears someone go by . 
4 years . - M: "It's time to go . Love me before I g o. 11 c: 
"I don't want you to go." C begins to cry . M: "It's time 
for me to go now. Don 1 t cry. '' SM to M: "You '11 be coming 
back tomorrow? 11 M: "Yes. 11 SM : "I 1 11 be here with her for 
awhile after you leave." C: "Le t me love you . " The C 
hugs and kisses her mother. M leaves. The C turns to her 
father: ''Let me love you. 11 F: "All right. tfuat do you 
want me to bring you? That monkey? 11 C nods yes. C: "I 
am going to ask that doctor :.i.f I can g o h ome tomorrow." F: 
"O.K. you just jump all over him and tell him you Hant to go 
home. Bye . " SM to C : 11 Tell Daddy bye and you will see him 
tomorrow.'' C waves bye and begins to pick up paper dolls 
and put them in the box. C to SM : ( crying) 11 Will you stay 
here with me?" SM: "YesJ I ' ll stay with y ou for awhile . " 
SM : 11 You have lots to p lay wi thJ Jane. 11 C: ''I am going 
to put them up. 11 (Paper dolls.) SM : 11Your new doll has 
beautiful hair. 11 C: "vJhen I go home I am going to make it 
some clothes. 11 SM: "You surely can." SM to another child : 
"Patsy) have you seen Jane ' s new doll and books? She might 
let you look at one of her new ·books . 11 Patsy nods. Patsy 
pulls up a chair and begins to look at the book and shows C 
the pictures. A child in the next bed begins to cry when 
his parents leave . C: "I didn't cry much when my Mother 
and Daddy left did I? 11 SM: 11 NoJ you didn ' t . They are 
coming back and there was no need t o cry was there?" C: 
11 No. 11 Patsy began to read the book to Jane. They played 
together until the end of the period. 
23 4 y ears. SM comes in : "Visiting hours are over." The litt e 
boy in the other bed says to this child's parents: "You 'l l 
have to come back tonight. 11 The parents get up. F: 11 We 
have to go . We 1 11 be back . " The C cries. F: "vJe 111 be bac.k 
in a little vvhi l e ." They leave. The child cries: ''Mamma) 
I wa nt Daddy to come back) I want Daddy to come back. 11 He 
is still crying. "I want Daddy to come back. lvhere i s 
Daddy going? 11 St ill crying . Another child to C: 11 He 1 ll be 
back in a minute. 11 Still crying: "Mamma, I want Daddy to 
come bac k . Daddy. Daddy. V.Jhere 1 s Daddy?" Other child : 
11 I don't know. He wil l be back after awhile." C: 11 I want 
Daddy to come back here , I want Daddy to come back here. 11 
This went on for about seven minutes and then he stopped cry 
ing . Othe r child : 11Do you see the birds out the window? 11 I 
C: 11 ir/here? I don 1 t see the birds." Other C: 11 Look there.' 
C: "I want Daddy to come back .'' Not crying but fretting th s 
time. C to other C: "~'!here's Daddy going now? " Other C: 
"I don ' t know. 11 C is crying again. "Daddy J Daddy J Daddy. " 
Crying very loudly: "Daddy) Daddy) Daddy. I want Daddy to 
come back here . Daddy , Daddy) Daddy . 11 Cis coughing. Stop 
crying long enough to get over his coughing. Crying again. 
"I want Daddy to hold me in his lap ." Stops crying. C: 
----- -----J.-
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11 I wan t Daddy to hold me in his lap when he comes back. 
I want Daddy to hold me in h i s lap . I want Daddy to stay 
wi th me. 11 Crying again. C: "I ain't got nobody to stay 
wit h me , I ain't got nobody to stay with me. 11 Repeats t his 
agai n. Silence t ~'lenty minutes after parents have left . 
Goes to sleep in two more minutes. Still asleep at t he end 
of the peri od. 
49 5 years . M to C: '' 111/e have to go now, but I 111 be back 
t omorrow early and so will Aunt- - --- . You be a good girl 
like y ou always are. 11 SM: "I ' m going to stay with Linda 
for awhile." M: "Fine, I ' m sure she ' ll be good . 11 SM : 
11 Li nda, let 1 s ·read one of your books. 11 C: 11Fine . " She 
calls t o M as I"! walks out the door: ''Mother , come back just 
a minute." M didn ' t hear her s o the SM went to the door 
and asked Mrs. L to come back a minute. M came back and c 
said : 11 Mother, the SM is going to read my new book to me . 11 
M: "Fine , you 'll have a good time and I 'll see you tomorrow 
C waved to Mas she passed the window in the hall . The SM 
s a t down and asked Linda which book she want ed her to read t 
her. She chose a book and the SM read to her for fifteen 
minutes. She was very quie t and interested in the story. 
She lies quietly in bed vmtching the people who pass by the 
door. End of period. 
35 3 years. SM: "Visiting hours are over. n Dad and Mother 
both looked rather desperate after this was said . SM : 11 I 
wi ll be here with him several minutes after you leave. 11 C 
began to cry loudly . F : 11 I 1.ll be back in a few minutes , 
Don . 11 SM to parents : "Will you be back tomorrow after 
lunch?" M: "Yes, we will be back t omorrow ." M to C: "Don. 
we will be back tomorrow after lunch . 11 C began to cry : 
"Don 1 t go , d on 1 t go. 11 F embraced child to him . C: "Daddy 
wi ll y ou come back?" SM : "Daddy is coming back , Don, after 
you eat supper and breakfast and lunch. He will come back . 11 
F lingered over parting and seemed as if he would cry . SM 
to F: ''It may be better if you leave now. 11 F left . M 
embr a ced h im . M: "Mother wants to k iss you goodbye. 11 
M held him thightly with tears in her eyes. She then · left. 
Dur i ng thi s time Don was crying , clinging to parents and 
saying : 11 Don 1 t g o . 11 SM: 11Don, your mot her and daddy 
don ' t want to go. 11 He shrieked. SM : 11 Don, may I tell you 
something?" This was repeated three times. He stopped cry-
ing . SM: "They don ' t want to go but they must ." C: "Why? 
Sfvl : 11 The hospital tells them t hey must go home at night . 
Your 1/Ionunie and Daddy will be back to see you after you slee 
tonight and eat your breakfast and lunch tomorrow . '' C be cam 
quiet and p icked up a crayon . C to SM: 11 Write me a picture " 
SM: 11 All right, I will be glad to write it for you. Which 
color would you like? C: 11This one . 11 SM: 11 \!Je will have a 
orange train." C en t husiastically began to color and ask 
quest ions abou t the pictures . After fifteen minutes the SM 
said : 11Don, I must go. I wish I could stay and play with 
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you, but I must go . " C began to cry and said: "Don't go . 
No one else will play with me . " SM: 0 \tle woul d all like t o 
play with you. rr SM handed him crayons . SM : "Bye, Don." 
C: 11 Bye. Don't go . lt He cried for a few minutes. Another 
SM walked in room and picked him up. He ceased crying. In 
five minutes SM put him back in bed . C began to play with 
toys. At first it was only with slight interest but , at the 
end of the thirty minute period he was playing with toys wit 
much enthusiasm and talking to himself about the tractor. 
5 years. M: "Mother has to go. Visiting hours are over. 11 
C: "Well, go ahead . 11 M: "You don ' t care about me going?" 
C grins. M: "vlell, you be a good boy. Turn on your light 
when you want something and be sweet . 11 She kissed him and 
said "Goodbye." C· smiled and said : "Goodbye . 11 Another 
child : 111/Jant to ride out to where the wheel chairs stay? 11 
C: "Yeah. 11 They ride in that direction. Stayed only a 
minute and other child said he would show C the stairl"fay. 
A SM stopped them and they all talked about the race they 
had with the wheel chairs last night . C: "Let ' s don ' t go 
back to bed . 11 Other C: "No, we won't go back now . Let ' s 
ride." They turn their chairs and start to race down the 
hall. Other C gets ahead of C ·and C yells : "Wait . ~~ They 
ride back. There is much giggling. SM helps to push them 
back. Other C: 11 Got to go in the room a minute." C: 11 \IJhy 11 
Other C goes in room and C rolls chair around. He then goes 
in room and says: "I'm gonna ·stay in here . Other C: "I 
vvish we could see TV tonight. 11 C: No rep l y but rolls the 
chair around and around and says: "Can you do that?" Other 
C does it too. They play like this to the end of the period 
4 years. M and Aunt brought Bobby to bed. They had been ou l 
on the porch. SM : 11 Hello, Bobby. Did you have a good time " 
C smiled. M kissed Bobby and said: "Bye , honey . " C just 
looked up. M left. C to SM : "Tell me about the house. 11 
sril told him a story about the house which he payed close 
attention to. SM : "Bobby, I must g o now.'' C: "Tell Mommi 
to come in vJhen you go. 11 SN: "Bobbie, your Mother has gone 
home and she ~Plill be back to see you." He began to cry . C: 
"Tell her to come back in here" and repeats this. SH: 
"Bobby, y-our mother said she would come back to see you in 
two days . Your aunt will come tomorrow. 11 C: "I want her t 
come back in here now." SM : "Bobby, your mother has gone 
home. She has gone home to get your shoes. You can get up 
and play when she brings them to you in two days." He 
smiled. SM took him back to bed. Another SM came in room 
and said: ''Ill read him a story . 11 C smj_led real big and 
moved over to the side of the bed~ SH said: "Goodbye, 
Bobby." He waved bye. Other SM read ·him a short story and 
left him with pencil and paper . He played alone with inter-
est until end of period . 
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2 y ears. M: 11Do you want Mother to -=bri~g -yo~--a train tomo 
row s o y ou can p lay with the other little boys and girls?" 
C nods yes. M: rrDo you want Daddy to come?" C nods yes. 
SM : 11 Mother 1 s coming back tomorrow and bring Rickie a trai· 
and Daddy 1 s coming too. 11 M: "You 1 re not g oing to cry j 
when Mo ther leaves~ are you?" C nods no. SM: ''I'll be he 
with him fo r awhile. 11 M: 11 All right. 11 She gets up and 
1 eaves. C l i es very still. SM: 11Ri ckie is g oing to get a 
train to play with . 11 C begins to rub eyes and turns over. 
Starts to cry f i ve minutes after parents have left. SM: 
11 Rickie~ Mommie and Daddy are coming tomorrow and bring y ou 
a train . Won't that be nice?" No resp onse. Still whimper-
ing for two or three minutes. Very still and goes to sleep. 
Still asleep at the end of the period. I 
5 years. SM: 11 Visi ting hours are over." l.V"!rs. L gets up 
and look s in her purse. She hands C a little paper sack. 
She puts on her scarf and leans over C. M: 11 Give me some 
sugar now. " rll l<: isses C and C whispers something to her. 
M: "All right~ I'll bring those funny books to y ou tomorrow.' 
Says 11 Bye 11 and leaves. Linda looks up at the ceiling with 
a big tear in her eye. She says nothing . Father of the 
child in the next bed says to her: "Did you hear it rain 
last night?" C: "No." Father : 11 You didn 't hear it rain? 
It rained hard. 11 Linda smiled. The tear is g one. She 
said: 11 No." Linda is sitting in the bed looking at people 
as they come in. She holds her hands in her lap and look s 
around the room . She now watches the other girl in bed 
across from her . She look.s out the door . .She looks satis-
fied. Still sitting in same position with same expression . 
.SM comes in and starts examining her hand . .SM lays her 
d own in bed and examines her abdomen. She lies down with 
her hands on her abdomen. She is still and is looking up 
at the ceiling as she is being examined . End of period. 
3 years. M: : "We have to go now~ David. Kiss me g oodbye. 11 
C begins cry ing and screaming. Big tears rolled dovm his 
cheeks. M k issed C and said: 11 Here ~ Daddy~ take him. 11 
She left . F: "David~ you be a g ood b oy . We 'll be back . 
We'll take you home when Dr. 0 . says so. If you keep 
crying vve can 1 t come back ." C hushed until F left. SM told 
p arents that she would be there after they left. SM picked 
David up and told him: "Mother and Daddy will be back 
tomorrow. They don't want to go but they have to. They wil 
be back." SM w-alked down the hall with him . SM took him 
back to bed so she could get another child a bedpan. He 
started crying ag ain. SM came back to him and he had stoppe • 
crying . SM read him a story. SM: ''David ~ I 1m g oing to hav 
to put you back in bed because I have to g o." C: "All 
right." SM put him in bed and gave him a book. He looked 
at it with interest until the end of the period. 
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20 4 years. SM: 11 Visi ting hours are over. 11 Visitor sits. 
SM 11 1 1 11 have to ask you to go outside and wait . The 
doctors are going to make rounds. 11 Visitor and SM leave. 
C watches them leave; then just sits and looks around. SM 
enters room: 11 Let's pull your bedside up 'til Marruna comes 
backJ 0. K.? 11 She puts side rail up. C says nothing. He 
has quit playing with his napkin and now just holds it in 
his hand. rt! enters and asks SM: 11Do you want me to go 
· ahead and dress him?" ml[: 11 1 1m sorry J I don't have anythin-.-
to do with it. 11 M: 11 0h, 11 and puts the C1 s clothes dovm. 
M: 11 I wonder how you get these sides down. 11 She walks 
around crib and tries. The M then walks out of the room . C 
sitting and just looking now and during the past few minutes 
SM walks in and writes something on the day sheet. C still 
just sitting . Not p laying with anything . Looking out the 
window. Looking down at bedside table. Puts fingers in 
mout~. SM enters. C starts playing with toes. Has a 
vvadded napkin in his hands . vlatches the SM who is with an-
other child. He has been sitting quietly just looking 
around for the past ten minutes. Now rubs eyes. Still 
watching SM who is with the other child. Gazes out the 
window w.hile picking his toe. Looks up and through the 
window into the other roomJ where the doctors are making 
rounds. Stops picking his toe . Turns around and sits just 
as before. This same behavior goes on until the end of the 
period. 
11 2 years. F : 11 Look at these blocks . (In a book .) Mommy 
and Daddy are going to go out now and get some blocks for 
you and come back with them. You sit here and we ' ll be back 
with them . 11 C started to cry . She hung onto the crib rail-
ings and wailed : 11 MommieJ Daddy. 11 They l eft at 3 o'clock . 
The C cried hard and the visitor from the next bed walked 
over and tried to console her but to no avail. She lay in 
bed a minute and cried. Then she got up on knees at foot of 
bed and wailed . Stopped a minute and watched child . across 
the way. Cr i ed a lit tle for about half a minute and looked 
aroUnd the room again. Threw herself on bed and wai led for 
short time. Sat upJ looked around at other children) at her 
toesJ ' and watched baby cry across the room. Sat looking un-
happy but not crying anymore six minutes after parents had 
left. Looked at bed--contemplating it seemed. Picked up a 
book . Srvi came inJ smiled at herJ and gave her a bott le of 
milk. C took bottle in her hands .and set it between her 
legs. Made no attempt to drink it . Cont j nued to look 
around ro om. Played with bottle and nipple a short time. 
SIVI came i r1 J laid her downJ and spoke to her as she put the 
bot t le in C1 s :mouth . C began to ho ld bottle and SM left. 
Fifteen minutes after parents had left C still lying still) 
holding bottle up J sucking . Lay li1{e this part of the time 
with her eyes cl_osed but still awake . Almost let bottle 
fall from her hands but raised it up again and changed hands. 
Still quietly drinking from bottle. Eyes open and then 
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c losed . Appears nearly asleep as s h e finished bottle 
thirty minutes after p arents leave. She lay bottle down 
on h e r chest, nipple still in her mou th, straightened leg s 
out , eyes closed. 
2 y ears. SM: "Visiting hours are over. 11 M offers c a 
drink , puts her back in bed. Tall{S to her and p lays with 
her. C : "Down." PJI sits down. Ge t s up ag ain . C starts 
crying . F k isses C g oodby e. M: "Mother will be back , 
honey . 11 F: 11 \'Je have to g o see Sister. 11 SM to M: 11 Mrs. M I 
when are y ou coming b ac k ?" M: 11Tomorrow. 11 SM : 11 \'lell, 
I'll b e with h e r fo r awhile after y ou leave. I'll play 
v'rith her and tak e care of her. 11 M: 11 Linda--see, this SM 
is g oing to be wi t h y ou." The p arents left. Child cried 
louder . 11Mommi e gone" and k e p t rep eat i n g it. SM repeated 
over and over a g ain: "Yes, but s h e 'll be back . Mommie wil 
be b ack . 11 SM left room and child cried louder . Became 
somewhat quieter when SM took her over to look out of the 
window. SM held h e r in her lap quit e a while but C kept 
cry ing : 11 Mommie g one . 11 C was taken t o the treatment room an 
had her finger stuck . This caused her to cry louder , and 
she said: "Iwant bed ." SM took her b ack to her room still 
cry ing· for Mommie. SM said: 11B-Je, your Mommie will be bac_ " 
as s h e left the room. C cried louder when SM left. End of 
p eriod . 
5 y ear s. · M to C: 11 You'd better talk to me . Tell me some-
thi ng because I ' ve got to leave. Sat urday , I 1m g oing to 
bring your brother to the window outsid e. He cries every 
day -- h e wants to see y ou so bad l y . Now k i ss me goodbye." 
The C k issed the M goodbye. M: 1'I won 1 t bring you any more 
dolls. Two are all y ou need . 11 C repl i ed k iddingly : "You 1 d 
bette r bring me two more." The C said "Bye 11 as M left and 
turned and waved and said "Bye." He i mmediate l y p ick ed up 
the t wo dolls and . showed them to the boy in the next bed 
and talk ed to him. Then began p lay ing with comb and mirror 
a gain . Seemed perfectly contented . . Still play ing ten 
minutes after p arents had left . Perfect l y content. Play s 
with dolls, comb, and mir ror most and occasionally talks 
with b oy in next bed. Watching SM talk to boy across the 
room. SM came in room and picked up a larg e doll which 
cries . She carried it around to each child . With C, she 
made the doll cry a nd said: "Do you lik e her?" C: 11 It 1 s 
big . Mak e it cry . 11 After she l eft, he began p lay ing with 
comb ag ain. Period ends. · 
5 years . A SM entered room, but on an isolation gown, and 
pulled the curtains. M to SM : 11 I 1 11 g o out while you do 
that . 11 C begins to cry . M left. C : "Mamma, don ' t g o out . ' 
(crying ). SM to C: "She'll be back in a minute . " C t o SM : 
11 1;-Jhat's you g oing to do?" SM : 11 Put you on the bedpan. Now 
don ' t cry. Be still just a moment. " SM inserted a rectal 
tube to try to get C to expel water from an enema . C : 11 I 
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c an 1 t do anything . 11 Sivl: "Please try . 11 C crying 11 Ivlamma. 11 
Sivl : "Now don't cry" and patted the C1 s arm. C lying on 
bedpan and has stopped crying. C: aTake that thing out of 
me. I want my Ivlamman - crying . SM: "She'll be back tomor-
row a t visit i ng hours. 11 C: "I want my Mamma. 11 SL\1: I know 
you do bu t she 1 11 be bacl{ tomorrow . 11 C: 11 I can ' t do notb.ing 1 
- crying . C: "I can't ' job. I can~t pee no more. I want 
my Iv'Iarnma. Take it out. I can 1 t do nothing . 11 SM : "See- -
bef ore you sat on the pan a minute and you did something . 11 
C: 11 I can 't j ob . Mamma said Jim would be want i ng my other 
dol l. 11 SM: 11 Is Jim your brother? 11 C: 11 I ain 1 t doing 
nothing . Take that t h ing out of me. I want my Mamma. 11 
Cry ing whi le she t alked . C: "Take it out of me . I want 
my Mamma. I want to go to sleep . I want to go to sleep . 
I ain 't doing nothing . Will you let me go t o sleep? 11 SM: 
11 You can go to sleep . 11 C: "I want to go to sleep right 
nm:,r . I can 1 t do nothing . Take me off of it. SM rolled 
her off of the bedpan. C . crying and saying 11 \!Jill you take 
it of f of me? 11 SM (disgust i ngly) 11 \tJill you wai t a minute?" 
C: "Mamma, Mamma , Mamma, Mamma, Mamma11 --loudly and crying . 
"Is my Mamma in there. 11 SM: "She ' ll be back tomorrow after 
noon at v j_ s i~ing hours. 11 . C: 11I want her now . 11 C crying li '"e 
her he art 'vvould break . She quiets and stares at door. 
Closes her eyes . SM entered room. C opened eyes to see 
who i t was and then cl osed them. Lying quietly fifteen min-
utes after Mother had left, eyes closed, facing door,· ap-
parently as leep. Did not move when little boy screamed out . 
Opened eyes again and had t hem on door at end of thirty-
minute period. 
2 years. SM: "Vi siting hours are over. It ' s three o'clock r: 
M: 11 Mommie will be back." (Leaned over bed to C.) C: 
11Mommi e, Mommie. 11 C cried: "Daddy. 11 C kicked and 
s hrieked : "Mommie . " A SM walked in and raised bedside. Sa d 
nothi ng . Parents left . C threw toys on floor and continued 
to cry. Stopped crying when SM vJalked to bedside. Cr i ed 
11 Mommie, Daddy" and flounced arms as if angry for about ten 
minutes and then became quieter. ·Occasionally cried out af-
t e r that . Quiet and· down in bed for ten minutes . SM came 
i n, let down cribside , picked up toy and said : "Come on , 
drink some i-·Jater. 11 C: "No." SM put cup down, raised bed-
side and wal ked away. Child lying j_n bed and qui et until th" 
thirty mi nu tes were up . 
3 years. M to C: 11 Here comes the SM, I guess visiting hours 
are over. 11 C: "Read me another story, Mamma . 11 SM: 11 I would 
l ike to read you a story. 11 C: "I don't want you to. " M: 
11 Miss R is going to read you a story out here in the warm 
sun. " SM : 11 I sure would like to read one. 11 C: 11 0ut here? 1 
SM : "Yes. 11 M: "Let's go in and change your pajamas. 11 M 
changed his pajamas. C: u i want to go to the bathroom . 11 
M: "0 .K., we 1 11 put on the pajamas and go . 11 M and C re-:-
t urned. The C p icked up t wo books. SM: "J im picked out a 
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b ook . V./ould you like this one?" C: " No~ I want the little 
one.'' SM : 11 0. K. ~ now we have ¥our little one and Jim ' s big 
one." (Jim is another patient .) They started out on the por h 
to read. C to !11 : "Mamma~ I want you to read me a story . " 
M: ''rll.iss R is going to read to you . 11 SM : "Gray, your 
Mam~a must g o but she will be back at the same time tomorrow 
We wi ll go out and read our story now." C reluctantly left ' 
his IV! and the SM and C started out to the p orch ag ain. SM: 
''Gray~ your Mother doesn 1 t want to g o but she must. After 
y ou sleep tonight and eat your breakfast and lunch, she will 
b e back to see you." C: "I want Jim too . 11 SM : " Jim is 
comin g right behind us. 11 They sat and read the book s . 
The C seemed interested. Another SM came out on the porch a d 
sai d: ''I want to take their temps before I go. 11 SM : u All 
right, I ' ll take them in." SM to children: "After we finis 
this story we will go in to have temperatures taken . " On th 
way into the ward the child saw his mother in the office . C 
toM: "I want you to take my temperature." M: "I ' ll be in 
to see you after I see Dr . 0. You g o with Miss R. SM to M: 
"Ar e you leaving when you finish here?u M: "No~ I am g o-
i ng t o see Dr. 0. and then g o back in to see h im. 11 Sf·il : 11 Al 
righ t .n SM : "Gray , we will take your temperat ure while y ou 
mothe r talk s to the doctor. She is going to come in to see 
y ou after she sees h im. " His temperature was taken and the 
SM began to read to h im again . His i nterest was held fairly 
well but then he walked out to see his mother. C: "I want 
t o e;o where mother is." SM: 111 :know you would like to g o 
but mother i s talk ing to the doctor. She· is coming here to 
see you. She wi ll be looking for you in here. Mary (anot he 
chi l d ) i s going to read you a story . C pulled a chair up 
n e ar Mary ' s bed and sat. A few minu tes l a ter his attention 
was still held. End of p eriod. 
2 years. SM: 11Visiting hours are over . Hi there David. 
How are you today?" C looked up at her . M: "David~ I have 
to g o. 11 C whimpered. SM : ''You aren 1 t g oing to cry now . 
You are too big a boy to cry.'' Another SM: "Mrs. S., I am 
g oing to be with David several minutes after you leave." To 
C: "David show me the new train your mother brought you." 
The C directed his attention t o this SM and his mother left 
t he room. He continued to play contentedly with his toys 
for fifteen minutes. During this time, h e was still sitting 
up in a wheel chair. A SM was standing near him. He wet 
his diapers . SM : uDavid, let ' s put on some dry pants . " 
SM put him in bed and he l et her do this willing ly. When SM 
finished putting h i s p ants on, he sat up in bed and continue· 
to p lay with toys with interest until end of period . 
4 ye ars . SM : "Vi siting hours are over. 11 M: 11 0h law, visi -
i ng hours are over already. 11 She resumes her reading. C: 
"Read another one." M: tt l have to g o 1 cause they have al-
ready told me . " C: "Read some more . " M: "Honey- - I can't. 
I have to g o. 11 The C insists. TheM starts another story . 
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Again the SM reminds M that visiting ):lours are over. M: ''I 
have to go." She gets her coat. M: "What do you want me 
to bring for you to wear to the Junior League Home? Tell 
me." C: "I want the catalogue." M: "O.K., I'll turn it 
to cowboys and I gotta go. I 1ll .bring you cowboy boots or 
guns. Which you want?" C: ''Mamma., Mamma. 11 M: "vJhat, 
baby? 11 IVI starts to leave. C: "Mamma, I don't want t o read 
that." M turns pages of the catalogue . Starts to leave. 
C: 11 Get me some cowboy boots . 11 M: "O. K., I'll get the 
cowboy boots and a rope and bring them Thursday. O.K., I 
got to go. Bye, honey . She leaves. C says nothing. Lies 
on side away from door. Wiggles some. Says nothing. SM 
goes by. C: "Come here. I want (not recorded). 11 SM: 
110.K." and goes looking for somethin~ (urinal). She gives 
urinal to C. He ki cks it and says, 1I didn't want it. 11 
SM: 11vJhat did you ask for it for? 11 C mutters somethin~. 
SM pulls curtain back and says: .nAll right, young man, 1 and 
leaves. C wiggles some. No other response. SM enters, 
child coughs, and calls SM by name. SM: uAll right , Mike. 
I'm coming in a minute. 11 C kicks side of bed and playfully 
yells "Bang., bang. 11 SM lets dovm crib side and says: "Some 
days I can't work these. 11 Picks up catalogue. SM: "Look 
at these. You know the next thing we must do is turn over 
on your tuEmy and exercise. Oh, but look at these toys. We 
can look at more later. On your tummy now . 11 C turns over 
by himself slowly--encouraged by SM who calls playfully, 
"Come on now, come on--whoa boy .n SM exercises his arms 
and back until end of period. C does not talk but f ol lows 
all of her directions. 
3 years. SM comes into room and says: "Visiting hours are 
over. 11 M puts C in bed and washes her hands. F says as he 
carries a little plastic tree and candy over to the bed : 
"Let me see you put some on the tree." F leans over and 
kisses C. M: "Look at that little boy in the next room. 11 
They start out the door and F says: "Put the bedside up." 
M: "Leave it down." · Parents leave. F: "Don' t you climb 
out there. 11 A SM comes in and puts the side rails up. C 
sits down and eats a piece of candy. She calls: 11Daddy, 
Daddy" but never cries. She is standing in the middle of 
the bed twisting her hair around her fingers. SM chats some 
thing with her. C: 11 I got to pee." SM pulls the curtain 
and gives her the bedpan. C uses the bedpan. She sits down 
and starts putting her candy gumdrops on her plastic tree. 
She is doing this very slowly and methodically. Some drop 
off and she picks them up and puts them back on. Still 
sitting in bed and doing this at the end of the period. 
2 years. SM: 11Visiting hours are over." Another SM to 
parents : "I'll be [lere with her for awhile." F: "She is 
going to cry but it won't be for long." SM: "I'll walk her 
around. 11 8~11 picks child up. SM to parents : "You' 11 be herE: 
tomorrow? 11 M nods yes and waves goodbye to the C as they go 
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t C . 11 M -:- M . II St ou . crles ommle~ ommle. ops crying and says 
11
rllomrnie., Mommie" over and over . .SM picks C up and walks 
around with her . C occasionally says "Mommie" and SM says 
"Your Momrnie's coming back.lf Another SM brings her some 
juice, offers it to her, and she takes · about one-fourth of 
it. SM puts her back in bed. C: "Mommie~ Mommie" but doe 
not cry. SM: "Your Mommie is coming back tomorro~-.r." An-
other SM comes in, picks her up . She stops saying 11 Momm.ie. 1 
When put back in bed, she says it again. "I wanna get out 
and see Mommie. 11 In fifteen minutes she has stopped saying 
"Momrnie. 11 Sits in bed and watches people. Very quiet . En 
of period. 
40 2 years. The M was crying. M to 8rl!: 11 I didn ' t mean to 
cry.n She said goodbye to the C who immediately began to 
cry. She grabbed the F by the arm and said: "Come on 11 and 
hurried out of the room . SM: "Mr. P" and she followed then 
out of the room . SM: 11 \llhen will you be back to see Paul?" 
M: "Tomorrow afternoon. I knew he would cry . vle shouldn ' 
have gone in . 11 SM tried to reassure by saying: 11 The y all 
cry when their parents leave Mrs . P ~ and he was awfully 
happy to see you. I'll be with him for awhile after you 
leave. 11 SM went back in room and repeated to Paul several 
times 11 They (parents) would be back tomorrow, Paul.'' SM 
patted him on the back and tried tb console him but he 
continued to cry. Cries intermittently between several 
minutes of silence. Is j ust sitting in bed . SM comes in 
and gives him some medicine which he takes very well. 3rll : 
11 You must have taken this ·at home~ Paul--that ' s a good boy.u 
Twenty minutes after parents have left, he is still crying 
intermittently, becomes silent and is just sitting in bed 
vvat_ching people in the room until end of period. 
10 2 years. F quietly pulls up bed rail. M puts her coat on 
and says: "We must go." Parents say: "Bye 11 and leave. C 
clams her book down and jwnps up and cries. M returned to 
room. M: "Find the turkey in the book, dear . Find the 
turkey in the book. 11 She leaves again . Child cries almost 
instant l y and throws her book over the side of the crib. 
Cr ies "Mamma" over and over again between sobs. She looks 
t oward door as she cries. In five minutes she stops crying 
and moves over to corner of bed to look at book. Starts to 
cry again and call "Mamma . " She is st anding with her back 
t o the corner of the crib. She is just sobbing now. She 
sits down and begins to play with her new t oys . Looks at 
book . Throws her head back and cries. Looks at book and 
still cries. SM brings in some chocolate milk for her and 
s ets it on the bedside table. Says nothing to child. C is 
crying and hanging over side of bed . SM pulls curtain the 
rest of the way back and C runs to corner of crib, lies fac 
down and cries. Stands up in bed ~ looks all around. Cry-
ing. SM: 11 Want some mil~, honey? " C only looks at her an 
cries. SM leaves. Fa ce dmm again. Crying loudly. 
=====---=-=-.,-==-=-==!!=----~-==--
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Fifteen minutes after parents have l eft is up on feet again 
t;angs over side of crib and erie s . SM comes in and s ays : ' 
1 iVhat ' s the matter , honey?" C looks at her . SM leaves c 
sits down and begins to play l ustily with blocks . Almo~ t 
immediately, cries again as she plays with blocks. Picks 
up book and cries out occasionally while looking at book. 
Twenty minutes after parents have left i s still turning the 
pages of the book and crying . Stops crying as another child 
begins to cry . Observes with interes t whils he is being 
weighed . Seems to have forgotten herself . Starts to cry 
again after the other child is weighed . Turns pages of the 
book . Gets up and looks out ~vindow. Looks at the back of 
her bed . Sits dmm and cries more. Stop s crying and exam-
ines her quilted pad that is in her bed. 'VIets her pants . 
Stands up and cries loudly . Face down again in bed crying . 
Still crying thirty minutes after parents have left. 
3 years . SivJ:: "Visiting hours are over. 11 M: 11 All right , 
put the money back in the pocketbook, honey. I have to go." 
C: ''No, you can ' t go . " M: 11 You v..rant to keep this .handker-
chief?" C: "Where yougoing ? 11 M: "I 'm going to get some 
water and then I ' m going home. Now, don 't cry . That ' s the 
reason I didn ' t come yesterda;y--you cried so. 11 C: "It ' s 
not possible for you to stay? 1 M: 11 No i t isn ' t. Now, 
don ' t cry." The C begins to cry . M kisses C and promises 
to come back but she didn 1 t say v·Then. M leaves. C cries lo d-
er and jumps up and dovm on the. bed . She stands. at the win-
dow and looks for her mother. Starts jumping up and down in 
the bed again. Sitting in the middle of the bed crying but 
without tears . Kicking he r feet and jumping around in bed. 
SM: 11 What 1 s the matter with you? You usually look at the 
window and look at me and look so happy ." C i gnores her and 
keeps on screaming. C sitting still in bed but crying and 
looking all around her . SM toak C some chocolate mi l k . C 
took it but did not drink it right away. Just sitting in 
bed ho lding it. SM took the milk away from C and put it on 
the table . C j ust sitting in the bed whimpering a little . 
C cried for twenty minutes before she stopped . She is now 
quietly sitting in bed p laying with a handkerchief her 
mother had left her. Started crying a little more . Has a 
very sad looking expression in her face . Playing with some 
paper cups and crying at the same time. Has stopped crying 
once again . Started crying harder in l ess than five minutes 
End of pe.riod. · 
2 years . F reached dmm and kissed ch ild. "Bye, Son . 11 
IvJ:: "Is it that time? 11 F: 11 Yes, it's three o 1 clock . 11 M 
looked at SM . SM: 11 Yes, it 1 s about t ime . 11 M started em-
bracing C. M: 11 I have to go now. 11 C began to whimper. M 
looked at SM . M t o SM : 11 Are you staying because he ' s been 
crying so when we leave? 11 SM: "No , but I 1m here to make it 
easier for him when you do leave . " M was still embracing C 
who was still crying and holding her . . M: "I'll be back . 11 
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8r-1 : "Ivlaybe Mommy would like to tell you wheh she- will be 
back . 11 M: "I 1 11 be back tomorrow . n M to SM: "He 
doesn r t know ~vhen tomorrow is. 11 SM : 11 Tray ~ after you slee 
and eat breakfast and lunch, Momma and daddy v;ill be here . " 
Iv1 ki ssed him and left. C began to cry and look around. 
11 Mamrna ~ come back . " SM: 11 Tray~· your Mamma would like to 
come back but she must g o. She loves y ou and would like to 
stay. She will come baclc 11 His whimpering subsided but 
still cont inued. The above statement was repeated and he 
almost stopped. An explanation of tomorrow was given and 
he was told she would be back then. He stopped crying. He 
cried~ in all~ about five minutes. A SM made him a ·garage 
out of a box for his many cars and he put his cars in it. 
He started playing. srJI walked out. Tray waved to SM and 
said: "Bye. 11 He played about 20 minutes with moderate 
interest. He then lay down on the bed and in a half cry ing 
v.ray ~ said : 11 Mommie-Daddy" several times. He- woul d be quiet 
a few minutes then say it again . He lay quiet for five 
minutes look ing out of the window. End of period. 
5 years . After a SM left the room~ the parents told the 
ctlild g oodby e. F: 11 I 1 11 be back to see you and soon I 1 11 
take you home. Don't you cry now. 11 M: ''Goodbye~ you be 
sweet." The parents left. Cplayed with toys and noticed 
what was happening in the rest of room. SM came in and gave 
him an injection . He began to cry and cried quite loudly 
whi le she was g iving him his injection. He was quiet when 
the SM left him and soon he became interested in his toys 
again and concentrated on them until end of period . 
3 years. SM: 11 Mrs. K .~ visiting hours are over. I'll be 
with David for several minutes. If you g o to the nurse's 
station~ they will call Dr. C . for you . 11 M: 11 All right. 11 
C began to cry when he v.ras put back i n his crib. M t o C: 
11 I 1 11 be back tomorrow . " fll t o SM: 11 I hate to leave him 
crying. u Sl\1: "He'll be all right, I'm g oing to stay with 
him. 11 SM talked with David: "IVIommie is coming back tomor-
row." C stood at the end of his crib~ loo:ked out of the 
window, and continued to cry. SM: . "David~ l et 's take a 
little wal k . 11 He withdrew from SM . SM: 11David~ would you 
like a drink of water?" She held a cup of water to his lip s. 
He stopped crying and drank some water. He stood quietly 
and passively in bed. SM asked him if he wanted to come to 
her . No response . He looked out of the window into the 
other room. SM: "What are y ou looking at~ David?" No re-
sponse . SM picked him up and held him for about three min-
utes . He was quiet and relaxed in her arms. Sa id nothing . 
He was p ut back in bed, his p ants were changed , and he stood 
up in bed a g a in. He stands at the end of the bed and 
wat ch es people pass the room. Loo k s into other room occa-
sionally. Very quiet and forlorn looking . Another SM : "Hi 
David. How are you ol' sweet thing? 11 She pats him. Gets 
her face real close. SM t o SM: 11 He 1 s not saying a word. 
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He 's just standing up there l ike he always does. 11 He stands 
at the foot of the bed saying nothi ng but watches other chi l 
dren and staff members. He cried when SM left: "Mamma, 
fllamma." End of period . 
15 4 years . M: 11Visiting hours are up, darling . " C: I want 
to sit up. They wi ll let me sit up. 11 M: ''Billy, I want t o 
tell you something. We 'll be back tomorrow after you eat 
your lunch. 11 She repeats this to C. A SM walked into the 
room and came over to C' s bed . The parent s left . C crying 
"Mamma and Daddy, Mamma and Daddy " r epeatedly . Also says : 
"They 'll be back after lunch ." SM : "Yes, t hey ' ll be back 
after dinner. Stop crying . I just want to take your 
temperatur e . Yes, t hey ' ll be back t omorrow if yo u be a 
good boy . Hush crying if you want them to come back." C: 
rl'The;y•ll come back tomorrow after lunch. 11 SM : "Yes, now 
hush . Daddy 1 s got to go home and eat and . sleep." C: "He ' 11 
come back aft er he takes a nap ? 11 SM: "Yes , he ' ll come back 
t hen." C cried "Manuna''· and ''Daddy" and "Daddy" and "Mamma 1' 
many times. SM: "Yes, they ' ll be back. 11 C: "They ' ll come 
back after 1 unch . 11 SM: 11 Yes, they 1 11 come back . You be a 
good boy. I f you cry, the rest will start crying . You be a 
good boy. " C con tinued to cry 11Mamma and Daddy, p l ease come 
on back ." The frequency of the call decreased in about 
ten minutes but he continued to cry. Another SM walked over 
·to bed and sai d: "Hha t ' s the matter, sweety?" C: "Mamma 
and Daddy be back tomorrow after lunch? 11 SM: "Yes, they 'll 
be back after lunch. Do you want some vmter?" C: 11 No, I 
want some chocolate ." SM : · "I 1 11 ge t you some chocolate 
mi l k then. 11 C: 11 I want it with my lunch . 11 SM wal ked out. 
C continued to sob 11 Mamma and Daddy" for the full thirty 
minutes after the parent ' s departure wi th periods of quiet-
ness. He kept saying : 11 They 1 11 be back after lunch." End 
of peri od. 
26 3 years. SM announces that the visi ting hour is over . F : 
"We ' ll be back tomorrow." C: "I don't want you to go." 
SM t o F and M: "I will be with John for several minutes 
after you leave . " F and M: 11Fine . " M; "Ki ss me goodbye . 
Be a good boy and we 1 11 see you t omorrow. 11 C: "No , come 
back tonight. 11 C crying and holding hands out for F to take 
him. F: "Kiss me and then we will be back after awhile . " 
C kissed F and then sat down in bed . Parents left . Sf\1 : 
"John, y our mot her and daddy live three blocks down that way 
(pointed out window) and they are going to stay there until 
tomorrow, and then they are coming back to see you and bring 
y ou your crayons and books. 11 C was looking at books and 
said : "Leave" to Sl\1. 8rll left his bed and went to linen 
cabinet in room. C to SM : "Hhat are you writing ?'' SM : 
"I ' m getting my lessons . " C: "Do you go to school?" 
SM : "Yes. " C continued to look at his books for fifteen 
minutes. C to SM : "Mother said she was going to bring me a 
stack of new books tomorrow. " SM: "She sure is . 11 Cis in 
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bed, chewing gum, and looking out of t he window at the end 
of t he period. 
7 3 years. SM comes in the room and announces that the visit 
ing hours are over. (F is in the room with the child. · The 
mother has been there but went out to stay with their other 
children so the father could come in.) F: "I j ust made it 
before visiting hours were over. Ronny , do you want Daddy 
to come and see you tomorrow? 11 C: "Yes. 11 F: 11 \IIell, we 'l 
be back tomorrow. Bye, Ronny. 11 C: "Bye, Daddy. 11 SM to F: 
"I 1m going to stay vfi th Ronny a while and we are froing to 
have a good time with his new books . " F: 11Fine. 1 F 
leaves t he room. Ronny is sitting up in bed coloring . He 
still very interested in his new playthings that his parent 
had brought him. He doesn't seem to want to talk to a SM 
who is i n the room. All of his attention is on his colorin 
which he does for about thirteen to fifteen minutes. He 
changes colors several times during this period. He uses 
orange, blue, and green. C to SM: 11 I want to get up. 11 SM: 
11 I can ' t get you up today , honey; but maybe the doctor will 
let you get up in a few days . 11 C to Sfv1: "See my pretty 
colors? I am going to color. 11 He continued to color with 
interest until the end of the period. 
2 2 years. SM: "Visiting hours are over. 11 M: "I've got to 
go, honey . " M kissed C, put up the crib side and left the 
room . During this time the C was playing with her blocks 
and show·ed no change in expression or behavior as the r.1 
left. C was sitting in the middle of the bed with many 
toys and blocks and toys about her. She p layed happily 
with her b locks and occasionally looked at her brother who 
was across the room. She concentrated on the blocks, looked 
up voThen a SM came into the room, and resumed p laying with 
blocks almost immediately . She was st i ll playing with her 
various toys at the end of the period . 
2 2 years. F to SM: "What time is it?" SM: I!Ten 'til 
t hree." F looked up as if thinking . Rather indirectly to 
child, F said: 11 I 1 11 get you some candy. 11 F walked out. 
Chi ld puckered up his face and stood looking out the door. 
He began to cry as he stood at the end of the bed and 
looked out the door. A SM left the room. He began tossing 
all of his toys out of the bed with vehemence. He con-
tinued to cry lustily . He sat down in bed, held to rail, 
and continued to cry . Sitting in bed still cry ing . He 
faced the wall this time. He stood up and peeped out the 
door. Sat down in bed again and then lay down. Cry ing had 
subsided some after twenty minutes. He moves his head from 
side to side at every noise and at people as they passed by 
out in the hall. Cry ing eased to an occasional sob thirty 
minutes after F had left. He i s somewhat less distracted 
by sounds. End of period . 
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TEST TO DETERMINE HOW THE PARENTS FEEL IN 
RELATION TO LEAVING THEIR CHILDREN AT 
THE END OF THE VISITING PERIOD 
DIRECTIONS: Please read carefully. 
The following fifty responses of children ' s parents take 
place on a pediatric ward in a general hospital. 
The question: How do you feel about leaving your child 
today? was asked. a parent of each child after she had left 
at the end of a visiting period. 
The purpose of this test is to determine how each parent 
feels about leaving her child today. 
Please do not judge these responses in terms of the 
parent's understanding or lack of understanding of the child 
but rather in terms of hovv the parent feels about leaving . 
Please check the response on each rating scale (sample 
below) that you think best describes how the parent feels 
about leaving her child. There are fifty responses and 
f if t y rating scales. Please be sure that the numerical 
number of the rating scale that you are checking corresponds 
to the nwnber of the response that you are judging.) 
Very 
Secure 
Secure Somewhat Secure Anxious 
and 
Somewhat Anxious 
Very 
Anxious 
It will take you approximately thirty minutes to complete 
your answers. 
~~=========================~==~~======================================~========~· 
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GUIDE FOR RATING : Pl ease read carefully . 
The following guide for rating may he l p you in deter-
mining your answers . Only inc i dents of a Very Secure parent 
and a Very Anxious parent are g iven. 
Very Secure . The visitor may not like leaving but she 
feels very confident in the staff, or in the care the child 
is receiving, or in the child ' s progress , or that the child 
is satisfied, or any combination of these. 
Example. 11 I hate to l eave but she i s so much better and 
seems to like it here. 11 
Very Anxious . The visitor may not directl y express that 
she hates to leave but she indicates that the separation is 
very hard emotional ly on her and/or on the child, or ind i -
cates much lack of confidence in the staff, or i s veFy dis-
p leased with the care the child is receiving, or a combina-
tion of these . 
Exam~le. "I just can ' t stand it . He cries every time 
I leave. 
PARENT ' S RESPONSE 
3 It's the best thing for her . She is a very timid child. 
Afraid of strangers . Afraid of temperature taking . My 
. l eaving will get her over this . 
37 I sure hate to leave him but he is better off than at home. 
He is getting the best of care and I am very well satisfied 
with the nurses and doctors . 
18 I fe lt he was well taken care of. Since I am going home 
(out of this city ) today, it made it a little harder. I 
feel all right, though . 
46 Better than I did yesterday. He was operated on yester day 
and he feels better today. 
20 I don ' t feel bad over it. He ' s in good hands . 
26 Terrible. 
49 We ll, she ' s better in some ways . She seems satisfied and 
contented. I worried l ast night but she said: "IV!other, 
I didn ' t worry about you . 11 (Smiling . ) 
------- - +-• - -~-=------
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32 I feel O. K. I'm getting used to the idea and she is in good 
hands . She v.rouldn ' t cra~rl yesterday and today she smiles an~ 
cra~vls. 
28 It's pretty hard . I could leave her better if I knew she wa~ 
sicker. And she is at the age when it is so hard . She 
doesn't understand it and it can ' t be explained to her. I 
could leave my five-months old child much better. 
14 I don 1 t knovf how to explain it . I don 1 t feel too bad. He 
has to get well . Anybody hates to leave. Getting him well 
is the main thing. 
40 I feel terrible. It almost ki lls me . He cried yesterday. 
He is life itself to me. 
6 I feel kind of bad right now. 
31 I feel g ood that he is in the hospital. 
to leave him . I wouldn't take him home. 
fee l greatly encouraged. 
It breaks my heart 
He is better and I 
12 She has been helped a lot . Appreciate what has been done 
for her. She has a swell disposition when we do leave. I 
hate to leave but see improvement. 
47 I feel better . The nurse said she would stay with him to 
keep h i s mind off of me. It did help a lot. 
7 I feel that she is safe and in g ood hands. Feel good about 
it because she is so much better. 
23 Naturally~ we would rather stay with him. (Almost crying .) 
50 I hate to leave her because she is always crying . vJe miss 
her so much at home. 
4 2 I feel like it would be better if I could stay. I don't 
like to leave her . 
4 Pretty bad . I think she's in g ood hands. I just hate to 
leave her (crying ). 
25 I feel like he v.rill be safe here . You knovl a mother can 1 t 
help but worrying but y ou know they are go ing to do somethi~ 
for him. I hate to leave but I know it is the rules and I 
have to do it. 
4L~ You hate to leave a child every day. You hate to leave~ of 
course. 
11 It breaks your heart. 
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er. 
30 It 1 s hard . If it will do him any good, I am v.Jilling to 
leave him. I ' m willing if the Doc says so. I don't like to 
and I 1d like to take him home as soon as possible . It's 
hard on me to have to drive 100 miles each day to see him 
but as long as you 're helping him, and I lmow you're helping 
him, it's all right. 
2 I don't like to. I sneaked out. I left before he realized 
what was happening. 
22 I hate to leave him but I don't hate it as much as yesterday 
He's getting a little more used to the place. 
16 I sure don't like it . 
41 I don't like leaving him. 
36 I hate to leave him. He cries and that makes it hard . If 
he didn't cry, it would make it easier. The nurse picked 
him up today. She probably has him quiet now. That helps . 
17 I think it will help her . I'll have to give her up one way 
or the other. 
1 I don 1 t want to leave Connie. 
8 I don't want to leave him . I have never been away from him 
at night in his life before. I know it's for his own good. 
48 Of course, I hate to leave her but she is better when I am 
gone rather than staying all of the time. 
34 I hate to leave her but it is necessary. 
24 I feel very contented. Awfully nice to have the nurse in 
there. They way they are doing her today, I feel better 
about it. 
21 I know she's in good hands. If she weren ' t, I wouldn 't 
leave. 
33 I just want to cry . 
9 I'd rather stay with her. I don't like to leave at all. 
35 It hurts deep down to leave him . 
know it has to be done (crying ). 
I can't stand it but I 
43 The nurse is with him. I don't mind leaving. The nurse is 
taking him for a walk . 
--==- ~B _ _All_r_i ht_._ LJnade up_ my rnind when_ I brou ht him in that he 
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would have to stay. 
10 About the same as yesterday. She v.ras apparently all right 
until she saw us . That makes it hard . 
15 I hate to very much. Since I found out how things go after 
we leave, I don 't mind so much. It was very hard yesterday. 
-29 I feel lots better. It was hard but it vvas better today. 
45 
19 
27 
13 
5 
All right today 'cause he's not crying. It was hard yester-
day . He v-.ras crying and he wanted to go home. 
She seems satisfied and not lonely now--makes me feel bette_ . 
I don't worry now . She is getting used to peopl e now. 
I feel all right as long as he is doing all right. 
He 's a lot better. I don't mind leaving him when he's not 
crying. ~ He wasn •t crying.) 
Better satisfied than yesterday. She hasn ' t seemed to miss 
me too much. I don't like to leave though. 
APPENDIX II 
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APPENDIX II 
OUTLINE OF r~STER'S THESIS 
Statement of the Problem 
What , if anything, can the nurse do to assist children, 
ages two to six, and their parents, on the pediatric v.rard at 
Vanderbilt University Hospital toward making a comfortable ad-
justment when the parents leave at the end of the visiting 
period. 
Objectives 
1. To discover vvhat has been and is universally being 
done to make separation at the end of the visiting period 
emotionally more comfortable for both the child and his 
parent. 
~- , To try out a method of meeting the needs of patients 
ages two to six, and of their parents, so that separation 
at the end of the visiting period will be emotionally more 
comfortable for both. 
3. To compare emotional adjustments of the children and 
their parents at separation under usual ward conditions with 
those under Objective Two above. 
4. To ascertain whether or not such a study as this is 
practical and/or possible for an 1'on-the- job" clinical in-
structor or supervisor to execute. 
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5. To make proposals based on the findings and con- ----
elusions. 
Questions to be Answered 
Quest i on 1. What has been and is being done to make 
separation at the end of the visiting period emotionally comfort-
able for both the child and his parent? 
Investigative Device for Question 1. Review of the 
l iterature concerning what has been done, and what is being done 
to make separation at the end of the visiting period emotionally 
comfortable for the children and their parents. 
Question 2. How do children, ages two to s ix, in this 
setting: feel in. relation to their parents 1 leaving· them at the 
end of the visiting period under present or usual ward condition ? 
Investigative Devices for Question 2. To provide mater-
ial for answering this question, an observer1 will be in the 
room with a child, age two to six) and his parent and will ob-
serve the child situation2 and immediately record anecdotes that 
t el l exactly what the child did or said, that describe concrete-
ly the situations in which the actions or comments occur, and 
that tell clearly what other persons do and say, specific Qon-
crete descriptive statements, from the beginning of a visiting 
period until thirty minutes after the parent has left . 3 
1The observers will be the ten nursing students of the 
class of 1952. 
2A "child situation" is a situation which includes a 
child, age two to six, who is hospitalized. It includes his in-
teractions with people and things from the beginning of a visit-
~- IAQ.g _J.::J_e_:r-_iod and until thirty__rninutes a;fter hi_s visitor has lef_!;_._. 
~ -
5 Staff of the Division on Child Development and Teacher 
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Each observer will observe and record several child sit-
uations and each child situation will be observed and recorded 
for only one time and by only one observer. 
Question 3. How do the parents feel in relation to 
leavi ng their children at the end of the visiting period under 
present ward conditions? 
Investigative Devices for Question 3. A one-question 
questionnaire, through personal interview by the investigator, 
will be used to provide material for answeri ng this question. 
A parent of each child will be asked the question: 
"How do you feel about leaving your child today?" immediately 
after she has left her child at the end of a visiting period. 
The response will be recorded verbatim. 
Question 4. How do the children feel in relation to 
t heir parents leaving them at the end of the visiting period 
when nurses introduce a purposeful plan to make the separation 
a comfortable one? 
Investigative Devices for Question 4. To provide 
material for answering this question, an observer will be in 
the room with a child, age two to six, and his parent, and will 
directly observe and record the child situation as was done 
in investigative device for question 2 above~ but while a pur-
poseful plan of nursing care is being executed to make the 
separation for the child and parent a comfortable one. 
In this case~ the students will be the nurses who execut~ 
Personnel~ Help ing Teachers Understand Children ( Washington~ 
D. C.: American Council on Education, 1945)~ p. 33. 
~fp=== ~'==========================~=========== 
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t he new nursing care plan in addition to observing and recording . 
Each observer will observe and record several child 
situations and each child situation will be observed and re-
corded for only one time and by only one observer. 
Question 5 . How do the parents feel in regard to 
leaving their children at the end of the visiting hour under 
this new plan of nursing care? 
Investigative Devices for Q.uestion 5. To provide mater-
ial for answering this question, a parent of each child wil l be 
given the same questionnaire, through personal interview and 
by the investigator, that was given to those parents who experi-
enced the visiting period under usual ward conditions, i mmedi-
ately after she leaves her child. 
To actually answer questions nu~bers 2, 3, 4, and 5 above 
the notes taken of each child situation, from the time the 
visit i ng period is announced over and until thirty minutes after 
the parent has left, and the response of each parent to the 
question, "How do you feel about leaving your child today? 11 will 
be mimeographed. Both the mimeographed child situations and the 
parent responses will be given to ten expert judges v-Iho will 
rate, on a simple five-point rating scale, each child situation 
and each parent response in terms of how they think the child 
and parent feel about the separation. 
Example of Rating Scale: 
Very 
Secure 
Secure Somewhat Secure 
and 
Somewhat Anxious 
Anxious Very 
Anxious 
==== - -·- --=-o:-'--==~-=-'-'====· F'"--
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Question 6. How can one compare the emotional adjust-
ments of the children and their parents in re lation to separa-
tion under usual ward conditions to those when a purposeful pla 
of nursing care is used? 
Investigative Device for Question 6. Each point on the 
rating scale will be given a nQmerical rating : Very Secure = 2; 
Secure 1; Somewhat Secure and Somewhat Anxious = 0; Anxious = 
minus 1; and Very Anxious = minus 2. The average of the scores, 
given by the ten judges to each child situation and to each 
parent response to the questionnaire, will be obtained. There-
fore, emotional adjustments under both conditions will be meas-
ured and compared numerically. 
Directions to Recorders 
Control Conditions. Directions concerning Question 2: 
11 How do the children feel in relation to their parents leaving 
them at the end of the visiting period under present or usual 
ward conditions? 
I . Role of the recorders 
A. For this part of the study each one of you wi ll tak 
descriptive anecdotal notes of the behavior of 
several children, ages t~w to six, their parents an 
all hospital staff members who come in contact with 
the children during the visiting period and at the 
parent 1 s departure. You will remain with the chil-
dren and record their behavior for thirty minutes 
after the parents have left. 
B. Each one of you wil l observe and record (recording 
forms and a clipboard will be provided) one of the 
above child situations at a time and each child sit-
uation will be observed and recorded by only one of 
you. 
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C. Recording 
1. Make descriptive anecdotal notes of the behavior 
of the child, his parents, and hospital staff 
during the visiting hour and at the departure 
of the parent. 
2. After the parent has left, stay with the child 
for thirty minutes and continue recording his 
behavior and that of other persons who contact 
him or whom he contacts. 
3. This means write exactly what is done and said 
by the child in his relationships with people 
and things and what is done and said by the 
people who have relationships with him . "Record 
anecdotes that tell exactly what the child did 
or said, that describe concretely the situation 
in which the action or comment occurred, and 
that tell clearly what other persons did or 
said--~ ecific or concrete descriptive state-
ments.'4 , 
4. Everything that is done and said is to be de-
scribed exactly as it is happening. Do not use 
your judgment as to what should be recorded and 
what should be omitted but record everything . 
5. Do not give interpretations as to how you think 
the child and parent feel, i.e., "He looks 
happy" or 11 He is crying pecause he is afraid." 
Just concretely describe the incidents as they 
take place. 
6. Bodily movement and facial expression are im-
portant to note and describe. The child, parent 
or staff member may not actually be expressing 
himself verbally but bodily movement (he leans 
forward toward the nurse, he walks quickly to 
the far side of the bed and stands facing corne 
crying loudly) and facial expression are silent 
methods of expression. 
Investigator: "In other words, include bodily 
action and facial expression in the description 
of the incidents."5 
4Ibid. 
5This is the first interruption 
cording of the directions to recorders. 
-= )-_n _guo~es_ . 
during the machine re-
Others follow and are 
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D. For this part of the study you are to be an outsiden -
an observer and recorder only. That is, do not take 
any part in the child situation . Make yourself as 
little knm'ln and unobtrusive as possible to the 
=--- ~==== 
child and parent by being as passive as possible. 
You do not want to influence the behavior of the 
child, his parent, or the staff. Do not in any way, 
through verbalization, bodily movement, or facial 
expression become part of the situation. You take 
this role, of course, because you are trying to ob-
tain a recording of behavior under usual ward condi -
tions. Ideally, we would have observation booths 
from which to record behavior. You will dress in 
street clothing. Find a chair and sit down as 
close as you can to the child but not so close as to 
become a part of the situation. 
Recorder: 11 \vhen do we go into the room? 11 
Another Recorder: 11 1-'Jouldn 1 t it be easier if we were · 
in the room before t~e parent came? I mean if we 
could be there a few minutes ·before. 2:30. When you 
walk in and take a chair and sit dovm beside or near 
the bed, that calls attention to you right at the 
time. 11 
Another Recorder : 11 I think it would be better if we 
could be in the room before the visiting period 
starts because when we come in and get a chair and 
sit down that calls attention to our being there and 
if we were there when the parent comes in, she might 
notice that we were there but not think as much of 
it." 
Investigator: 11 What do the rest of you think about 
that?" 
Recorders indicated it would be better. 
Investigator: "All right. Let's plan to do that 
then. Be in the room a couple of minutes before 
2:30. 11 
Pause. 
Recorder: 11 What if the child isup ad lib and he an . 
his parent walk around the ward and out on the 
porch. Should we go with them. 
Investigator: 11 What do you all .think of that?" 
Paus e. 
===========~=====~~ 
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Recorder: 11 IVlaybe we could sort of follow them and 
not get too close and~ at least, be able to describe 
what they are doing. I mean describe action but not 
all of the words. 11 
Pause. 
Investigator: "Yes~ this is going to happen~ isn ' t 
it? That seems like a good idea and then~ if and 
wheh a staff member approaches them, you could 
follow quite closely behind her and probably get 
close enough to get any verbalization and still not 
be distracting . 11 
Investigator: 11 Any other questions? 11 
E. Concerning whether or not you will \vant to stay in 
the room with the child after the parent has left, 
1. If the child. is in a room by himself: 
a. Leave just after the parent has left and ob-
serve from a point just outside the door~ 
Try to arrange it so you can see him through 
the window but so he won ' t be distracted by 
you. 
If he is talking, try to get the verbaliza-
tion by being as close to the door as 
possible. 
b. If someone goes into his room, follow her in 
and come out when she comes out. 
c. There might possibly be a case in which you 
might be less distracting if you just sat 
quietly in the room. You will have to be 
the judge of this. 
2. If the child is in a room with other children: 
a. Try staying in the room after the parent 
leaves. 
b. If you do sense you are distracting the 
child, go out of the room as in 1-a and 1-b 
above. 
Recorder: 11 \'.Jhen the curtain is drawn, should we 
go in side of the curtain? 11 "Would that be 
making ourselves too obvious?" 
Investigator: "Just get as close to the curtain 
·------. -·=--=-=-========lt===~ 
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as possible so you can hear the verbalization. 
If the curtain has been left open a few inches, 
you might very easily be able to see the be-
havior as well as hear it without attracting 
attention. This would hold true during the 
visiting period also." 
F. Questions child or parent might ask you: 
1. If you should be approached by a child or 
parent and asked a question} do not answer the 
question and do not absolutely ignore it. Let 
them know as tactfully as possible that you do 
not .V..now. You may not even have to answer. 
Recorder: "On some questions that we feel we 
have to answer} vfe might be able to say just 
either "yes" or "no." 
2 . If the child or parent asks you to do something 
just tell them as tactfully as possible that 
you can ' t do this. 
Recorders : A few uncomprehensible verbaliza-
tions accompanied by a few smiles are uttered 
by the recorders. 
3. If the child or parent asks you what you are 
doing you might tell them something like 11 I ' m 
taking notes for an assignment . 11 This vmn ~ t 
happen very often, but if it does} try to make 
your answers and behavior such that will dis-
courage further interaction. 
II . Role of staff members. 
A. The ward clerks v.ril l dismiss the parents at exactly 
three o ' ~lock. There will be two of them doing 
this and they should be finished by two minutes 
after three. 
Recorder: "They have been doing that. 11 
Investigator: "Yes, they are very conscientious 
about it. They know we are trying to set up some 
controls." 
Recorder: ttBut some of the parents don't go. 11 
Investigator: 1111/ell, some of them don 1 t go right 
away but that is part of the real picture . From the 
time that the parent is asked to leave and until she 
does will be the departure time. Notes will be take 
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for th~rty minutes after that. 
B. Mrs . W. (the pediatric nursing supervisor) and Dr. 
(the resident physician) will instruct their staffs 
as to what you are doing . They will go right on 
with their work and completely ignore you. 
III. Your role as a student during control conditions: 
A. For the study , you will be assigned to observe 
patients that you are not caring for as a part of 
your regular assignment. This ought to help you 
keep out of the situations because you don't know 
the child or his parent well and they don't knovr you 
! 
This, of course, means that during your regular 
Nursing of Children clinical experience,·you should 
allow yourself to be known only to children on the 
ward that are on your daily assignment. This holds 
true also for their parents. Do not develop a 
relationship with all the children on the ward, as 
you usually do, while the study is going on. 
Recorder: 11 That may be hard to control if we are 
assigned to this ward for any of our twelve hours 
of nursing service per week. 11 
Investigator: Yes, perhaps, but just keep it in 
mind if you are. 11 
B. When we have patient-centered nursing classes, and 
they center around a patient who is not on your 
daily assignment, prepare for the class by reading 
his chart and talking about him with the student 
who is caring for him. Do not acquaint yourself 
with the patient as you usually do. 
Experimental Conditions. Directions concerning step 4 
on the thesis outline: "How do the children feel in relation to 
their parents leaving at the end of the visiting period when 
nurses introduce a purposeful plan to make the separation a 
comfortable one? 
I. Role of the recorders. 
A. For this part of the study, besides being the record 
er who records the behavior in the child situations, 
you will also be the nurses who introduce the purpos . -
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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ful nursing care plan. You will dress in uniform. 
The main purpose of your presence is to assist the 
child and his parent toward making a comfortable 
adjustment when they separate at the end of the 
visiting peri od. You will attempt to create an en-
vironment that wil l encourage the child and his 
parent to express ·their needs to you . You will meet 
these needs and all others that you can anticipate 
and recognize. Be particularly sensitive t o needs 
that have to do with the separation of the child and 
his parent. 
B. Each one of you will participate in, observe, and 
record one of the above child situations at a time 
and each child situation will be participated in, 
observed, and recorded by only one of you. 
C. You will give nursing care to a child and his 
parent and will take descriptive anecdotal notes 
of the behavior of the children, their parents, 
yourself, and all other staff members who come in 
contact with the child during the visiting period 
and at the departure of the parents as you give the 
nursing care . You will remain with the child, give 
nursing care to him, and record his behavior for 
thirty minutes after the parents• departure. 
You wil l use the same method of recording as you did 
when you recorded under usual conditions. You will 
also use the same recording form. Describe exactly 
what is done and said by all persons in each situa-
tion . 
D. You will concentrate your nursing care on one child 
and his parent but will not ignore obvious needs of 
other parents and chil dren in the room. 
Investigator: 11 Now, this is going to be a little 
bit different. You are not going to be able to sit 
dovm and do your recording. You will need to have 
your recording form with you or c lose by as you g ive 
the nursing care . You may want to carry the clip-
board with you some of the time. You may want to pu 
it aside part of the time and go to the child and/or l 
parent and then go back and record your notes. 11 
E. Things to do while the parent is present : I 
1. Introduce yourself to the parent and also to the 
child if practical . Let them know that you are 
available and in your own way let them know that 
you would be g l ad to assist them in any way that
1 
_ yo~ c_an~ ~?u __ w~11~~-~h_is_ soon after the_ begin-j 
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ning of the visiting period. 
2. Respond to the expressed feelings of the child· 
and/or parent when indicated . 
This will) of course, require understanding and 
acceptance of the children and parents. Remembe· J 
there are feelings involved here and you are try 
ing to assist them in handling these feelings so 
they will feel better about leaving each other. 
Therefore) try to respond to their feelings as 
they express them. 
3. ·Just talk with the child and/or parent when 
indicated. 
4. Mee:t all requests directed to you . Meet all 
requests of the child and his parent and anti-
cipate needs insofar as possible . If you are 
not abletomeet a request yourself, find someone 
who can meet the request. If the request cannot 
be metJ discuss this with the person who has 
asked it. At any rate, do not keep the child or 
parent wondering . 
Meeting requests and anticipating needs may take . 
you av-ray from the child and his parent for short 
periods of time . 
5. Adjust to the amount of time you think the child 
and his parent want you present. If you think 
they are not comfortable with you with them so 
closely or so continuously, adjust for this and 
do not be with them so much but be nearby and ap-
proachable so they can contact you if necessary. 
6. Find outJ sometime during the visiting period, 
when the parent will return and try to see to it 
that the child also knows . 
You may want to use this information after the 
parents• departure . In all cases possible, en-
courage the parent herself to let the child know 
when she is coming back. 
Many children and parents will spontaneously talk 
about when the parent wi ll return. If you hear 
these conversat ions and obtain the information 
this way, fine. However, if you do not know, be 
sure you find out before the parent leaves. 
You can obtain the facts concerning this and, at 
the same time, encourage the parent to tel l the 
[_ ----
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child by say ing something like this in the · child s 
and parent ' s presence : "Does John know when you 
are coming back , mother? 11 or "Can you tell John 
when you are coming back, I t hink he would like 
t o know," or "When is mother coming back , John? 11 
If you hear the parent tell the child that she 
i s coming baclc at a certain time and you know 
that she is not going to return at that time, 
ask her v-1hen she truly is coming back out of the 
chi l d ' s hearing . In these cases you may or may 
not be able to use this information after the 
parent 's departure. You may be ab l e to he l p the 
parent tel l the child the truth. 
7 . Be wi th the child and parent (or very close by) 
at the time that the parent is leaving . In many 
cases you will be able to assist at this time. 
8 . Let the parent know, sometime before she leaves, 
that you wil l be with the chi l d for awhile after 
s he leaves . 
F. Thing s you might do while the parent is present : 
1 . You might want to encour age the parent to tell 
t he child what she and the rest of the family wi 1 1 
be doing between t he time s he leaves and when 
she returns ag a i n . 
2. You might want to encourage the parent to tell 
the child what she an:i the rest of the family 
have been doi ng since s he was here the last time 1 
3. You might want to encourage the parent to leave 
something from home that the chi ld is especially 
fond of and secure with. 
4 . You might want to encourage the parent to bring 
something from home that the child is especially 
fond of and secure with . 
5. You might want to encourage the parent to talk 
with her child about how he feels about her leav 
ing and hotv she feels about leaving him . 
You mi ght find it comfortable and appropriate to 
make .a statement something like this : 
11 John, mother knows that you don't like her to 
go and she would really like to stay here in the 
room with you all of the time if she could. 11 
---=-- -=- _ o_r _ this : __ -~-~-0... -=---=-="--'-=-----=----=----=-~-=-- -'-'--~~--=--=-===ll---
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11 Mother understands tha t it 1 s hard for you to be - ---
away from home and mother doesn't like being 
away from you either. 11 
G. Things to do after the parent has left: 
1. Respond to the expressed feelings of the child. 
Let him know that you unaerstand how he is feel-
ing by talking with him about his feelings as he 
expresses them. 
2. Just talk with the child when indicated. 
3. Mee t his requests. 
4 . Assist him in clarifying any misinterpretations 
regarding his parents such asJ when she would 
return again) that she would really like to stay 
what was going on at homeJ etc . 
H. Things you might do after the parent has left: 
1. You might be able to create a more comfortable 
environment for him by taking him to the playroo 
or bringing toys to him . You might want to read 
to himJ just hold himJ wall-c with him) or help 
him get started in some group activity with othe 
children. 
I I. Role of the staff members . 
A. The ward clerks will dismiss the parents as before. 
B. There will be no special instructions given to staff 
members. They will carry on their usual activities. 
III. Your role as a student under these conditions. 
A. Your role as a student under these conditions will 
be the same as it will be under the control condi-
tions. 
Investigator: 11 Now J there will be someone caring for 
these patients. They will be on someone 1 s assign-
ment and that person is very lil{e l y to come into the 
situation and give some nursing care. You might 
want to follow up with some of the conversation the 
child or parent has had with that person or might 
want to discuss some of the nursing care that was 
g iven. 
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